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COUNTY OF ERIE

CHRIS COLLINS
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

DEPARTMENT OF LAVv

MEMORANDUM

M./\RTII'; A. .POLO\V~

FIRST ASSiSTANT CQUNTY ATTORNEY

THOMAS F KIRKPATRiCK, JR.
SECOl'ID ASSJS'l'/'.NT COuNTY ;\'[ ;()RNEY

TO:

FROM;

DATE:

RE:

Robert Graber, Clerk, Erie County Legislature

Thomas F. Kirkpatrick,~econdAssistant County Attorney

September 26, 2011

Transmittal of New Claims Against Erie County

--------_._---_._--_..._---- .__._--

'[\/[1'. G-raber:

In accordance with the Resolution passed by the Erie County Legislature on
June 25, j 987 (Int. B-J 4), attached please find three (3) new claims brought agamst the County
of Erie, The claim« are as follows:

Cl~iJ11 l~'1r;J.~

State New y\?ik vs Intel COrp(),;U1I01 1

State ofNew York vs Al.' Optronics Corporation..» aJ
Melzar Ti-Sawn Wilkins vs Kelly R. Herkcy, et al.

TFK/crj
Attachments

95 F~'JSKLn\' STREEi -- ROOM 1634, BC~eFALO, NE\V 'lORK 14202-- PHONE (716) 858-2200 - FAX(16)858-228\ (NOT f-OR SERVICE)
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JEREMY A. COLBY
ERIE C0~:NTYATTORNEY

Mr. Robert M. Graber, Clerk
Erie County Legislature
92 Franklin Street. 4th Floor
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Mr. Graber:

COUNTI OF ERIE

CHRIS COLLINS
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

DEPARTMEN'f OF LAW

September 26, 20 II

WlARTIN A. POLOW'{

FIRST AsSISTANT COU.NTY A.TTOiV'iEY

IHOMAS F, KJRKPATRICK, JR.

SECOND ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEY

In compliance with the Resolution passed by the Erie County Legislature on June 25, 1987,
regarding notification of lawsuits and claims filed against the County of Erie, enclosed please find a copy
of the following:

File Name:

Document Received:
Name of Claimant:

Claimant's attorney:

State ofNew York vs Intel Corporation

Summons and Complaint
State ofNew York
120 Broadway, 26th Floor
New York, New York 10271
Honorable Andrew Cuomo
New York State Attorney General
Main Place Tower, Suite 300A
350 Main St.
Buffalo, NY 14202

Should you have any questions, please call.

Very truly yours,

By: THO~S ;-K~It~A:r}JCK,JR.
Second Assistant County Attorney
thomas.kirkpatrick@erie.gov

TFKlmow
Enc,
cc: JEREMY A. COLBY, Erie County Attorney

95 FRA,-""'KLIN STREET, ROOM 1634, BUf-FAl,o, NFh YO;{.i'" .i4202 -- PHONE; (716} 858-2200 - WWv,'.ERlE.GOV
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1
IN THE UNITED STATES DlSTRICT COURT

'2

3
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELli.WARE

5

411 IslATioF NEW YORK, BY ATTORNEY
IGENERAL ANDREW M. CUOMO,

6 II I Plaintiff,

Case No. _

Trial By Jury Demanded
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I

v.

I
~N~TEL ~ORPORATION, a Delaware
corporation,

Defendant.

COMPLAINT

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Attorney General of the State ofNew York
ERIC CORNGOLD
Executive Deputy Attorney General

For Economic Justice
MICHAEL BERLIN
Deputy Attorney General
For Economic Justice

RICHARD L. SCHWARTZ
JEREMY R. KASHA
JAMES YOON
SAAMI ZAIN
Assistant Attorneys General

120 Broadway, 26th Floor
New York, New York 10271-0332
Tel: (212) 416-8262/Fax: (212) 416-6015

Attorneys for PlaintiffState ofNew York
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Plaintiff State of New York, by its Attorney General Andrew M. Cuomo, alleges upon

information and belief the following against Defendant Intel Corporation ("Intel"):

I. INTRODUCTION

I. Intel has engaged in a systematic worldwide campaign of illegal, exclusionary

conduct to maintain its monopoly power and prices in the market for x86 microprocessors, the

"brains" of Personal Computers ("PCs"). By exacting exclusive or near-exclusive agreements

from large computer makers ("Original Equipment Manufacturers" or "OEMs") in exchange for

payments totaling billions of dollars, and threatening retaliation against any company that did not

heed its wishes, Intel robbed its competitors of the opportunity to challenge Intel's dominance in

key segments of the market. This illegal behavior was highly detrimental to consumers,

competition, and innovation.

2. Starting in 2001, the threat from competition became salient at Intel. Intel's

biggest CPU competitor, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. ("AMD"), had begun developing x86

chips that not only competed with Intel's offerings, but were in many ways more desirable.

Business customers and consumers increasingly sought AMD-based computers. OEMs began to

comply.

3. In response, Intel launched an illegal campaign to deprive AMD of distribution

channels and consumers of product choice and lower prices. In order to achieve exclusivity or

severe limitations on an OEM's purchase and offering ofAMD products, Intel paid hundreds of

millions - in some cases billions - of dollars in "rebates" Although Intel tried to disguise the

anti competitive nature of these payments, they bore no genuine relationship to pro-competitive,

volume-based discounts or reasonable efforts to meet specific competitive offers.
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4. At the same time, Intel threatened OEMs with retaliation if they persisted in

dealing with AMD. These threats took a variety of forms, including funding an OEM's

competitors to directly compete against it, ending any current payments that the OEM received

from Intel, and ending joint development ventures.

5. The OE~1s, strugglingwith narrow profit margins-and fearing thatIntel \vould

retaliate by subsidizing their competitors to undersell them, often conformed to Intel's demands.

For example, in exchange for billions of dollars in rebate payments and other benefits, Dell

agreed not to sell any AMD products from 2001 to 2006.

6. When Intel could not prevent OEMs from dealing with AMD altogether, it

generally succeeded in greatly limiting the extent to which the OEMs brought AMD-based

products to market. In 2002, Intel reached an agreement with HP - subsequently extended to

2004 - which, in exchange for hundreds of millions of dollars, capped HP's sales of AMD-based

business desktop pes at 5%, guaranteeing Intel 95%. Intel also exacted agreements from HP

limiting the ways in which HP could distribute AMD's products, thereby inhibiting AMD's

ability to reach even the 5% mark.

7. Moreover, in the highly profitable server microprocessor market, after being

offered a $130 million payment from Intel and receiving various threats, IBM agreed to cancel

one planned AMD-based product entirely and to market another only on an "unbranded" basis.

8. By these means and others, Intel has distorted competition and harmed

consumers, depriving them of the lower prices and increased rates of innovation which

competition would have yielded. Absent Intel's illegal acts, prices would likely have been

lower, product innovation more dynamic, and consumer gains greater.

2
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9, Nothing in the antitrust laws or this action seeks to prevent Intel from competing

on the merits, by innovating and improving its products - as Intel has often done in the past - or

by genuine price cuts, But Intel has instead used threats and coercion, bribing and bullying to

preserve its market dominance, In a market which is itself a driver of productivity growth, this

harm to competition radiates throughout the economy, decreasing productivity gains. This

action therefore seeks injunctive relief, to restrain Intel's anti competitive conduct, prevent its

reoccurrence in the future, and to restore the competition which was lost. It also seeks damages,

on behalf of New York State consumers and governmental entities,

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

10. This complaint alleges violations of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2. It is filed

under, and jurisdiction is conferred upon this Court by, sections 4,12 and 16 of the Clayton Act,

15 U.S,C. §§ 15,22 and 26. The State of New York also alleges violations of state antitrust

laws, and the New York State Executive Law, and seeks damages and civil penalties, as well as

injunctive and other equitable relief under those state laws. All claims under federal and state

law are based upon a common nucleus of operative facts, and the entire action commenced by

this Complaint constitutes a single case that would ordinarily be tried in one judicial proceeding.

I 1. The Co un further has jurisdiction over the federal claims under 28 U.s.c. §§

1331 and 1337. The Court has jurisdiction over the state law claims under 28 U.S.c. § 1367

because those claims are so related to the federal claims that they form part of the same case or

controversy.

12. Jurisdiction over Defendants is proper pursuant to 15 U.S.c. § 22 and N.Y.

C.P.LR. §§ 301 and 302(a)(1), (2) and (3).

3
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13, Venue is proper in this District under 15 U,S,c. § 22 and 28 U,S,c. § 1391

because Defendant Intel resides and/or is found in this District.

III. PARTIES

14, Plaintiff, the State of New York, brings this action as a sovereign state, in its

proprietary capacity and as otherwise authorized by law, including 15 U,S.c. § 15, N.Y. Gen.

Bus. L. § 340 et seq., N,Y. Exec, L. §§ 63(1), 63(12) and the common law, Plaintiff State of

New York sues on behalf of: (a) the State itself, including all of its branches, departments,

agencies or other parts thereof; (b) non-State public entities; and Cc) New York consumers who

purchased x86 CPUs or x86 CPU-containing products directly or indirectly from Defendant.

Under New York law, the Attorney General is the duly constituted officer authorized to

represent the State of New York in these claims, as well as the non-state public entities and

consumers.

15, Defendant Intel Corporation is a Delaware corporation with its principal executive

offices at Santa Clara, California, It conducts business both directly and through wholly-owned

and dominated subsidiaries worldwide. Intel and its subsidiaries design, produce, and sell a

variety of microprocessors, flash memory devices, and silicon-based products for use in the

computer and communications industries worldwide,

IV. INTEL'S ANTICOMPETITIVE CAMPAIGN

A. THE MARKET

1. x86 Microprocessor Technology

16, A microprocessor is a computer central processing unit eCPU") - the "brains" of

the computer - which is manufactured on a single, tiny wafer, or "chip," Such chips consist of

4
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materials called semiconductors, because of physical properties which allow the rapid, controlled

flow or "conducting" of electrons through miniature pathways called circuits. The manufacture

of microprocessors is a highly specialized and costly process which takes place in factories

called "fabs." The planning and construction of a single fab costs billions of dollars.

Manufacture involves, among other highly complicated operations, the etching, using lasers, of

circuitry into the chip on the model of a specially designed microarchitecture.

17. This microarchitecture, however, serves only to implement what from the

computer user's perspective is a more significant attribute of the microprocessor, i.e., its

"instruction set." The instruction set provides the basic building blocks - the architecture - of

the language which directs the computer's operations, and which supports each of the software

programs written to run on that computer.

18. The CPUs at issue here are known as "x86" CPUs, in reference to the specific

instruction set that the CPU recognizes. The x86 instruction set derives its name from the model

numbers of Intel processors initially introduced in the late 1970's. It is now ubiquitous in

desktop and notebook computers, and widespread in servers and workstations. The initial

prominence of the x86 instruction set was largely due to the fact that it was chosen by IBM in

the early 1980s, together with Microsoft's PC operating system, as one of the standard

components ofwhat became known as IBM-compatible pes. Generally speaking, a specific

version of software (including operating systems and/or applications) can only be run on

machines that recognize a specific instruction set.

25 19. It was not IBM's intention, however, that Intel be the sole source ofx86

26

27

28

microprocessors for its products. IBM arranged that AMD - which at that time produced

5
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:1

1

2

microprocessors with a competing architecture - would also be able to manufacture x86

microprocessors as a second source of supply. Intel, however, proved reluctant to share the

3 intellectual property which underlay the x86 instruction set, until it was compelled to do by an

4

5
arbitration. award and a subsequent 1995 settlement with AMD. The settlement set the stage for

6
AMD to morph from a low-margin "clone" manufacturer - an imitator - into a true competitor.

7 The settlement secured AMD a shared interest in the x86 instruction set, but AMD was now

8 required to develop its own microarchitecture in order to implement that instruction set in its

9

10

11

own microprocessor products. When AMD attempted to do so, in the late 1990s, its efforts were

met with remarkable success. Intel's anticompetitive reaction to that success is what gives rise

12

13

to this action.

2. The x86 Microprocessor Market

OEMs are therefore Intel's largest and most important customers. During the relevant period,

mobile, and server computers. Those computers, in tum, are manufactured by "OEMs." The

as components - generally the most expensive and most important components - of desktop,

the top 10 OEMs accounted for a large and increasing share of microprocessor sales worldwide -

Microprocessors are not sold directly for final use to businesses or consumers but20.14

IS

16

17

18

19

20 - approximately 70%.

lucrative commercial segment of the computer market which make the top OEMs - most

21

22

21. It is not merely their size, but their strategic importance as "gatekeepers" to the

23

24
prominently Dell, HP, and IBM l -Intel's most important customers. For example, the highest

~:

"-J

26

27

28

1 In 2005, IBM sold its PC business and some other segments of its computer business to

Lenovo.
6
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7

to fulfill more than a small share of their requirements.

result of OEM consolidation and other factors. Distribution through channels other than the

Intel's Monopoly Power3.

Intel is a durable and extraordinarily powerful monopoly. For over a decade, it

Moreover, the production volumes and the-brand awareness, as well as market.

Intel's monopoly power is protected by the extremely high barriers to entry into

23.

24.

22.

OEMs. Without detailed feedback and market intelligence from major OEMs, a microprocessor

issues would arise for any potential entrant. Second, manufacturing facilities for

reliant on it for microprocessors, since AMD is, and in the foreseeable future will remain, unable

microprocessors ("fabs") cost billions of dollars to design and construct (not to mention a great

access to intellectual property which only Intel and AMD have, so that substantial licensing

the x86 microprocessor market. First, design and manufacture of microprocessors requires

margins are earned on server microprocessor products, and these are sold almost entirely through

by unit volume. All major computer manufacturers depend on Intel in a variety ofways and are

a handful of major OEMs. There are other avenues of distribution, but these are shrinking, as a

a strong and credible brand without the continuing support and cooperation of major OEMs.

customer and market knowledge required. Nor will any microprocessor firm be able to develop

firm cannot adequately plan or test its products, for it is the OEMs who have the depth of

has had extremely high market shares, measured at approximately 80-90% by revenue and 75%

OEMs serves principally to reach smaller, less profitable customers.

credibility and experience which a microprocessor firm needs depend on close cooperation with

deal of time and regulatory approval). Third, this is an industry characterized by economies of

25

1

2

3
II
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8
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411
5

6

scale, so that smaller manufacturers are at a cost disadvantage and often have difficulty

achieving profits.

25. Intel is extremely profitable; in contrast, the margins of its primary customers, the

"top tier" OEMs, tend to be thin - often in low single digits. This enables Intel to directly affect

OEMs' bottom-line quarterly profits, by favoring certain OEMs with lower prices and other

7 subsidies, while punishing others.

8 26. Intel's profits on its microprocessors reflect its monopoly power, as the OEMs

February 2004 internal email that not even Microsoft could exercise the pricing power which

Intel's profitability with the narrow profit margins of OEMs, noted that "Intel has margins of a

that are compelled to do business with it know. A May 2002 internal HP document, comparing

Michael Dell, founder and CEO of Dell, Intel's largest customer, pointed out in a27.

monopoly."

9

14

13

10

11

12

15

16

17

18

19

Intel has displayed: "[Intel] profits in the 2nd half of2001 were $1.397B on revenues of

$13.528B. In the 2nd half of2003 they were $4.885B on revenues of $16.574B. In other words

their sales went up 22.5% and their profits went up 350%! Or said another way their revenues

went up $3.046B and their profits went up $3.488B!! Not even Microsoft can do that. In other

20 words these guys have massive operating leverage."

21 28. OEMs also depend on Intel in such vital matters as allocation of products,

22
marketing support, and access to technical information. An internal 2002 HP document

23

24
presentation slide noted that "[r]egardless of [s]cenario, Intel's [m]onopoly [will] [llikely [be]

25
[s]ustained" because of Intel' s:

26

27

28

• Relationships
PC manufacturers, distributors, ISVs [Independent Software Vendors], BIOS

8
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1

2

3

4

[Basic Input/Output System] suppliers, etc.
Exerts substantial influence over PC manufacturers and tbeir channels of
distribution through the 'Intel Inside' brand program and otber marketing

programs
• Technology

Design capabilities for microprocessors, memory, cbip sets, etc.

5

6

• Resources
Manufacturing, R&D, Marketing

* * *
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

• Control of industry standards
Intel has been able to control x86microprocessor and PC system standards;
can dictate type of products market requires ofIntel's competitors

29. Intel has also created alliances with major OEMs which give it substantial

leverage over tbese OEMs. Because OEMs rely on Intel's active participation in these alliances

in the form offunding, marketing, and intellectual property, OEMs cannoteasily disregard

Intel's wishes.

14 30. At the highest levels, Intel routinely takes steps to make its displeasure felt when

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

it feels threatened by OEM actions - even when those actions appear to be routine commercial

behavior. Intel's customers are constantly reminded where their primary loyalty should lie. For

example, in March 2006, Intel's CEO Paul Otellini received a courtesy "heads-up" from an HP

executive that HP was sponsoring an advertisement featuring HP's relationship with AMD and

the theme of customer choice. Otellini reacted: "So, .... why did you feel compelled to do this?

It is certainly insulting to us and 1do not see how it helps you .... Ifwe are your key partner, this

is nothing but a slap at us ... I really don't want to get in a pissing contest over this ... But

running an ad touting lO years with amd [sic] and 'choice' is not the behavior of someone who

wants to bring our two companies together."

9
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10

transition from 32-bit to 64-bit computing.

customer wanted to use Intel's Itanium product, it would require it to make large new

reasons, Itanium was not well received by either the OEMs or their customers.

The Threat From AMD's New Products4.

Intel (working together with HP) planned a new, more advanced microprocessor

In the late I 990s, Intel and AMD each began developing a new generation of

Similarly, in November, 2004, Otellini directly expressed his displeasure at

At the same time, AMD was bringing its new products - including the Athlon

31.

34.

32.

33.

represented AMD's first attempt at competing directly with Intel in the high-end segments of the

market and had cost billions of dollars to develop. Opteron garnered virtually unanimous

microprocessor for PCs and the Opteron server microprocessor-to market. These products

investments in software and programming, as well as computer hardware. For these and other"

IBM's reliance on Intel: "I just saw the [sales] tracker data for Q3 .... IBM opteron shipments in

increases in IBM's AMD Opteron server sales to a senior IBM executive and reminded him of

would not be "backwards compatible" with the thousands of software applications and operating

systems which Intel's corporate customers currently used. In other words, if a corporate

microprocessor products. Both were intended to increase processing speed by enabling

product named Itanium, directed primarily at powerful, high-end servers or computers. Itanium

2P [dual-processor servers] doubled from 3.SKu [thousand units] to 7. SKu .,. IBM was the

computers to address larger chunks of data at one time - in technical terms, to make the

fastest growing opteron system seller!! ... It is a bit disheartening to see IBM outgrow both Sun

and HP in Opteron shipments given our current engagement."

26
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industry acclaim; AMD had succeeded with an innovative product design yielding performance

advantages which effectively "leapfrogged" Intel. According to one publication, for example,

tests performed by HP in 2004 for data-intensive applications showed that Opterons

performance was "anywhere from 40% all the way up to several hundred percent" over Intel's

latest competitive product.

35. Moreover, Opteron was much more energy-efficient than Intel's competing chip.

This was a major consideration for the administrators of corporate data centers, where the

amounts of electricity used and heat generated were critical factors. AMD engineers had also

succeeded in developing a "Direct Connect Architecture" which enabled more efficient

processing of information - a microprocessor's basic task. By connecting processors more

directly with each other and with processor memory, AMD design architects accomplished the

equivalent ofproviding six lanes, instead of two, for busy highway commuters, thereby

achieving a higher performance data flow throughout the chip. The value of this architectural

breakthrough would increase as chips were designed to have multiple centers or "cores" for data

processing.

5. AMD Begins To Gain OEM And Customer Approval

36. AMD's other task, however - using these products to enter the lucrative business

segment of the market - was not one it could accomplish alone; that road led through the major

OEMs. The business segment of the market included not only medium and small business

customers, but also large enterprise customers - the Fortune 500 companies - which purchase

expensive server computers. AMD was, as noted, helped by the fact that Intel's attempt to

capture the high-end computing market with its Itanium product met with little enthusiasm from
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I.

corporate purchasers. Those customers now had an AMD alternative which would allow them to

achieve higher performance with AMD products, but continue to use their legacy 32-bit

software, and make the transition to 64-bit computing on a schedule of their own choosing.

37. By late 2004, Fortune Magazine was reporting on some initial success in AMD's

enterprise strategy: "By employing its own chip-design innovations and exploiting strategic

missteps by Intel, AMD has built alliances with the likes of Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, Sun,

Fujitsu, and IBM. These tech powers mostly ignored AMD before, but now they see the

chipmaker as a means to build market share by helping customers lower the cost of their IT

operations. Almost overnight, AMD has become a major supplier of chips to the high-priced and

high-margin world of servers, the big machines that power the internet and corporate networks."

38, For Intel, AMD's opportunity was a competitive threat. Genuine competition

with respect to server computers, which were generally sold to enterprise and government

customers, would erode Intel's monopoly profits. And iflarge enterprise customers began to

purchase AMD server products, they would consider purchases of AMD desktops and notebooks

as well.

39, What made the situation critical beginning in 2002-03, as shown in internal Intel

documents, was that Intel had recognized that it wouid be years before it was able to itself design

and develop x86 products genuinely competitive with those AMD was already marketing, In the

industry parlance, Intel had a "big competitive hole" in its product development "roadrnap."
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have limited opportunity to buy AMD's products. It accomplished this by bribing or coercing

1
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40.

B. INTEL'S EXERTION OF MONOPOLY POWER

1. Intel Seeks To Limit AMD's Advances

Faced with AMD's advances, Intel took steps to ensure that consumers would
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OEMs either not to offer, or to severely limit, AMD CPUs. This took place in the context of

regular quarterly "negotiations" between OEMs and Intel- in which each OEM was in the

position of one among several competitors, and Intel was, with respect to each of them, in the

position of its essential and irreplaceable supplier. Because Intel disposed of the monopoly

power and resources described above - advance knowledge of technical developments, ability to

control supply, and above all, the ability to grant or withhold "rebate" payments and marketing

money - Intel was in a position in which it could virtually dictate the terms of its deals.

41. Intel's customers understood Intel's power and its strategy. As an internal HP

document concluded in November, 2003: "[I]n this market, Intel dictates the rules of the game

... and most of their actions can be understood in the context of keeping their distribution outlets

(their customers) in line."

42. Intel's acts and objectives were therefore radically different from legitimate

marketing of its own products. Instead, Intel eliminated opportunities for AMD to gain sales,

even when Intel's own sales would not directly benefit consumers. For example, Intel paid HP,

as part of a 2002 agreement between the companies, to delay the launch of AMD-based

commercial desktop PCs for a six-month period in Europe and for a period of at least two

months in Latin America. And Intel repeatedly pressured OEMs to guarantee it specified market

shares of their sales, to ensure that the OEMs' marketing decisions would be controlled by Intel,
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1 11 rather than responsive to consumer demand,

the commercial desktop segment at 5% ofHP's worldwide sales. The "cap" provision was

2
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43, Thus, Intel entered into an agreement with HP which "capped" AMD's share of
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suppressed and kept secret, but numerous drafts, subsequent ernails, and testimony confirm that

it was central to the agreement and was observed by HP and enforced by Intel. In another 2006

agreement with HP, Intel effectively ensured that its share ofHP's over-all sales would increase

and AMD's would decrease. In all cases, however, Intel attempted to erase the most obvious

traces of its anticompetitive scheme, by eliminating crucial but flagrantly objectionable

provisions (such as the 5% cap) from written agreements (while nevertheless subsequently

enforcing them), or altering language so that agreements about market shares were camouflaged

as agreements regarding volume targets. The email request of the Intel executive who negotiated

a 2006 deal with HP is typical: "Could you also take the mss [market segment share] references

off and just leave everything at volume targets, Our counsel is very picky on that stuff ... "

44. .Intel sought and frequently reached such agreements despite its awareness of

"antitrust risk." In the context of Intel's negotiations with NEC, a Japanese OEM, an Intel

executive in December of2002 asked for new documentation because "[tjhe original email

minutes from [the] May meeting shows [sic] MSS target, and we can't use it ... where it exposes

us to anti-trust risk."

AS, The basic quid pro quo which Intel sought was invariably clear: exclusion of

competition was rewarded with valuable inducements, which were withheld if the OEMs

cooperation was not forthcoming. This conditionality was Intel's basic modus operandi, as

illustrated by the following exchange in May of 2002 between two Intel executives reacting,
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during negotiations with Sony, to the news that Intel was "getting hammered in the value

segment" by AMD in the marketplace, The first executive inquired: "Can [another Intel

representative] discreetly hint to Sony that the Corp Marketing dollars are at risk iflntel's MSS

with Sony in the value segment does not improve?" The second responded: "We should not be

shy about our unhappiness with our current MSS, Intimating that the program is in jeopardy if

they don't get their act together and work with uson this is clearly ok."

8 46, A favorite Intel code word for the degree of exclusivity Intel desired from the
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OEMs was "alignment" If they were not "aligned," OEMs could not expect favorable treatment

from Intel with respect to rebates, technological development, pricing concessions, priority in

obtaining suppl ies of scarce parts, or marketing funds. As one Intel executive reported to

another in April, 2002 regarding negotiations with Sony: "I also told him that Intel ... would

really have to make sure Sony and Intel are well 'Aligned' before we commit to doing this kind

of comarketing program .... Ifwe can get [Sony] to agree on better alignment (MSS recovery in

US NB [United States notebook computers], No more surprises), then, we can move forward

with co-marketing discussion. If not, we may have to think about alternatives."

19 47. Similarly, a top HP executive reported back from a conversation with Intel's then-
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COO Paul Otellini concerning Intel's reaction to the news that HP was considering launching an

AMD-based PC directed at commercial customers: "I talked to Paul Otellini last night [who

asked whether] we have a transactional relationship or a partnership? Ifwe go with AMD on the

commercial desktop, Intel equates this to a transactional relationship, and therefore we are

foregoing the benefits ofprice pull-forwards [pricing concessions] to level the direct/indirect

playing field."
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48. Intel forced OEMs to choose between having a "strategic" or a "transactional"

relationship with Intel. In Intel's parlance, a "strategic" relationship was one with a high degree

of exclusivity or "alignment." An OEM which opened itself to a relationship with another

microprocessor supplier - AMD - was regarded as desiring only a "transactional" relationship

with Intel, and Intel made clear in such cases that this would not be in the OEM's own best

interest. Thus, in April 2002, one Intel executive wrote to his counterpart at HP during HP's

merger with Compaq, reacting to a telephone conference between the CEOs of Intel and HP in

which HP indicated that it might develop products based on AMD's new microprocessor

product, code-named "Hammer": "[Intel's] Craig [Barrett] came away believing Compaq was

leading HPAQ to a transactional vs. a strategic relationship with Intel, Not interested in partner

of choice relationship. [Intel was] [v]ery disappointed in the response on Hammer and why this

is in Compaq's best strategic interest."

49. Intel often cloaked its exclusionary transactions with OEMs in the language of

pricing, using terms such as "CAP" ("Customer Authorized Price") or "ECAP" ("Exception to

Customer Authorized Price"). In fact, although Intel often exerted considerable effort to

retroactively justify its payments to OEMs in such terms, these "rebates" bore no genuine

relationship to pricing based on volume-related cost savings or genuine efforts to meet specific

competitive offers. The purpose and effect of these payments - of which Intel executives were

always mindful- was to induce OEMs to exclude competition. When it became too difficult to

accomplish this using "ECAPs" - purported discounts which were to be calculated on a product

by product basis - Intel found other methods, such as lump-sum payments, to reach its goal of

"strategic alignment."
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50. For example, Intel for years paid Dell lump-sum rebates known initially at Intel

and Dell as "MOAP," an acronym for "Mother of all Programs," and later renamed "MCP,"

short for "Meet Competition Program." In an October 2003 internal Intel email regarding Intel's

negotiations with Toshiba, Intel executives considered abandoning the burdensome "ECAP"

method of "justifying" rebate payments and adopting a "dell like rnoap [mother of all programs]"

method of payment, which facilitated increasing the size of the payments necessary to purchase

Toshiba's cooperation (referred to as "the incremental cost of getting them competitive"): "With

[Toshiba] I think we are at the end ofthe rope wrt [with respect to] product by product ecaps

too painful across the product line; I think we have to take them to a dell like moap program

the incremental cost of getting them competitive could be buried into the overall rnoap program

.... and then we can use the moap program to drive strategic alignment."

51. In short, Intel first determined what payment or other benefit was necessary to

enlist an OEM's cooperation in excluding AMD, and then sought to camouflage it with an

apparently procompetitive "structure." As Dell's lead negotiator with Intel put it in a December

7,2004 email to his Intel counterpart, explaining that Michael Dell wanted an additional $400

million rebate payment from Intel: "This is really easy .... MSD [Michael Dell] wants $400M

[million] more. I've been trying to figure out the structure ... "

52. Intel's objective throughout was not to eliminate AMD entirely, but to crush an

unprecedented threat to its monopoly power. As internal Intel ernails show, Intel understood that

not all market segments were vital to the maintenance of its monopoly power. "[Llow cost/low

value" output by AMD did not threaten the sources of Intel's monopoly profits, which included

its - until 2002-03 - unchallenged position in the high value, high-priced corporate segment.
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53. As a J998 email exchange among Intel's top executives show Intel's strategic

priority was "to avoid losing any 5MB [small business] or corp skus [stock-keeping units]." At

that time, Intel was concerned about AMD's success in the retail market because it was

"strengthening their position for movement to high end skus and entry into the business

segment."

54. Intel knew that if it could exclude AMD from the most lucrative segments of the

microprocessor business, AMD could never become a genuine threat. For AMD to make sales

was not sufficient; if it were to challenge Intel's monopoly power, it would have to make

substantial high-value sales to major corporate customers. Only by raising the average selling

price of its products could AMD challenge Intel's leadership. Intel therefore argued to OEMs

that Intel would "continue to pigeon hole AMD to the bottom 10% ofsegment. ... " Intel's Paul

Ottellini believed that AMD units which were sold on "the backstreets of beijing [sic] are

wonderfuJ.. .. [T]here is really no question that in the long run, I would like to see amd [sic]

output spread round the world as a low cost/low value, unbranded brand ... " Accordingly, in the

following years,' Intel focused on barring AMD's access to this vital high ground - the corporate

market and its gatekeepers, the major OEMs.

2. Intel's Antitrust Compliance Program

55. Intel's illegal conduct occurred despite its much-touted antitrust compliance

program. As described in the Harvard Business Review (June, 200 I), the program featured

mock raids and staged cross-examinations oflntel managers before audiences of other executive

staff. One of the "Don'ts" said to be inculcated by the program was "no exclusive contracts

where microprocessors were concerned."
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56. Whatever the intention, internal Intel emails strongly suggest that the actual effect

of the program was to school Intel executives in cover-up, rather than compliance. In some

instances, Intel executives were told to use less transparent language to mask their tactics

because of "legal" or "antitrust" concerns. Notably absent is any suggestion that the conduct

itself - paying for exclusivity - might be objectionable. In a December, 2001 internal email, for

example, an Intel executive was warned against drafting documents which ask customers for "a

certain MSS [market share] target": "MSS 'Gets' in your list will create a legal concern ... We

cannot leave the document .... which asks customers for a certain MSS target. Instead ofMSS,

we could implicitly build that idea in, e.g., minimum unit requirement. .. "

57. In a November, 2003 intemal email exchange one Intel executive approved

another's proposal that Intel take a "hard approach" with Acer to stop it from promoting AMD

based products. As the first executive wrote: "Acer has eommitted not to do any advertising on

this [AMD-based] sku but the fact is that they created a competitor sku without even a heads up

to us ... MDF support [Intel-provided 'Market Development Funds'] will be redueed .... Acer ...

not happy with the decision but I think we need to take a hard approach in stopping them from

doing this again." The second concurred on the proposed course of action, with the following

warning: "[V]ery good. [B]ut be careful on antitrust wordings ...."

58. Similarly, in an August, 2005 email. an Intel executive was wamed that an

internal Intel electronic record-keeping tool "is a very sensitive and important document which

can come under anti-trust scrutiny. Please avoid using strong language like the ones below: a.

'we need kick [sic] them [AMD] out of the major ... companies.' b. 'maintain the MSS and beat

AMD out of the major ... accounts.' In April 2004 an Intel representative in Europe wrote:
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"This is a very serious issue in Europe. PIs be careful to (sic) what you send ... [P]ls do not use

words as marriage [sic] or things like that (see file on Acer winback ... ) PIs delete after reading."

59. Other emails suggest that internal Intel discussions which might raise antitrust

issues were consciously not reduced to writing at all, or carried on in an instant messaging

format less likely to be retained. In an April 2006 email one executive concluded an emailed list

of "key issues" with the suggestion: "Let's talk more on the phone as it's so difficult for me to

write or explain without considering anti-trust issue." In a June 2006 email string regarding

Intel's rebate strategy vis-a-vis Toshiba "to compete against AMD" a senior Intel executive

ended the email discussion with the directive: ccDude.c'rnon.Tivl [instant messaging] please."

3. OEMS' Reasons For CoJJaborating With Intel

60. During the relevant period, OEMs understood that they would benefit frorn

increased competition in the microprocessor market. If a competitor such as AMD could

establish itself as a genuine alternative to Intel, they (and consumers) would enjoy more choices,

lower prices, and better products. Nevertheless, they frequently decided, when faced with the

array of incentives and threats which Intel brought to bear, to coJJaborate with Intel in restricting

their purchases from AMD.

61. There were several reasons for this. The most basic was that the payments for

exclusivity Intel provided could make the difference between profit or loss for an OEM or a

segment of its business. In 2002-2004, for example, HP's business desktop unit depended

significantly on Intel rebate payments for its financial success. In September 2004, HP

executives considered whether to continue to adhere to a deal they had struck with Intel in 2002

to limit HP's marketing of AMD-based commercial desktop pes by, among otherthings,
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agreeing to sell AMD-based pes directly only, rather than through distributors. A senior HP

executive vetoed the plan, on the ground that Intel would detect any cheating and that Intel's

rebate payments were essential for the HP division involved to "make it financially."
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5
62. Dell's profitability also came to depend on Intel rebate payments. This was
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dramatically illustrated by internal Intel emailsinApril, 2004, arising from Dell's need to

finalize its earnings forecast for the coming quarter. Essentially, Dell asked Intel for an

additional $100 million; without it, as an Intel executive reported, Dell would "readjust their

lower earnings.

margin guidance downward ..." In other words, Dell would advise investors that it expected9
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63. As Dell and HP both learned, once an OEM accepted Intel rebate payments as a
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substitute for marketing AMD-based products, it became very difficult to break the habit. Dell

on several occasions assessed whether purchasing from AMD would be likely to improve its

profitability. Dell's estimates ofIntel's likely reaction, however, loaded the scales against

AMD, because Dell assumed - with good reason - that those reactions could well be severe and

disproportionate. In a February 27, 2003 internal Dell document, for example, it was assumed

that "aggressive" purchases by Dell from AMD could result in "[r]etaliatory [rebate] reductions

[by Intel that] could be severe and prolonged with Impact to all LOBs [lines of business]."

Another Dell document from March 2003 concluded that "[a]nticipated Intel response wipes out

all potential opine [operating income] upside from going with AMD."
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64. Moreover, Intel did not hesitate to threaten severe punishment for OEMs which
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marketed AMD in ways that Intel disapproved. Even large and powerful firms, such as IBM,

took those threats very seriously. In 2003, for example, one IBM executive expressed doubts
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about the advisability of a proposed deal with AMD which would involve IBM marketing

assistance, because Intel retaliation could severely damage IBM's multi-billion dollar business in

low-end, industry standard servers, its "x-serics" line: "It became clear to me that if we did all

that on the marketing side [for AMD], Intel would kiI1 our x-Series business." Later, in 2005, a

senior IBM executive faced a similar issue: Key IBM customers wanted IBM to expand its line

of AMD products, but a negative Intel reaction would put IBM in a "very difficult spot" The

executive wrote: "1 understand the point about the accounts wanting a full AMD portfolio. The

question is, can we afford to accept the wrath ofIntel. .. ? It is a very hard question to deal with."

65. Intel repeatedly used such threats to drastically raise the risks and costs of any

OEM engagement with AMD. The choices the OEMs faced were skewed by Intel's willingness

to use its monopoly power to retaliate against them, and their ability to use AMD products to

lower their own costs and to satisfy consumer demand was held in check by their fear that Intel

would strike back if they went too far. In a May 2006 "Strategy Update" document, HP

carefully analyzed its relationship with Intel and concluded that the best strategy was to

"[m]aintain judicious use of competitive bid situations to lower HP costs ... but not so

aggressively as to risk the strategic Itanium relationship," a joint venture with Intel on which

HP's future high-end server business depended.

66. The exclusionary agreements which the OEMs entered into with Intel were

sometimes for terms of a year, or less. But given the stable, long-term nature of Intel's

monopoly power, this did not mean that opportunities for AMD were only temporarily deferred,

or that OEMs could effectively reserve freedom of action for themselves at a later date. Nor did

it mean that, when new supply opportunities arose at a particular OEM, such "design
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competitions" could be decided by the OEMs on the merits, without taking account of Intel's

monopoly power and its willingness to use it as a weapon, Rather, while each quarter might have

appeared to bring new opportunities for AMD, Intel continually refreshed the range of threats

and rewards with which it confronted the OEMs, so that their incentives remained largely

constant.

67, Given these realities, OEMs' frequent choices to collaborate with Intel to restrict

opportunities for AMD and consumers were to be expected, Their circumstances were

essentially those which economic theorists have described as the "prisoner's dilemma," If all of

the OEMs had been willing to deal with AMD without Intel-imposed restrictions, the resulting

strengthened competition would have benefited them all, as well as consumers, by lowering their

microprocessor costs, Nevertheless, there were strong -often overwhelming - incentives for any

individual OEM to accept the pay-offs - and avoid the punishments ~ which Intel dealt out On

the one hand, each individual OEM's collaboration with Intel resulted in less competition and

higher prices for themselves and for consumers, On the other, however, Intel used the monopoly

profits thus preserved to favor complicit OEMs, and punish recalcitrant ones, By complying

with Intel's anticompetitive wishes, an OEM could gain substantial rewards, while its

competitors, and consumers, suffered most of the consequences,

4. Harm To Consumers, Competition, And Innovation

68, Intel itself believed that the limited market access which AMD-based products

obtained cost Intel monopoly profits, After HP surprised Intel with its plan to launch AMD

Opteron-based server products, an HP executive reported back in a June, 2004 email: "Intel has

told us that HP's announcement on Opteron has cost them several $B [Billions] and that they
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plan to 'punish' HI' for doing this."

69. Absent Intel's anticornpetitive acts, prices to consumers would have been lower.

Intel executives have themselves, in unguarded moments, acknowledged its interest in

maintaining high prices. Top Intel executives told their HI' counterparts in an August 2007

meeting that "Intel doesn't initiate aggressive price actions but merely respond[s]." OEM

executives understood that offering lower-cost and therefore lower-priced AMD-based products

could provoke a "price war" with Intel, a term used in a May 2002 internal HI' email, when HI'

was considering offering AMD-based business desktop pes ("[Top HI' executive] believes that

pricing below Intel will instantly create a price war and doesn't want to go there.") Similarly, in

February 2004, Dell executives projected that if Dell were to extensively engage with AMD, the

result would be "lower industry prices." Intel, of course, wanted to avoid this and it was

precisely for that reason that OEM executives who considered engaging with AMD feared that

Intel would retaliate against them.

70. Innovation in this critical market has also suffered as a result ofIntel's illegal

acts. An example of an innovation which would not have occurred - had Intel's success in

distorting the market's response to consumer demand been even more complete than it was - is

AMD's successful 64 bit enhancement ofx86 microprocessors in its Opteron product. Intel had

taken a completely different approach to the same problem - increasing the amount of data from

memory which computers could access - by developing (with HI') an entirely new and

proprietary chip, its Itanium product. The market tested the different approaches and the result

was that AMD's path - which Intel was subsequently compelled to adopt - became the industry

standard. But Intel's conduct has doubtless ensured that similar choices between competing
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1 II technologies never became available to businesses and consumers.

2 71. Because of the importance of the microprocessor market for the nation's entire
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economy, Intel's illegal conduct has far-ranging economic consequences. The microprocessor's

importance derives from its status as an engine of productivity growth throughout wide segments

of the economy. Technical progress and the accompanying price declines in these products have

been largely responsible for the widespread affordability and availability of modern information

technology. Economists agree that these developments have spurred wealth-creating

productivity growth.'

72. But only competition can ensure that these benefits are fully passed to consumers,

and that innovations are not suppressed because they do not conform to a monopolist's business

plan. Intel has gravely injured competition, consumers, and innovation, with consequences

which extend throughout the economy as a whole.

15 73. Intel's campaign of anticompetitive conduct was worldwide. Intel was most active
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in the United States, Europe, and Asia, the centers of microprocessor production, marketing and

consumption. Set forth below are summaries of some of Intel's exclusionary acts involving three

particularly important U.S.-based OEMs - Dell, HP, and IBM. But there is abundant evidence

2 Harvard Economist Dale Jorgensen summed up economic learning in a 200 1 presidential
address to the American Economic Association:

A consensus has emerged that the development and deployment of information
technology is the foundation of the American growth resurgence ... [This is linked to] the
speed of technological change and product improvement in semiconductors and the
precipitous and continuing fall in semiconductor prices. The price decline has been
transmitted to the prices of products that rely heavily on semiconductor technology, like
computers and telecommunications equipment. This technology has helped to reduce the
cost of aircraft, automobiles, scientific instruments, and host of other products ....
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microprocessors.

C. INTEL'S EXCLUSIONARY ACTS- DELL

74. As Atv1D was beginning to threaten Inters dominance, Dell and Intel formed a

that Intel's anticornpetitive acts involved many other firms, and other distribution channels for

Intel's motivation for this arrangement was apparent: A decision by Dell to sell

This arrangement lasted for at least five years, from 2001 to 2006. During that

75.

76.

AMD-based computers would likely not only have boosted AMD's credibility, but would have

led to increased competition, lower prices throughout the industry, and the loss of substantial

profits and market share by Intel.

time, as demonstrated by Dell's internal documents, Dell recognized AMD's superiority in chip

design and suffered market share losses due to its decision to remain Intel-exclusive. Each time

Dell considered altering the arrangement and introducing an AMD line, however, Intel

responded with both carrot and stick - increased payments accompanied by threats of retaliation

_ which kept the relationship in place. Moreover, as Intel's payments increased, Dell became

more and more dependent on Intel for its reported profits, further locking in their agreement.

Finally, in 2006, the loss of market share became too great and Dell broke from Intel. As

expected, Intel's retaliation was severe.

partnership in which, in exchange for exclusively, Intel paid Dell billions of dollars, assured it of

a preferred supply of chips over its competitors, and collaborated with Dell to submit below-cost

bids in strategic contests against AMD's products.
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1. Intel And DelI's Uniqne Relationship

77, In pure dollar terms, Dell was far and away the leader in receiving Intel's largess,

For example, over the four year period from February 2002 to January 2007, it received

approximately $6 billion in "rebates." Most of this money was furnished to Dell under programs

initially titled "MOAP" and then "MCP," "MOAP" was an acronym standing for "Mother of all

Programs," The term MOAP was later replaced in the lexicon by another acronym "MCP,"

which purportedly (and misleadingly) stood for "Meet Competition Payments." Both generally

referred both to Dell's global percentage based rebates and to lump-sum payments made by Intel

to Dell during the relevant period.

78. Intel attempted to maintain the fiction that such payments were, as the latter

phrase was meant to convey, legitimate price cuts in response to particular AMD competitive

offers. In fact, the payments were decoupled from particular products. Intel would determine

the total MCP percentage or amount for Dell for a given period, and only then create paper work

at both Intel and Dell which purported to allocate portions of the total to individual CPU

products in order to retroactively "back into" a superficial justification for its anticompetitive

conduct.

79. Intel also assured Dell of "preferred" supply compared with other OEMs. Access

to adequate and timely supply of products from Intel was a major concern for all OEMs, whose

business was extremely time-sensitive. Internal Intel emails show that satisfying 100% of Dell's

demand was a top priority for Intel, even when demand from other OEMs went unmet. In an

October 2005 email, a senior Intel executive acknowledged: "[W]e know supporting Dell

<100% [less than 100%] of whatever they ask for is not our working modeI..."
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80. In return for exclusivity, Dell sought terms from Intel that were more favorable

than those Intel extended to its other largest and most favored customers, the 'Tier 1 OEMs,"

which included IBM and HP, as well as Dell. This goal was sometimes referred to within Dell

as "Tier 0" status. As a result, Intel understood that money alone would not be enough to

maintain Dell's CPU exclusivity. Rather, Intel led Dell to believe that DeH was getting a better

deal than its competitors. As Intel's lead negotiator wrote in a 2002 internal email, one of

"Intel's Objectives" at Dell was that "[Dell's then-COO] Kevin [Rollins] must believe DELL is

getting advantaged pricing."

81. Intel did in fact grant Dell significant financial advantages over other OEMs. A

key feature oftheir dealings was Intel's agreement to calculate the rebate payments to Dell as a

percentage of Dell's total CPU purchases from Intel-an arrangement not enjoyed by any other

comparable OEM. The percentages varied, rising to more than 16%, as the AMD threat

intensified. This linkage concerned Dell executives, who wanted to ensure that the Intel

payments would not be withdrawn, as in this April 2004 DeH internal email: "The key talking

point [for Intel] is: 'Gee, if you're going to reduce our bottom line [rebate] % as AMD gets

weaker, what incentive do we have to help AMD get weaker'?" As such statements show, Dell

was being paid for holding AMD at bay, not for any pro-competitive act.

82. As described in greater detail below, Intel also used its relationship with DeH to

"help AMD get weaker" by means of a specially designed "bid bucket" program. Under this

program, Intel encouraged DeH to make below-cost bids, with Intel subsidies, when competing

against AMD-based server products. Intel's objective was to deprive AMD of toe-holds with

important corporate customers, which in turn would have led to deeper market penetration by
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I II Intel's competitor.

OEMs: First, particularly in the years between 2003 and 2006, Dell was increasingly squeezed

2

3

83. In two crucial respects, however, Dell was no different from IBM, HP, or other

4

5
between its dependency on Intel and fear of losing monetary support on the one hand, and its

6
customers' demand for AMD-based products on the other. Second, Dell had reason to fear

7

8

disproportionate retaliation by Intel if it did business with AMD. Intel executives hammered

home the message that if Dell opened any opportunity for AMD, Intel would reconsider all of

the support it provided. Dell heard this message loud and clear.

AMD CPUs out of Dell computers and servers. For example, a 2002 Dell document titled "Intel

Funding Overview" states that the "original basis for [the Intel MCP] fund" is "Dell loyalty to

9

10

11

12

13

14

84.

2, Intel Funds Were Secret And Directed Against AMD

Dell understood that the primary purpose of the various "Intel Funds" was to keep

"no AMD processors."

• "MCP has been referred to as a 'monogamy tax 'for Intel."

methodology, and negotiated documentation, including the following highlights:

Intel." Lest there be any doubt, the same document explains that loyalty in this context means

A 2003 internal Dell document explains the program rationale, funding85.

• "The intent of the MCP program is to provide funding to Dell to combat the
AMD threat in the marketplace since Dell is an Intel-only OEMfor CPU's"

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 • "The MCP is negotiated on a quarterly basis."

24

25

26

27

28

• "There is not a formal 'contract' per se that documents all the terms and
conditions of the MCP program for a quarter. Rather, the A1CPterms and
conditions are agreed upon via email and telephone communications, which
are finalized in a spreadsheet that is agreed to by Dell and Intel for a
particular quarter." (Emphasis added).
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86. As mentioned in the memo, throughout this period, top executives at both

3
companies took care that the dealings between them were kept secret. Although billions of

4 dollars in rebate payments flowed from Intel to Dell during the period 2002-2006, there was no

5 formal documentation of the secret agreements which led to them.

6 3. Intel Conveyed Threats To Dell

7

8

9

87. Intel repeatedly made it clear to Dell that, if Dell wanted Intel's support, Dell

would have to direct its efforts against AMD. For example, in preparation for upcoming

10

11

funding negotiations with Intel in 2002, a Dell executive, who regularly acted as an informal

liaison between Dell and Intel, explained that Intel would not tolerate a Dell shift to AMD CPUs.

which Intel cuts off some or all funding to Dell and shifts it to a Dell competitor - as a "double

getting - they won't sit around and let us transfer share to AMD ... "

whammy." In one instance, this executive wrote that Intel intended to use an upcoming Dell-

[CPUs], [Intel] would just give a [competitor] MOAP type dollars to match whatever we're

In emails and in testimony, the same Dell executive referred to this scenario - in88.

Specifically, this Dell executive wrote to Michael Dell and others: "If [Dell starts to use] AMD12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 Intel meeting to force Dell to discuss how Dell "plan]s] to drive" total market shift to Intel from

instead of marketing against AMD."

AMD, and had a "perception that we're [competing] against competitors seeking Intel CPUs,
20

21

22

23 4. Intel Repeatedly Renegotiates Its Payments To Dell To Ensnre
"Monogamy"

24

25
89. Over the coming years, Intel and Dell fell into a pattern of negotiating the amount

26

27

28

ofIntel's subsidies to Dell on a nearly continuous basis. These negotiations were tied to Intel's
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I.

aggressive efforts to prevent AMD from getting a toe-hold at DelL In each successive round of

negotiations, the groundwork was usually laid by mid-level executives at both companies tasked

with conveying messages and "positioning" to and from the other so that top executives at both

firms would know what to expect when they met.

90. In advance of such a meeting, on June 24, 2002, Dell's informal liaison reported

back from conversations with Intel's lead negotiator on what Dell's then-COO Kevin Rollins,

who was scheduled to meet with a top Intel executive, should expect at the meeting. Rollins was

told by his subordinate that, "[wjithout being blatant, [the Intel representative] will make it clear

that Dell won't get more MOAP if we do AMD. We'll get less, and someone else will get ours."

91. After the meeting, on July 9, 2002, Kevin Rollins reported to Michael Dell that

the result of the meeting was that Intel was willing to increase payments to Dell and seemed

willing to do "whatever it takes" to keep Dell from purchasing from AMD." Rollins wrote:

'They got the message that we were very serious this time with our AMD assessment, and seem

to want to do whatever it takes to persuade us not to go with [an AMD CPU] .... Initial word is

that our MOAP should increase from the $70M this qtr to $1OOmm."

5. The "Boomerang" Episode

92. Dell periodically considered launching AlvlD-based products, notwithstanding

Intel's fierce opposition. But its fear of Intel's reaction, based on Intel's explicit and implicit

threats, counseled strongly against any action. For example, in 2002, a Dell team explored a

potential switch to AMD for some of Dell's CPU needs, in a project code-named "Boomerang".

The study concluded, first, that "AMD offers a significant margin opportunity for [Dell's]

Dimension and Inspiron" platforms, on account of price, cost and customer demand factors.
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93. But the Boomerang study also identified Intel's reaction as a "key question" in

the analysis and discussed the potential "opportunity cost" given Dell's "[e]xclusive relationship

with Intel." The study asked whether "MaAr [payments to Dell would] increase or decrease?

And over what time period ~ short term vs. long term?" The Boomerang study attempted to

quantify the projected margin benefit from adopting AMD, concluding that "[up] to 32% of

MaAP program could be risked" before Intel's retaliation, in the form of reduced MaAP, would

outweigh the benefits of switching certain platforms to AMD CPUs.

94. The key Dell executive acting as informal liaison between the two companies

commented on the results of the "Boomerang" study. He warned that the "worst-case downside"

scenario is that Intel would "eliminate -$250M of Dell mcet-comp MaAr for some period," and

moreover, that "Intel [would] giver] this MaAP to competitors to ensure that Intel does not lose

[market share] to aDell AMD [system]." The "net effect" would be that Dell would "not only

lose -$250 [million], we probably have to do incremental [discounting] on our Intel platforms

against competitors who [would] now [be] subsidized with an extra $250M from Intel."

95. A confirming contemporaneous internal Intel email from Intel's Dell account

representative to top Intel executives states that Dell must be made to understand two things:

First, that Intel's payments to Dell would decrease "if they have AMD in their arsenal." Second,

that Dell should be warned of the "possibility that [MCP] dollars that we're (sic) applied to

DELL could go somewhere else" if Dell starts to offer AMD-based products.

96. The message was apparently conveyed in fact. A Dell executive testified that, at

the time of the Boomerang analysis, Intel had conveyed "the concept of their statement back that

... as long as [Dell is] Intel only, our discount structure is what it is." He added that he
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2

understood from Intel that, "[i]fthere was a change in our Intel only [status], then our discount

program would have to be revisited."

3

4
97. Under these circumstances, Dell decided not to launch AMD-based products at

5

6

7

that time. A Dell executive who was responsible for the "analytics" and "cost assumptions" of

the Boomerang study testified to the Attorney General that concern about Intel's reaction was a

substantial part of that decision.

Microsoft, AMD, and IBM regarding a proposal named "MAID" - an acronym formed from the

In the fall of2003, Intel learned that Dell had been involved in discussions with

8

9

10

11

98.

6. The "MAID" Episode And The "New Partnership
Arrangement" Between Intel And Dell

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

first initials of the four companies involved. The MAID proposal contemplated agreements

between Microsoft, IBM, DeIl and AMD which would have greatly strengthened AMD's

position as a competitive alternative to Intel. Under the proposal, Dell and IBM would have

become major AMD customers, with each ofthe four companies providing necessary aspects of

the program. An internal Dell email later stated that, under MAID, Dell would have shifted

"approxlimately] 25% of [Dell's] total volume" of CPUs to AMD, from Intel.

19

20

99. The MAID proposal came into play in the rebate negotiations between Intel and

21
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25
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28

Dell. Intel, as it had done before when faced with a threat by AMD, decided to bribe and

threaten DeIl to induce it to remain exclusive.

100. In September 2003, Intel's then Chairman and CEO Craig Barrett met with

Michael Dell to address the basic relationship between the companies. He reported back to his

Intel coIleagues that he and Michael DeIl "shook hands on the deal. MD [Michael De II] agreed

to quarterly mtgs ... to make sure we are aligned in our strategic issues and coordinated in
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spending the monies. He had no issue with the win/win nature of the agreement. J clearly

committed our long range support regardless ofcompetition ... Nice work you guys!"

(Emphasis added). I
.~. ., .~.." .. .... .. I
1U1. An mternai vel! ernau reported that unoer the new arrangement, Inter was making

a $40 million lump sum payment in order to maintain Dell's status as a an Intel-only CPU buyer.

Specifically, one Dell executive wrote that "[a]s part of our latest negotiation with Intel they

have agreed to provide an additional $40m ofMCP in Q3." The message added that those funds

are not to be used, but, rather, stated they are to be kept in reserve at "a high level for EOQ [end

of quarter earnings] support." Another Dell executive responded, asking: "1 assume this is

predicated on our AMD decision?" The reply confirmed that "[ijt is and this is exactly the right

way to handle these." (Emphasis added).

102. The MAID proposal never came to fruition, at least in part because of Dell's new

"arrangement" with Intel.

7. Intel Pays Dell Not To Launch AMD-Based Servers

103. HP's decision to launch servers based on AMD's Opteron processor, as discussed

below, in early 2004 provoked strong reactions at Intel. HP's announcement was made on

February 24, 2004, but internal Dell and Intel documents show that Intel was already reacting to

advance word of the announcement. Both also anticipated that IBM would announce AMD-

based server products, and that Dell would be "bracketed" by HP and IBM. A Dell executive

wrote on January 19,2004: "This is very scary. HP (and IBM) can bracket our server business

by using AMD to beat us on price, and their Itanium/RlSC/enterprise stuff to beat us on

performance. We chase their AMD boxes with our Intel boxes and drain our profit pool."
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Another Dell executive agreed, writing that Intel had "better be down here sucking up with a

bag-o-rnoney."

104. An internal Intel review recognized that this development could cost Intel dearly

in terms of revenue, noting that, as a result ofthe introduction of AMD competition in the server

market by HP as well, $250 million in Intel revenue was at risk in 2004.

[05. Dell understood that Intel's reaction would likely be severe if "Dell joins the

AMD exodus." Specifically, the Dell executive who served as Intel's informal liaison to Dell

management wrote the following analysis:

[fwe play this right, we walk away with a 3-year contract that drives
structural Dell advantage in cost, supply, and influence ....
PSO/CRB [Paul Ottelini, Intel's CEO, and Craig Barrett, Intel's
Chairman] arepreparedjorjihad ifDelljoins the AMD exodus. We
[will] get ZERO MCP jor at least one quarter while Intel
'investigates the details' - there's no legal/moral/threatening means

jar us to apply and avoid this. We'll also have to bite and scratch to
even hold 50% [of MCP] including a commitment to NOT ship
[AMD-based products] in [the] Corporate [sector].

Ifwe go [with AMD CPUs] in [the] Opti[plex product line], [Intel]
cut[s] [MCP] to <20% and users] the added MCP to compete against
us. [Intel has] gamed this out and can clearly withstand a 2-3 year
industry price war to ensure that they lose no market share if Dell
ships AMD. (Emphasis added).

106. Top Dell and Intel executives met and Intel again agreed on substantial increases

in rebate levels; Dell would now receive a "base" rebate of II % of its processor purchases from

Intel, up from 7%, for not switching to AMD. In addition, they also agreed on another 3% in

"incremental" or "variable" rebates, for a total of up to 14%. Dell's lead negotiator estimated

that the "new MCP" would be worth $400 million to Dell over the twelve month period from

April I, 2004 to March 31, 2005. Indeed, around that time, Intel's payments to Dell started to
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1 Ii reach figures of$100 million per quarter or more.
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8. DelFs Quarterly Profit Margins Depended
Qn Intel's Payments
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107. One of the reasons that Dell remained unwilling to offer AMD-based products

was that Dell's quarterly profit margins had become dependent on Intel's payments. A

comparison of Dell's reported net income with the rebates it received from Intel for some

quarterly periods show that, by 2004, the rebate payments amounted to more than a third of

Dell's earnings. For the 3 month period between August and October of2004, Dell received

approximately $304 million in rebates from Intel and reported income of $846 million, so that

the rebates amounted to 36% of net income. Thereafter, the proportion of rebates to net income

rose steeply. In 2006, Dell received approximately $1.9 billion in rebates from Dell, and in two

quarterly periods of that year, rebate payments exceeded reported net income. From February to

April of2006, rebates ($805 million) amounted to 104% of net income ($776 million). The

following 3 months, between May and July of2006, the proportion was even higher, 116%

($554 million of rebates and $480 million in net income).

108. In one instance, Dell asked Intel to retroactively increase the size of its payment

to stabilize Dell's forecasted earnings. In several early Sunday morning emails in April 2004,

Intel's Austin-based Dell lead negotiator alerted top Intel executives to an urgent Dell request

regarding "our meet cornp response for Dell considering new data from msd [Michael Dell] on

Friday." Dell needed to finalize its margin forecast for the coming quarter, but needed

"direction" from Intel: "dell is finalizing their call the qtr today. They need direction from us.

They are asking for $100 upside to old Me deal ... Anything below 90 likely to force them to

lower numbers."
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109. Later the same day, another Intel executive clarified Dell's request in an email

directed to Paul Otellini, who was Intel's chief operating officer at the time. He informed

Otellini that Dell had assumed that its new agreement with Intel for increased subsidies would be

retroactive to the beginning of its current fiscal year in February. Now, without an additional I
$100 million payable in Dell's current quarter, Dell would be forced to revise its margin

guidance downward:

What they [Dell] really want: an additional 100M$ payable in their fiscal quarter
which ends in April. This is incremental to our old deal and would mean a total
April payout of 167M$ ($155M). They will readjust their margin guidance
downward without this additional meet camp request. They had made the
assumption we would do the deal retro to the beginning of their fiscal in
February.

110. In an April 8 email to Michael Dell and Kevin Rollins, Dell's lead negotiator with

Intel described the outcome of Dell's request to Intel as follows: "The only disappointment is

that we didn't get $93M in our QI. We got what we needed to meet expectations ($60M) in the

form of increased Mt.P and programs. We didn't get enough to exceed our earnings

expectations. I think we got all we could in one 30 day period."

1J1. As this episode shows, Intel's payments to Dell did not benefit consumers through

better products, more efficient collaboration between the two companies, or lower prices.

Instead, Intel was simply paying Dell to unfairly exclude AMD, and thereby maintain Intel's

monopoly profits.

37

112. By mid-2004, however, top Dell executives were gravely concerned that Intel's

loss of server performance leadership to AMD was leaving them competitively exposed.
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9. Intel Again Inereases Payments To Stop Dell From Launching
AMD-Based Products
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113. Dell's lead negotiator with Intel expressed his concern to Intel's Otellini that

AMD's success in servers would lead to a "price war" in the lucrative enterprise segment: "I'm

really concerned on the server roadmap .... If AMD achieves a consistent performance

advantage in servers that lasts a full product generation, more and more OEMs and customers

will be forced to use them. I'm certain this is a potential trojan horse -- once they're in the back

office, it's an easy move into the client. The last thing we need is an enterprise client price war."

Otellini acknowledged the problem: "We underestimated Opteron and got cross wise in our own

product roadmap ... We are fully focused on this, but it's a tough nut..."

114. By September, 2004, Dell's tone was becoming strident. In one email, for

example, Dell's lead negotiator with Intel addressed the issue of multi-processor servers. He

wrote [to Intel] that the server issue "is really a big problem." He continued that, given AMD's

relative superiority for CPU servers, Dell had to make one of three choices. Specifically, he

wrote that either: (I) Dell "[s]hips[] the slowest 4P [i.e., quad processor server] system on the

planet with Intel CPU+Chipset;" or (2) Dell "buy]s] a chipset from [Dell's] competitor;" or (3)

Dell "buy]s] a CPU from Intel's competitor (i.e., AMD]." Moreover, he stated that "[t]his is

very serious for Dell and we need to have some frank, direct discussion very soon .... We view

the 4P [quad-processor server] market as the ultimate Trojan Horse for Dell," adding that Dell

did "not believe we can hold these customers by underbidding" HP's AMD-based system.

Intel's Otellini replied: "Nothing is cast in stone, and we are still very much open to working

further to address Dell's needs."

115. Internally, Rollins wrote in a "confidential rant" to Dell's lead negotiator with

Intel that Intel's "missteps .. , have cost us ... margin," that Intel needed "to bring dollar based
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proposals that will benefit us differentially," and noted the consequences if, as rumored, Intel

"increase]s] earnings but leave[s] us hanging."

116. On December 6,2004, Intel's Otellini emailed Intel's Dell account representative

about his concern that Dell would defect to AMD: "I had the analysts dinnertonight. One of the

analysts ... said he talked with Kevin [Rollins] today and Kevin told him it was 'inevitable' that

Dell would use Opteron ... " The next day, the Intel executive promptly forwarded this email on

to Dell's lead negotiator with a plea for help in securing "incremental support" for Dell. Hours

later, Dell's lead negotiator emailed back that Michael Dell was on board: "Sitting in the car

right next to msd [Michael Dell] as I type. He's aligned. I'll get with kbr [Kevin Rollins] when I

return. I'm positive that incremental mcp will get kbr aligned ...."

117. Later in the day, Intel's negotiator wrote that "we've made a lot of progress in the

last couple of months - you guys had a ton to do w/it!! ... I'm struggling finding the incremental

meet comp exposure .... I need some help here ... ". Dell's lead negotiator emailed back: "This is

really easy. MSD [Michael Dell] wants $400M more. I've been trying to figure out the

structure ..."

118. Three days later, on Dec. 10,2004, Intel's Dell account representative submitted

the "list of meet comp terms" for internal approvals at Intel which "assumes we can negotiate

[Dell] down to $300M." In exchange, the first item on the term list expressed Dell's

commitment to "Maintain CPU and Chipset MSS [market segment share] --- Commitment to '05

roadmap." In other words, what the payments bought was Dell's commitment to "maintain"

exclusivity. Intel's Dell account representative emphasized that "there is no middle ground ...

we either keep them emotionally or pull back the majority of our support ...." Or, as he worded
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I 19. In fact, Intel's payments to Dell shot upward, roughly doubling in less than one

year. Under these circumstances, Dell did not launch AMD-based products at that time.

According to a wire service report dated from Phoenix Feb. 23, 2005; "Dell Inc. has renewed

confidence in Intel Corp. as its sole supplier of microprocessor chips and is no longer seriously

considering rival Advanced Micro Devices Inc. as an alternative supplier, Dell's chief executive

said ... 'That's looking like "No",' Rollins said of Dell's decision not to use AMD. 'For a while

it was looking like "Yes't.?'

10. Illegal Bid Buckets

120. As the AMD threat to Intel's dominance increased in the server sphere, Intel set

up a "bid bucket" program at Dell, through which Intel subsidized below-cost bids by Dell when

it was bidding against competitors selling AMD-based computers and servers to large businesses

or other "enterprise" customers. The purpose of the program was to stop AMD from

successfully placing its products in trend-setting enterprise accounts.

121. Intel closely supervised and tightly controlled Dell's use of the bid bucket funds.

Intel demanded and received detailed quarterly tracking reports from Dell on how the bid

buckets were used, including follow-up on wins and losses.

122. Initially, under policies approved by Intel, all uses ofthe bid buckets were to be

approved by a high-level Dell executive at Dell's headquarters in Texas, but successive

modifications allowed approvals at ever-lower staff levels. Those restrictions initially included

specific caps on the amount of bid bucket money that could be allocated against specific Intel

CPUs, apparently in order to prevent below-cost transactions. However, as one Dell executive
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wrote, in February 2005: "it should [not] be surprising that ... a lot of$$$ ... is what it takes to

overcome a slower processor with a higher cost."

123. As Dell found itself losing more and more of these bids - even with bid bucket

subsidies - in January 2005, Intel gave Dell "a verbal OK to remove any discounting

restrictions" on bids against Opteron servers. In other words, Intel was now actively

encouraging below-cost transactions in order to keep AMD out of the key enterprise market. In

accordance with Intel's instruction, Dell sent new guidelines to Dell's "Centers of Competence"

or "COCs" (i.e., regional offices), dispensing with the limits, but also instructing the COCs that

they "MUST ... [w]ork proactively with Intel to respond to and win those deals." (Emphasis in

. original).

124. As Intel recognized in internal emails, the removal of discounting restrictions

meant that "effectively, the processor could be at $0 ... could even be negative."

125. . Dell's detailed quarterly bid bucket reports to Intel show that many transactions

were indeed below cost, sometimes listing "negative margin" as the 'justification for support."

Some reports explicitly indicate that the bid bucket "relief per processor" exceeded 100% ofthe

nominal cost (before rebates). For example, one bid bucket report that Dell sent to Intel contains

the following information about a below cost transaction involving 352 server systems, in

competition against an IBM Opteron-based system:
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states [second column from the right-hand margin] that the discount was 108% of the "Tier 1"

price. In fact, the transaction was likely more than 8% below cost since the "Tier 1" column

does not take into consideration the rebates Intel provided Dell.

127. The report also confirms Intel's direct involvement, since the "justification for

support" in this example notes that "Intel BDMs [Business Development Managers] are heavily

involved with the account and support using relief in this fashion."

128. The below-cost transaction cited above is merely one of dozens in that report

alone. In some examples, the bid bucket system excluded AMD from winning bids by allocating

several times the entire value of the CPU, at rates of389% or even 500% of the cost of the item.

In one instance, the Intel subsidies offered for a bid exceeded 700% of the CPU's cost.

129. This bid bucket report was typical. Over a period of approximately two years,

from approximately mid-2004 to mid-2006, the reports show tens of thousands of bids involving
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This came as no surprise to Intel, which was well aware that Dell blamed Intel's inferior server

products for its own lost sales and profits.

131. In one internal Intel email, an Intel executive imagined the following response by

Dell's lead negotiator to Intel's attempts to sell Dell more high-end server CPUs: "[I]fI was

[him], here is how I would respond: 'I am losing [expletive deleted] mss [market segment share]

cause your CPU sucks and your chipset sucks ... I am losing [be]cause HP is using [AMD's]

opteron and IBM has [IBM's own chipset product] which is killing [Intel's chipset product] ...

it's your crap Intel that is causing me to lose!'" He further imagined Dell arguing: "'And you

want me to spend more money on a stale 5yr old platform ... and others will have superior

technology? I know I'm a dumb old Texan, but that even sounds stupid to me!"

132. In early August, 2005, Intel's Dell account representative emailed Intel's CEO

Otellini: "Drums are starting to beat again. We'll need to discuss next steps. I'm in the camp of

'no more' unless they dramatically change their behavior .... They've realized they're in [a] hole

this qtr and are initiating negotiations."

133. Shortly thereafter, Otellini reported back on a telephone conversation with Dell's

CEO Kevin Rollins:

I had my call with Kevin yesterday. It went well. He did NOT ask for money ...
he called to ... tell me that Dell is still committed to selling up and moving to the
high end ... He did say that [Dell's lead negotiator] would work with [Intel's Dell
account representative] to 'find out if there was a win/win deal in selling up' ... I
have no idea what that means ...
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134. Intel's Dell account representative responded: "[T'[he 10,000 Ib gorilla is what he

didn't say, he wants to renegotiate their MCP deal ... starting in their Fq3 [Dell's 3rd fiscal

quarter] - that's their idea of a 'win-win sell-up deal' They want to maintain their historical

meet-comp consumption. I don't, unless they change - even then I'm cautious. I've told [Dell's I
lead negotiator] and the rest at Dell that vie don't want another opportunistic hollow commitmentI
... I'm told they want to evolve into a much more collaborative relationship - we'll see."

l35. In the following months, Otellini also had increasingly emotional and frank

exchanges with Michael Dell himself. On November 4,2005 Otellini reported internally in a

"Confidential - DO NOT FORWARD" email about "one of the most emotional calls I have ever,

ever had with [Michael Dell]." In this email, Otellini wrote:

[Michael Dell] opened by saying "I am tired of losing business" ... he
repeated it 3-4 times. I said nothing and waited.

He has been traveling around the USA. He feels they are losing all the high
margin business to AMD-based sku's ...

He is 'tired of being behind for 4 years (when I protested that it was 2, he
said, no the last 2 years, this year, and next year).

As a result, "Dell is no longer seen as a thought leader"

136. On November 10, 2005, Michael Dell followed up with an email to Otellini: "We

have lost the performance leadership and it's seriously impacting our business in several areas."

Otellini's reply: "There is nothing new here. Our product roadmap is what it is. It is improving

rapidly daily. It will deliver increasingly leadership products ... Additionally, we are

transferring over $1B per year to Dell for meet comp efforts. This was judged by your team to

be more than sufficient to compensate for the competitive issues." (Emphasis added).
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137. Michael Dell, however, continued to press home to Intel its performance deficit

and its effects on Dell. On November 24, 2005 he capped an email exchange with Otellini by

writing: "None of the current benchmarks and reviews say that Intel based systems are better

than AMD. We are losing the hearts, minds and wallets of our best customers."

138. Meanwhile, Intel increased its payment to Dell to an unprecedented level.

According to figures provided by Dell, Intel's payments ($471 million) amounted to 78% of

Dell's reported net income ($606 million) for the period August to October of2005.

139. On February 16,2006, Intel took note of a service report in which Dell's CEO

Kevin Rollins had said that Dell had "made no plans to begin using" AMD chips. "Finally

something positive" commented one Intel executive. Otellini commented: "The best friend

money can buy." (Emphasis added).

12. Dell Finally Launches AMD-Based Products

140. By April 2006, Dell's relationship with Intel reached a breaking point. As

Michael Dell wrote: "Intel- we overestimated both their ability to execute and our true

competitive position with them and we underestimated AMD. And we relied too much on

rebates from Intel ... "

141. Dell was finally ready to act, despite the pressure and incentives from Intel. In an

April 29 email to other top Dell executives, Michael Dell wrote: "We have been looking at the

situation for a long time, and have decided to introduce a broad range of AMD based systems

into our product line to provide the choice our customers are asking for."
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142. The reaction of Craig Barrett, Intel's Board Chairman, was unequivocal: Dell

should immediately be deprived of the payments it had long enjoyed in return for its willingness

not to offer AMD products, and should start paying "list prices." Barrett told Ottelini: "[T]hey

have just signaled they are only interested in being a transaction based customer. I think you

should reply in kind. Not a time for weakness on our part. Stop writing checks immediately and

put them back on list prices asap." (Emphasis added).

143. The direction Otellini gave his subordinates the next day was consistent with

Barrett's advice. Intel should make clear to Dell that if Dell offered any AMD products all of the

"rncp" payments Dell received from Intel would be at risk - just as Dell had always feared:

"[Wje should be [prejpared to remove all mcp and relatedprograms. Post haste ... then we

ought to enter negotiations ..." (Emphasis added).

144. But at Dell, Intel's anticompetitive strategy ofpaying Dell not to deal with AMD

had at long last become too destructive for the company and its client base, which was

increasingly demanding AMD products. As one Dell executive wrote on May 12, 2006 to Dell's

CEO Kevin Rollins: "We are getting slammed with missing our numbers and not announcing

anything with AMD. Conversely, Intel is not giving us enough money to make Q2 EPS [2nd

quarter earnings per share] and our current plan of record for Q2 is to beg them for more money

to make our targets ... My vote is [to] announce AMD now if they do not cooperate this week."

145. As Intel had done with other OEMs who were determined to introduce AMD

products, it attempted to severely limit the range of the AMD products that would be offered. In

May, Intel sought a deal with Dell in which Dell would make an AMD announcement - but

limited to multi-processor servers and "remain all intel (sic) for all other lines through this year,"
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as Otellini informed Intel's Board of Directors. Under that deal, Intel was to make further

payments to Dell in return for continued exclusivity outside the multi-processor server segment.

Dell's Rollins wrote in a June 1,2006 email that he was trying to get $250 million still from

Intel, "but they [Intel] are asking for a commitment to exclusivity for the rest of the year to get

the money."

146. Despite this agreement, by September of 2006, Dell realized that it could no

longer limit its introduction of AMD to this segment if it wanted to retain its market share,

accordingly, in September, it announced further AMD products.

147. Intel's retaliation was massive. For February, March and April of2006, Intel had

paid Dell approximately $800 million in rebates; in the three month period from November 2006

through January 2007 - after it had first offered an AMD-based product - Dell received less than

$200 million in rebates.

148. In Intel's view, the end of the exclusive relationship it had had with Dell opened

opportunities elsewhere, specifically with another OEM, Lenovo. In a "read and destroy" email

to a top Lenovo executive ("I am asking you as a matter of trust to read and delete it") Intel's

Otellini suggested that Lenovo could benefit from the same kind of relationship: "Any meet

comp program we may have had with Dell will get nullified as they introduce competition - this

opens vistas of opportunity for LeNovo/Intel that I have only hinted at in thc past. This

represents an inflection point for LeNovo.")

] Notwithstanding the fact that Dell finally launched AMD-based products in 2006, and
continues to sell them today, there is evidence that Intel continues to apply pressure to Dell to
minimize AMD's ability to compete effectively.
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relationship with Intel shared many of the same carrot and stick characteristics as Dell. HP

would announce that it was thinking of expanding its relationship with AMD, Intel would then

threaten HP with reducing its payments or canceling key joint ventures, and Intel would then

increase its payments in exchange for (in this case) near exclusivity.

150. The result was that HP was careful to calibrate - and when necessary restrict - its

marketing of AMD-based products so as not to cross Intel-drawn red lines and to obtain benefits

which only Intel could offer. Most notably, as detailed below, in 2002, HP agreed to impose a

5% cap on its marketing of AMD-based commercial desktop PCs, guaranteeing Intel 95% of its

requirements, in exchange for $130 million in rebate payments. And in 2006, HP agreed to enter

into a company-wide agreement with Intel which limited AMD's share ofHP's CPU purchases

for Intel's benefit.
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151. In 2002, HP's commercial desktop unit, responsible for sales ofPCs to business

users, was in a state of crisis. It was losing market share and enormous amounts of money-

close to a billion dollars a year.

152. At the time, the unit had an exclusive relationship with Intel. As set forth in

internal analyses, purchasing 100% of its microprocessors from Intel put HP in a no-win

situation vis-a-vis Dell. Among their conclusions:
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• 100% Intel traps HP business desktops into a shrinking arena suited to Dell's
strengths

• 100% Intel dilutes differentiation among large OEMs, advantaging the low cost
OEM [Dell]

• 100% Intel forces BP to pay a premium for processors, depressing margins.
• 100% Intel locks HP out from AMD's 20% (and growing) share of the
• commercial DT [desk-top PC] market, trapping BP in zero-sum cage with Dell.
• 100% Intel forces -$ 120M/annum higher than necessary materia] costs upon HP.

]53. Purchasing from AMD, the unit's executives believed, would allow HP to

"change the rules of the game" and cut costs by taking advantage of AMD's lower prices, at the

same time tapping into the share of the commercial market which was increasingly interested in

AMD-based products.

154. HP managers were also hearing from commercial customers that there was

demand for AMD-based products; they took note of recent purchases of AMD-based products by

commercial customers in Europe, and the fact that "343 US IT managers have petitioned for

AMD desktop from top-tier OEM."

155. These factors led BP to consider a deal with AMD which would yield BP's first

commercial AMD desktop PC, to be branded as the "Evo D315." It was targeted at the small

business segment of the market, but might also be suitable for BP's largest "enterprise" or

Fortune 500 customers, and would be ready to launch worldwide in Summer 2002.

156. The benefits for HP seemed substantial. Internal BP projections showed selling

AMD might materially improve I-IP's market share position vis-a-vis Dell and could result in

bottom-line gains of hundreds of millions of dollars per annum, with AMD's share ofBP's

business desktop PC sales rising to as much as 30%.
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157. Despite the upside to the change, in contemplating the decision, senior HP

executives weighed what they feared would be Intel's retaliatory countermeasures. They

understood that an AMD deal would be considered a "watershed event" by Intel because it

would legitimize AMD in the lucrative enterprise space. As a senior HP executive noted in

April 2002: "No other major supplier is offering a business SKU with AMD in it." Another!-IP

executive noted in May 2002: "Intel's worst fear will be a sufficient ramp of commercial Athlon

[an AMD microprocessor product] such that it becomes legitimized for commercial markets.

Once AMD is out of the box, Intel cannot put it back in. To that end, we expect swift price

pressure so that we never fully get out of the chute. Intel can't afford to lower industry prices so

they will pick their largest 'partner,' Dell as their instrument."

158. An internal HP memorandum concurred that Intel feared HP would "validate"

AMD in the business market: "Another motivation for Intel to keep AMD out of the business

market is the fear that if AMD penetrates successfully with HP, it would help to validate AMD

as good enough for enterprise deployments - today 'nobody gets fired for specifying Intel.'"

159. Accordingly, in order to protect itself, HP suggested that AMD should establish a

fund of $75 million which HP could use to hold itself harmless if Intel retaliated against it.

Specifically, HP proposed that:

AMD will establish a fund of $25M per quarter for the first three quarters of the
agreement which HP can draw from as compensation for potential 'retaliatory'
acts from Intel. Such acts may include unusual discounts that Intel may provide
to an HP competitor targeted at impacting HPQ's PC business or the unusual loss
of discounts or other market development funds from Intel as a result of execution
of this agreement.
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160. AMD reacted to this unusual demand with an even greater offer, underlying the

lengths to which it felt compelled to go to obtain distribution for its products. If, as proposed,

HP would agree to a three-year deal, AMD would provide HP with one million Athlon XP

processors at a net price of zero during the first year of the program.

3. Intel'- Reaction

161. Once Intel found out about HP's plans, it reacted by directly threatening HP in an

area where HP felt extremely vulnerable: ajoint HP/Intel development project named Itanium or

"IPF" (Itanium Processor Family). Itanium was a proprietary, i.e. non-x86, server

microprocessor technology which, HP expected, would provide the backbone for its future high

end server business and affect other segments of its business.

162. Without Intel's cooperation, the Itanium project would founder, a devastating

prospect for HP. HP knew that Intel, unlike HP, had other choices besides the Itanium project

which it could pursue. As a November 2003 internal HP analysis recognized: "Itanium is more

important to HP's future server and workstation business success than it is to Intel ... Far ahead

of the other major competitors, HP has already 'burned the lifeboats' with respect to its own

proprietary server chip development, and is fully committed to Itanium across its high-end server

product line."

163. Top Intel executives now made clear to HP that they were tying Intel's support

for the Itaniurn project to HP's willingness not to market AMD-based business pes in the

commercial and enterprise segments of the market. An internal HP document entitled "HP-Intel

IPF Situation Summary," dated July 17,2002, reported that "Intel is attempting to link support

for IPF to HP's Hammer/Sledgehammer [code names for AMD's Athlon and Opteron
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microprocessor products] usage."

164. A direct threat was delivered by Intel's then COO Paul Otellini, as recorded in an

internal lIP email: "If [HP] doles] Hammer [an AMD microprocessor] ... he [Otellini] will

redirect development effort from IPF to 64-bit extensions [an alternative lntel technology],

significantly hindering our IPF migration."

165. For HP executives, avoiding the consequences to the Itanium project threatened

by Intel was a top priority. Any prospect of dealings with AMD would have to be subordinated

to HP's overriding interest in preserving Intel's cooperation on Itanium. A senior HP executive

made the point in an internal April 2002 email: "HP and Intel have worked very closely on IPF.

We can not mess that up as it IS the engine for our future systems business .... [1]twill be very

important that we consider any potential AMD change with our eyes wide open."

4. HP Agrees To Cap Its Sales Of AMD Products

166. Confronted with Intel's threats to the Itanium project, and eager to obtain rebate

payments from Intel, lIP believed it had no choice but to bend to Intel's demands. Accordingly,

it negotiated a deal with Intel which drastically limited its marketing of AMD-based business

desktop PCs and added a tremendous "rebate" payment to its bottom line.

167. First, HP agreed to limit its global sales of AMD-based business desktop PCs to

no more than 5% of its total business desktop sales. Second, to meet Intel's concern about

enhancing AMD's reputation among enterprise customers, it agreed to limit its marketing of

AMD-based products to the small and medium sized business segment. Third, HP agreed not to

use its distributor network to fulfill orders for AMD-based products, but to sell only as many

AMD-based products as it could ship directly - something HP was ill-prepared to do at that time.
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In return, Intel provided $130 million in rebate payments over a one-year period. Given the

serious financial condition ofHP's business desktop unit, the Intel payments were critical to HP.

168. This last restriction effectively insured that HP's sales of AMD-based business

PCs would never reach even the 5% cap which Intel had required HP to impose. The "direct"

sales method proved to be unsuited to the customer segment - small and medium businesses - at

which it was directed, and HP itself did not at that time have the capability to efficiently sell

directly to this customer segment.

169. As part of the deal, HP also agreed to additional, important restrictions. First, HP

agreed to delay launching AMD-based products in certain non-U.S. markets. Specifically, HP

agreed to delay the planned launch of its AMD commercial desktop for two to three months in

Latin America and Asia Pacific regions and for six months in the EMEA region (Europe, Middle

East and Africa). Second, HP agreed not to market the AMD product under its "Eva" brand

name. Third, when dealing with enterprise custorners; HP agreed not to bid its AMD product

unless a customer specifically requested it.

170. In July, 2002, the deal terms were initially memorialized in a draft of what would

later become the signed agreement between HP and Intel known as "HPA-I." The draft states

various conditions, including the following:

"HP will purchase at least 95% of its IA-32 processors for commercial desktop
and laptop PC products from Intel. IfHP sales [sic] commercial desktop or laptop
PC products using a non-Intel 'IA-32' processor then:

• these products will be sold under a separate brand - i.e. not using the EVa
brand ....

• these products will be sold only direct or in response to a specific RFP
[Request for Proposal]
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• these products will be targeted at the 5MB [Small Medium Business] market

171. Internal HP emails - some of which were also sent to Intel itself - confirm that

the 95% of its microprocessor requirements for commercial desktop products which HP agreed

to purchase from Intel was a binding commitment on which HP believed its receipt of the Intel

rebate payments depended. For example, in a July 9, 2002 email from HP to Intel, HP

communicated projected unit sales which it characterized as "Intel's volume opportunity based

on a minimum 95% share ofHP commercial desktops." (Emphasis added).

In. HP took care to preserve the secrecy of the agreement. Specific instructions were

given that the "5% constraint" was not to be disclosed within HP or to AMD: "PLEASE DO

NOT .... Communicate to the regions, your team members or AMD that we are constrainted

[sic] to 5% AMD by pursuing Intel agreement [emphasis in original]."

173. Signing of the deal was delayed when Intel, angry over what it apparently

considered a breach of the agreement, broke off talks between the companies. The occasion for

Intel's anger was remarks made by an HP executive in connection with HP's launch of its (now

greatly restricted) AMD-based commercial desktop product. The Wall Street Journal ("WSJ"), in

an article dated August 19, 2002, reported on HP's press release, which announced that HP was

introducing a low-priced computer for business customers using an AMD microprocessor called

"Athlon." The article quoted an HP executive as suggesting that HP might market AMD-based

machines to the enterprise segment in the future - precisely the segment in which Intel was most

determined to prevent AMD from gaining a foothold. A top Intel executive called HP's then

CEO Michael Cappellas to demand that the HP executive in question be dismissed.
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174. In late 2002 negotiations resumed. At Intel's request the deal terms were reduced

to a one-page agreement which eliminated or cloaked any mention of the specific restrictions on

executed a written agreement, known as "HI'A-I."

31 .I the sale of AMD-based products to which HI' had agreed. On December 2, 2002, HI' and Intel

41
5

6 175. To ensure compliance with the marketing restrictions HI' had agreed to, and in

7 particular with the 5% cap, Intel made such compliance an agenda item in subsequent regular

8

9

senior management meetings between the two companies. And Intel, through its extensive field

sales force, was itself policing AMD's conduct and frequently and forcefully complained about

10

11

12

what it perceived as HP's insufficient adherence to some of the marketing restrictions. But the

5% cap - as HI' regularly ascertained and reported to Intel- was never exceeded.

13 176. In 2004, HI' and Intel negotiated a successor agreement to HPA-I known as

14 HPA-2. This extended tbe restrictions on Hp's sales and marketing of AMD-based commercial

15 desktop computers agreed to in HpA-I in exchange for increased rebate payments from Intel.

16

17
Thus, HP's commercial desktop division could list as an "accomplishment" in an internal review

18

19

document that it bad "successfully negotiated richer HPA agreement with Intel in 2004." By one

HI' calculation, HPA-2 was worth a total of$182 million to HI', as opposed to $144 million for

20 HpA-I.

21

22

5. BP's Desire To Use AMD Products Is Limited By Additional
Intel Threats

23

24

177. Hp's experience with the agreements confirmed what some HI' executives had

feared from the beginning: Abiding by tbe Intel-imposed restrictions was choking offpotentially

25
profitable sales of AMD-based products. An internal 2004 HI' document noted: "Current BPA

26

27
agreement artificially limits the potential volume of the AMD platform" and concluded
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specifically that HP's largest opportunity to gain "incremental margin and share" was to

eliminate the restrictions on selling indirectly and "open indirect channels."

178. The prohibition on indirect sales proved so effective that by one 2004 HP

calculation HP's "volume mix" in its business desktop business was 98% Intel and only 2%

AMD. In other words, although HP had agreed with Intel that it was to be permitted to sell

AMD-based products totaling up to 5% of its sales volume, HP was unable to reach even that

threshold.

179. Because sales of lower-cost AMD-based products were more profitable for HP, it

struggled in 2004-05 to find ways to increase them. As a March 10, 2005 "Situation Review"

document concluded, Intel's increasing prices were squeezing HP's margins in its business

desktop business: "Intel costs continue to rise as ASP's [average selling prices ofHP's products]

continue to fall, eroding margins." HP executives were torn. Some believed "we are in a no

man's land right now. Long term we need a strong AMD" but they also feared that Intel would

retaliate if displeased by restricting supplies on which HP depended: "Concern with supply ifHP

at odds w/Intel."

180. But HP dared not overstep the limits Intel had forced on it, because it depended

on continuing payments from Intel to ensure the profitability of its business desktop division. In

the Fall of 2004, for example, an HP marketing executive suggested "using the commercial

AMD line up inside the channel" in some foreign countries. In other words, the proposal was to

distribute AMD-based products indirectly, through distributors, an effective means of

distribution but one HP had agreed with Intel to forego for AMD products.
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181. In a September 2004 reply email, a senior HP executive emphatically vetoed the

plan, because without the "Intel moneys ... we do not make it financially": "You can NOT use

the commercial AMD line in the channel in any country, it must be done direct. If you do and we

get caught (and we will) the Intel moneys (each month) is gone (they would terminate the deal).

The risk is too high. Without the money we do not make it financially ... " (Capitalizations in

182. In the period between 2004 and 2006 the relationship between Intel and HP

continued to be a difficult one. HP sometimes made limited use of AMD-based products. For

7

8

9

10

11

original).

6. Intel Punishes And Threatens HP For
Launching AMD-Based Servers

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

example, in February, 2004, HP surprised both Intel and its chief competitors - Dell and IBM-

by announcing a range of Opteron-based server products. This was a major competitive blow to

Intel, which estimated that it put at risk $250 million in prospective Intel revenue in 2004 alone.

183. The threat Intel now faced directly was multi-faceted. Intel understood that

servers were the basic building blocks of corporate information systems. If AMD could place

competitive products in that key position, the rest of the corporate market -which valued

compatibility - would be open to them as well. Moreover, in the absence of competition, Intel's

policy had been to "monopoly-price" its server products. Those profits were now threatened.

184. The root of the problem for Intel was that the price/performance gap between

Intel's server offerings and AMD's was now striking. For some applications, Opteron's technical

superiority was so marked that despite everything Intel could do, OEMs were reluctant to

completely ignore strong customer demand.
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185. Accordingly, HP's actions drew an explicit threat of punishment from Intel. In a

meeting with HP, an Intel representative told HP executives that HP's Opteron launch cost Intel

billions of dollars and that Intel planned to punish HP for shipping servers with AMD Opteron

chips. This threat was relayed in an email dated June 14,2004, by an HP executive present at

the meeting to other HP employees stating, "Intel has told us that HP's announcement on

Opteron has cost them several $B [billions] and that they plan to 'punish' HP for doing this[.]"

186. Intel then deployed its usual tactics vis-it-vis HP: offer hundreds of millions of

dollars of rebate payments in return for exclusivity, accompanied by threats that it would no

longer support the Itanium technology on which HP depended.

187. Confronted with the fait accompli of the HP announcement, Intel first sought to

neutralize its market impact by proposing to HP, in a "clearing of the air meeting" in late

February 2004, after the announcement, that HP and Intel jointly instruct HP's sales force that

the AMD-based products were to be offered only as a "last resort." HP declined. An HP

executive reported in an internal email that Intel "wanted us to position AMD as a choice of last

resort to the field and put that in a joint field communication ... Told [Intel] that was unlikely, if

not illegal."

188. As a result, Intel apparently attempted to circumvent HP's management and

influence HP's field sales force directly to disfavor AMD. By October of2004, one HP server

executive wrote another that "[w]e already have strong evidence ofIntel going directly to our

field [HP's sales force] to offer pools of meet camp dollars in exchange for Intel 'allegiance'."

189. HP was, of course, still marketing Intel-based servers as well, using Intel's Xeon

microprocessor product. This provided Intel with leverage which it could and did usc. Intel
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punished HP for selling AMD-based servers by withholding financial support for HP even on

those occasions when it was willing to give priority to Intel products. In November, 2004, an

Intel executive made clear to another Intel sales representative: "Let me be clearer since you are

still struggling with this. We have NO meet camp plans to help HP with any Xeon deals ...

period ... So even if they said they were leading with hp [sic] because they felt like it that day,

they are still gouging us in a lot of other places by leading with AMD ... " (Capitalizations in

original).

190. Intel and HP both understood that as a result, HP would be disadvantaged in the

server marketplace vis-a-vis both Dell and IBM. With respect to Dell and IBM, Intel

acknowledged to HP in October of 2004 "that they had provided Dell and IBM fighting funds

based on their 'alignment' and that they did not constrained [sic] either in how they used them."

191. Intel repeatedly complained to HP that HP had not given Intel an opportunity to

pay HP to prevent it from making the decision to add AMD-based servers to its product line. An

HP executive reported in February 2004 that an Intel executive had told him he was "frustrated

we never 'told them a $ to hit' to solve this issue. I reminded him that it was also about

performance ... " The same Intel executive referred to the agreement which Intel and HP had

reached in 2002 to cap at 5% HP's sales of AMD-based business PCs as a model which Intel

would have been willing to pursue with respect to HP's server sales as well: "[Intel executive]

mentioned a few times since we notified them in January that Intel would have been willing

to pay HP some significant $$$ similar in deal structure to HPA-l deal ($130 million per

year) but that we never gave them a chance to do so."
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192. A great deal of money was at stake for both companies. As HP told Intel in

October of 2004: "1) Intel's current business terms are unattractive from an ongoing business

model and profitability perspective to [HP's server division] and 2) Intel's current offering is

price performance uncompetitive and increasingly unattractive to our customers. We focused on

the ~,,1P [multi-processor] space. This is Intel's most profitable, but least competitive segment,

and conversely our strongest area for doing non-Intel based products based on real market

results ... lfwe couldn't be profitable offering Intel MP systems, it didn't matter what their

product deficiencies were. Having said that, if they didn't also address the performance ...

issues, customers would continue to vote with their wallet toward other alternatives."

193. Intel also deployed the Itanium threat against HP where, as one HP executive

acknowledged "they have us totally over the barrel." By June 2005 HP had a new CEO and HP

executives believed that "[w]hat we must do is keep Intel's fear and doom from [him]. They are

going to test his resolve, by whining that the field situation is deteriorating and that they can't

afford Itaniurn if they have to spend on Xeon to fight AMD." As a preventive measure, another

HP executive sent an email to the new CEO briefing him on the situation: "[I]n caselntel gets to

you before we can review the [HP server business], we need to explain to you why we

introduced AMD into our server line last year ... It is now materially helping our GM% [gross

profit margin percentage] .. , and they are better products as well. Intel has been trying to muddy

the IPF [Itanium] issue [where they have us totally over the barrel...] with our AMD move, and

all the HP executives have been getting lots of noise from them about how they can no longer

support HP's IPF needs ...." This persistent pressure from Intel formed the background for

another, broader agreement between HP and Intel in 2006.
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7. Hr's 2006 Company-Wide Agreement with Intel

194. Prior to 2006, the agreements which HP and Intel reached to limit HP's sales and

In 2006, however.jhe two companies reached a new. mcre comprehensive understanding, at

AMD's expense. In a "Memorandum of Understanding" dated September 29, 2006. HP agreed

to increase Intel's share of its business company-wide in exchange for rebate payments and other

valuable benefits to its business.

195. Since 2002, HP had persisted in maintaining a limited relationship with AMD,

which brought it repeated criticism from Intel. In a March, 2006 email, a senior Intel executive

complained that HP was "celebrating a 10 yr anniversary with our direct competitor" and

characterized such conduct as a "poke in the eye" directed at Intel. A senior HP executive

emailed back: "This is not a poke in the eye! It really reflects the market situation over the past

few years. You and I both know you have been at a price/performance disadvantage. In many

cases you have been trying to close the gap using $ in the field ...." In the Spring of 2006,

however, HP and Intel began discussion of a new agreement.

196. In August, 2006, Intel's Otellini told senior Intel executives in an email that "we

need to have a much deeper relationship with HP ... We will have the choice in the next week to

sign up to an 07 deal with hp or not ... I believe it is in our interest to make this happen

regardless of the near term issues." On August 25,2006 Otellini met with a top HP executive.

A "Deal Status" Summary circulated between the companies in early September outlined what

would become the basic structure of the deal: Intel promised hefty cash payments and other

benefits to HP in exchange for market share gains. In other words, it was understood that HP
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1 II would decrease the proportion ofx86 microprocessor product it purchased from AMD to Inters

2 II benefit

Intel did what it could to sanitize written versions of the deal terms, by asking that197.

41
I references to "rnss" or "market segment share" be replaced by "volume targets." A September

3

5

G
10,2006 email from the principal Intel negotiator of the deal to his HP counterpart made this

7 explicit: "Could you take the mss references offandjust leave everything at volume targets. Our

8

9

counsel is very picky on that stuff and I don't want to infer that we have had conversations about

anything other than volume targets or relative volume targets ... thx."

10

11

12

13

14

198. HP obliged. Nevertheless, the substance of the agreement was clear. The "Deal

Status" memo contemplated that Intel would pay $925 million to HP during I·IP's 2007 fiscal

year. In exchange, HP promised specific Intel market share gains. In its desktop and mobile

product lines, HP was willing to provide a 5% Intel market share gain; in some segments of its

15 server business, HP agreed to a 2% Intel increase. In return, HP received, in addition to the

16

17
rebate payments, other valuable concessions, including favorable changes in supply chain

18

19

20

21

conditions and an Intel promise of "profound change" in Inters "white box strategy." This

referred to the terms on which Intel sold and promoted its products to non-brand name computer

manufacturers which competed with HP.

199. On September 14,2006, Intel andHP entered into a "Letter of Intent" which cast

22

23
HP's obligation to shift its purchases to Intel in terms of "unit volumes," but also provided that

24
those volumes would adjust proportionately in accordance with HP's actual growth: "In FY'07

25
[I-lP's fiscal year 2007] I-lP agrees to direct additional CPU unit volumes to Intel beyond our

26 current vector ... In the event that I-IP TAM [total available market] growth is higher or lower

27

28
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than currently forecast, HP agrees to provide Intel with a proportionate share of the change."

200. Despite Intel's efforts to conceal the substance of its agreement with HP, it is

clear that "volume targets" which adjust proportionately to increases or decreases in total sales

are, as a mathematical matter, indistinguishable from market share allocations. And a marker

share allocation -which guaranteed that Intel's share ofHP's CPU purchases would increase

and AMD's would decrease - was what HP and Intel had agreed to.

201. That the agreement had the intended effect was confirmed approximately a year

later, by top HP officials themselves, in a meeting with Otellini and other Intel executives. HP

then told Intel that 'judged in total, the Agreement is a success for Intel as measured by revenue

achievement ... market share gain, and knocking AMD back several steps."

E. INTEL'S EXCLUSIONARY ACTS IBM

202. Intel's dealings with IBM exhibited the same patterns as with Dell and HP. When

IBM indicated that it was considering expanding its AMD offerings, Intel's reaction was to

threaten to cut subsidies and end important joint projects. This was often followed by offers of

increases in payments in exchange for either not launching the AMD product or severely limiting

it.

1. IBM Considers Launching AMD Servers

203. iBM, recognized that AMD's Opteron's superiority over Intel offerings had given

rise to strong customer demand, including but not limited to the market segment known as "High

Performance Computing" or "HPC" - computers built to support computationally intensive

modeling and simulation programs.
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1 204. Accordingly, in the period 2003-05, IBM was unwilling to forego the launch of

2 Opteron-based products entirely, particularly after BP's announcement. But Intel was largely

3

41
5 II
6'

successful in restricting IBM's marketing ofthosc products so that they did not become broad-

scale threats to Intel's enterprise business.

205. Intel used two joint ventures between the two companies as pressure points. Intel

7 repeatedly threatened to disrupt these collaborations if IBM marketed its AMD-based products

8

9

10

11

too vigorously. These threats were effective in forcing IBM to limit its promotion of two

Opteron-based products launched in 2004 and 2005. In a third instance, in April of2004, Intel

agreed to pay IBM $130 million not to launch an Opteron-based 4-way server product, even

206. The events concerning all three products - a two-way server dubbed the e325, the

server, stretched into 2005). For purposes of exposition, they are described separately below.

though lntel>- and consequently IBM - had no genuine competitive alternative to offer.

4-way server which IBM agreed not to launch (the planned e350), and a server in a then-novel

2. IBM's e325

IBM had begun developing Opteron-based products in 2002, before the Opteron207.

configuration called a "blade" server - overlapped during 2003-04 (and in the case of the blade

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
1
I

19

20 chip had officially been launched. After evaluating advance product samples, a director of

21 product marketing for IBM's eServer xSeries Server Group recommended that IBM develop

22 Opteron servers.

23

24

25

208. In April of2003, an IBM vice president took the stage with AMD executives at

the Opteron launch and announced IBM's intention to launch server products based on AMD's

26 Opteron. As InfoWorld noted at the time: "The company [IBM] is the first top-tier server vendor

27 64
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to commit to developing around Opteron."

retaliation from Intel. Accordingly, executives at IBM had grave concerns about drawing Intel's

2

3

209. However, IBM had been well aware since 2002 that such a step might provoke

4

5

6

7

8

9
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16

17

18
1

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

wrath. In particular, they were concerned that if IBM were first to market with Opteron-based

server products, IBM would be particularly exposed to Intel.

210. IBM's concerns proved well-founded. Intel saw clearly the threat which broad-

based IBM sponsorship of Opteron would represent. AMD products would be "validated," first

in the HPC server segment, and then in the "enterprise" segment more broadly. As one Intel

executive advised Intel's Ottelini in August 2003: "AMD is being validated in HPC today by

IBM and WILL BE validated in the Enterprise ... by the end of the year by both Msoft

[Microsoft] and IBM with Dell threatening to join the fun. Sightings are starting to turn into

losses at customers. This is going to increase rapidly if we let IBM run on the current path ...

Coupled with Microsoft, IBM is marching down the path of driving Opteron aggressively into

the Enterprise." (Capitalizations in original).

211. Consequently, in April 2003, just days after the e325 launch, an Intel executive

met with IBM in order to attempt to reverse or severely limit its distribution. During the meeting

Intel extracted a commitment that IBM would substantially limit marketing of the e325. IBM

agreed that it would prioritize Intel offerings and bring its Opteron-based product into play only

"reactively": "IBM committed to drive it from [their] side stating that [their] priority is I) win

every HPC oppty [opportunity]; 2) win with Intel first, and 3) win with whatever it takes

inferring that IBM will lead with Intel and only reactively play Opteron."
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212. One key IBM executive, who had reviewed a proposed memorandum of

understanding between AMD and IBM, feared Intel would "kill" IBM's x-series business.

IBM's "x-serics" server line comprised relatively low-end servers, sold in large quantities; it

earned IBrv'I billions of dollars of revenue annually. In an internal IBivr email sent in April 2003

he wrote: "Reading the MOU [proposed memorandum of understanding between IBM and

AMD] it became clear to me that if we did all that on the marketing side, Intel would kill our x-

Series business."

213. In the same email, he went on to outline ways in which IBM's server business

depended on Intel, and which Intel could use to damage that business: "I am too dependent on

technical information about processors, we are simulating our high end stuff with them. Deep

[another IBM server division] works with them on high-end marketing, our sales reps work with

them in the geos [geographic sales regions throughout the worid], etc. etc."

214. He went on to make clear that the threat of Intel reaction would effectively limit

the steps rEM could take to promote AMD-based products: "After all, we will have to live with

the impact of what Intel will do - and I for one don't want to hurt a business that all of us have

worked so hard to build momentum on."

215. Internal Intel ernails confirm that IBM was "taking notice of this reality" of Intel

disfavor if it vigorously promoted Opteron-based products. An August 2003 report on IBM to

top Intel executives recorded that "Iwle have made great strides with IBM on the sales

engagement and sales sector fronts as evidenced by a very positive meeting .., There is no doubt

that they see the real benefits of us working with them to close IA [Intel 'architecture']

opportunities around the world. We are nOw starting to intimate to them that this process does
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1 II getjeopardized with continued momentum on the AM~D front and I believe they are taking notice

here." (Emphasis added).

activities at an important industry event and in advertising. When AMD's CEO complained, a

As a result, IBtv1 declined requests by AT'v1D for support on Opteron promotional~"LIO.

2 II ofthis reality. [A top IBM server executive] confirmed it and absolutely expressed concern

31.

41

51
6

7
I

81

9/
10 I

I
11

12

13

top IBM executive responded:

From our side, the biggest thing we are worried about is retaliation. I believe as
strongly as anyone in what AMD has in Opteron and the opportunity that it
presents for a breakthrough in the industry. On the other hand, we have a strong
fear that DelI is merely using this to extract better terms from Intel and we will
end up in a very deep hole ... I can envision a scenario of Intel having made
preferential deals with HPQ and Dell and us getting 'punished' for trying to work
with AMD. We believe in you and we are a big company but we are not immune
from single supplier pressure. (Emphasis added).

217. A later (September 2004) internal Intel email confirms both the existence of an

14

15
agreement between Intel and IBM restricting IBM's Opteron marketing and its effectiveness.

16
The occasion for the email was IBM's launch in September 2004 of an upgrade to the e325,

17 labeled the e326. Responding to CEO Paul Otellini's inquiry as to whether the e326 launch was

18 I
19

20

21

22

23

"inconsistent with our agreement" an Intel executive responsible for IBM responded:

Probably looks like I'm splitting hairs, but IBM never committed to stop selling
the e325 ... They did commit their mainstream servers and blades for both DP..
[dual processor servers] and MP [multi-processor servers]. They have been true
to their word in positioning to their field, to their business partners and to
customers that they are strategically lined up with Intel on x86 servers and as
expected the [small] volumes [ofOpteron-based products sold] have supported
their commitment ... most of the volume comes from 11 couple of big clusters that

were won over a year ago.
24

25

26

27 67
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3. IBM's Agreement Not to Launch a 4-wav Opteron

Server in 2004
2

3
218, Despite its fears of Intel, HP's Opteron launch, along with powerful demand for a

4 II 4-way [i.e., four-processor] Opteron server, particularly in the HPC segment of the market, led

5 II IBM to consider launching its own 4-way Opteron server, identified internally as the e350.

6
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11 II
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219. HP's decision to launch Opteron-based servers ratcheted up the pressure on Intel

as well. An IBM executive reported internally: "I've spent a lot of time with Intel over the last

15 years and this is the first time I've seen this level of concern on their faces. In my view, they

clearly see the market dynamics changing without their ability to dramatically impact them short

term" Intel's difficulty arose from the fact that it had no comparable 64-bit product of its own to

offer, and would have none for some time. IBM, should it opt for Intel exclusivity, would

therefore be in the same position.

220. Beyond the absence of a competitive Intel product, IBM was concerned that Intel

had not publicly confirmed that it was developing a 64-bit extension product which would

compete directly with AMD's Opteron. From Intel's perspective, the reluctance was

understandable: This would amount to a concession by Intel that AMD had chosen a

development path which Intel was now compelled to follow.

221. In negotiations with IBM in April of 2004, Intel made clear that it was prepared

to pay Intel not to launch the e350. This included funds which could be used to bid against the

HP Opteron-based server products. An IBM executive negotiating with Intel emphasized the

conditionality of the offer: "[l]fwe were willing ot [sic] make a bold statemetn [sic] about NOT

going with AMD product in they would be willing to offer more [emphasis in original]." Given

Intel's inability to supply a competitive product, however, IBM knew that it would need at least
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three quarters of payments. A senior executive replied: "[T]he more I think about it, we really

need a 3qtr commitment not just a full qtr. Maybe for that we would make a statement."

222. Ultimately, Intel offered and IBM accepted $130 million over three quarters. The

size and importance of the payment to both companies is shown by the fact that Intel's total

annual server revenue from IBM was at the time approximately $500 million. In return, IBM

agreed to publicly align itself with Intel, and not to announce a 4way AMD-based server product

in the upcoming quarters.

223. In April 2004, an Intel executive reported back on ajoint webcast in which senior

IBM and Intel executives announced the new direction to an audience of IBM salespeople: "The

purpose was to announce to the collective sales teams that IBM has renewed their commitment

to Intel Architecture for their x-Series server brand. The session ... was intended to give IBM's

sales team clear direction that IBM is 100% committed to using Intel processors for MP [multi-

processor] and Blade servers."

224. The same executive was satisfied that, while IBM retained one AMD-based.

server product, its significance would be marginal: "[Tjhe e325 remains in the IBM product line,

but clearly IBM has made a strategic commitment to partner with Intel and my expectation is

that the e325 will become a tactical/point product ..."

225. There was no procompetitive purpose to Intel's payment of$130 million to IBM,

just as there was no directly competitive Intel product for IBM to weigh against AMD's Opteron.

Intel simply paid IBM not to launch an AMD-based product IBM's customers were demanding.

As was its practice, Intel attempted to characterize the payment as a volume-based discount

from a previously approved price level (the Intel term was "ECAP" or "exception from customer
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1 \I approved price") motivated by the need to meet specific AMD competitive offers.

2 226. But as a January 2005 internal Intel email reveals, the "ECAPs" were not the

3 rationale for the payment, they were simply a convenient fiction adopted by Intel after the fact,

"a vehicle to get them [IBM] the money." What mattered were the actual amounts which Intel
4

: II committed to IBM, and IBM was to be paid the full amount irrespective of actual volumes: "As

7
I

81

you know, IBM left money on the table for ." Server ECAPs as they did not hit the [volume]

cap on a number of different products ... We committed to them ... and the ECAPs were a

9 vehicle to get them the money. We backed into the volumes based off the rebate amounts, which

we did not want to change."
10

1]

12
227. Intel's decision to make the $130 million payment reflects the size of the

13 monopoly profits Intel stood to lose if IBM launched an Opteron-based multi-processor server.

14 IBM itself understood that Intel had been monopoly-pricing its multi-processor server products,

15 and that these monopoly profits would be threatened if IBM were to sell Opteron. In short,

16

17

Intel's payment of $130 million was the exclusionary act of a monopolist determined to preserve

]8
its pricing power from being eroded by a competitive threat.

19 4. IBM's Launch of Opteron Blade LS20

20 228. Strong customer demand drove IBM's decision to launch an Opteron-based server

21 product in a then-new form factor, the blade server. However, the launch occurred only in the

22 face of strong Intel resistance and the unbranded product which finally emerged was the result of

23

24
Intel's efforts to ensure that it would attract as few customers as possible.

25

26
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229. Unlike "standalone" rack servers, blade servers are designed to fit into a chassis

which provides the power connections and other connecting infrastructure for each of the

"blades." In comparison to rack servers, blade servers economize on space and energy required,

and generate significantly less heat, while their combined computing power enables "high-

performance" processing power. These are all important attributes in certain corporate

computing environments.

230. In 2002, one oflBM's objectives was to establish its blade technology as an

industry standard offered by other vendors, and for this purpose it entered into a joint venture

with Intel entitled the "Blade Server Collaboration" ("BSC"). Each party contributed resources

and intellectual property to the development effort. IBM was at liberty to offer a non-Intel blade

server, but only after obtaining Intel's prior written consent, which was not to be unreasonably

withheld. Such consent was to be granted, under the terms of the collaboration agreement, when,

"in the reasonable opinion of the requesting party," a "competitive threat" or "customer

opportunity" arose from a third-party blade product and Intel "is unable to respond to the

competitive threat or significant customer opportunity with a product, offering, or solution that

adequately addresses the competitive disadvantage..." Blade Collaboration Master Agreement,

Para 5.5.

23 I. In October 2004, IBM informed Intel that various clients were requesting an

Opteron blade server and asked whether Intel had a product which would satisfy them. It was

clear to IBM that Intel had no genuinely competitive product.

232. Intel executives themselves recognized their predicament. An Intel IBM account

manager reported in October of 2004 that:
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holding back the customer interest in Opteron blades is getting tougher every day
.. What is our plan to convince Wall St. that we can give them competitive

performance across the entire suite of application workload, both now and after
dual-core arrives? I don't think we have one ... [E]ither we come up with some
better Blade-optimized CPUs (speed/power sorts, etc) ... or get resigned to IBM
doing a Blade....

233. Nevertheless, when, in December 2004, IBM submitted an exception request

pursuant to the BladeCenter Collaboration Agreement, Intel denied it and threatened drastic

reprisals. Intel did so even though it knew it had no competitive product. As one Intel executive

acknowledged contemporaneously (January 2005) in an internal mail:

We (Intel) currently do not have a good product for server blades that meets the
High Performance Computing (HPC) segment for the Financial Services Industry
(FSI). For this reason IBM has informed us of their intention to do a DP Opteron
based server blade. What is driving IBM to do this is a few key FSI customers.
We really don't have a good alternative processor for them ....

234. Intel executives spelled out the threats to their IBM counterparts in some detail.

As one Intel executive dealing directly with IBM reported in December of2004: "I never say

IBM can't do an Opteron blade, but I did say that if they do, Intel will have to reconsider some

of the unique opportunities they currently enjoy ... Our actions on many fronts where we have

done unique things with IBM and plan to do more unique things with IBM are based on the

understanding that we are ... 'committed partners' ...."

235. Specifically, Intel threatened to pull funding for another collaboration between

Intel and IBM code-named "Hurricane." "Hurricane" involved the development by IBM of a

chipset (a key link between the microprocessor and other parts of the computer) intended to

work with Intel's Xeon microprocessors. For IBM, "Hurricane" was a way of differentiating its

own servers using Intel microprocessors from those offered by its principal competitors. Dell

and HP also used Intel chips but would not have the customized IBM "Hurricane" chipset to
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improve their performance. Intel's threat to the Hurricane funding was therefore, as IBM

understood it, a threat to eliminate a competitive advantage that IBM hoped to have vis-it-vis its

chief competitors in the server market.

5

ro,')r
L..JO. [ntel now explicitly tied its agreement to the continued funding of "Hurricane"to
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demands that IBM not launch an Opteron-based blade. In addition, Intel threatened

repercussions for other aspects of the Intel-IBM relationship, in such areas as rebate payments

and provision of advance technical information about future products ("roadmap support").

237. In late December 2004, a top IBM executive took the Blade exception request

directly to Intel's CEO Paul Otellini. In requesting that Intel not oppose an Opteron blade

product, the IBM executive emphasized the extent to which IBM was already limiting its

marketing of Opteron-based products in order to be "sensitive to this partnership":

We deeply value the partnership that we have developed with Intel over the last
several years .... We honestly have been trying to accommodate the demands of
our customers in a way that is sensitive to this partnership. While we offer
Opteron based servers, we have limited them to a single model aimed at the HPC
space. We specifically target our marketing and sales activities to this segment.
The vast majority of our sales are clusters into the HPC space. In fact, a high
percentage of these are situation where the elient requested Opteron for
performance reasons. We do not offer a 'family' ofOpteron offerings and we
have not entered the 4-way Opteron space in spite ofsignificant field and market
pressure. (Emphasis added).

238. Nevertheless, OtelIini's response was negative, and included the threat to pull

funding for the BJadeCenter Collaboration itself if IBM persisted in its request: "I must say that I

now have serious doubts that it is in Intel's continuing interest to drive BC [the "Blade Center"

Collaboration] with you assuming you go in the direction you have outlined below." The threat

was repeated by other Intel executives at a meeting in January 2005: "We reiterated our position

that if they {IBM} decide to deliver an Opteron blade, we will disengage from future
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1 II Collaboration efforts ...."

239. On January 26,2005 Intel formally rejected IBM's second exception request.

rBM executives were incredulous. "I do find it incredible that a virtual monopoly would think

41, this is a good idea but who knows," one wrote in a contemporaneous internal IBM email.

2

3

5

6 240. At the same time, Intel executives continued to pressure IBM. Intel told IBM that

7 any IBM launch of the AMD-based blade server would be a "tipping point" in the market which

8

9

might force even Dell to begin selling AMD-based servers. To prevent this, "Intel suggests IBM

should be willing to risk market share as a result of our strategic relationship (i.e. be 'exclusive'

10

11

12

with Intel) ..."

241. By early 2005, Intel had apparently concluded that it could no longer completely

13 block the Opteron blade product. Intel therefore developed a plan to deprive it of marketplace

14 impact. Intel now proposed to IBM that it could offer the blade server on an unbranded basis.

15 Internally, Intel calculated that the absence of the IBM brand would raise questions with

16

17

18

corporate purchasers about whether there would be adequate support for the product, and where

responsibility would lie in case of technical difficulties ("finger-pointing risk"). These questions,

19 in turn, would discourage sales. "I don't think many firms would buy a 3'd party compatible card.

20 Too much finger pointing risk," as one internal lntel email put it.

21

22

23

24

25

242. Intel proposed a bundle of conditions to IBM in order to straightjacket any

marketing of the disputed blade server product: (l) the Opteron blade would not be generally

offered, but rather limited to customers in the HPC segment; (2) Even there, marketing was to be

"reactive," that is, triggered only by specific customer request; (3) the Opteron blade would not

26

27

28

be branded as an IBM product, but rather sold on IBM's website as a non-IBM product and
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243, Ultimately, IBM acquiesced, A top IBM server executive discussed IBM's

options in an internal email in January of2005:

1 understand the point about the accounts wanting a full AMD portfolio, The
question is can we afford to accept the wrath ofIntel ifwe do the AMD full
portfolio? It is a very hard question to deal with, On the one hand, having Intel
help us has been one element of why we are doing better in the market. If they
start to sell against us again I am afraid that we would be in a very difficult spot.
On the other hand, if we leave Sun and I-IP an opening with AMD we will [be]
very exposed on that side of things, (Emphasis added).

V. ASSIGNMENT OF DIRECT CLAIMS TO THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

244. During the relevant period, both the New York State and non-State governmental

entities (such as towns and counties) made substantial purchases of products that contain x86

CPUs, principally PCs and servers, These governmental entities generally dealt directly with the

OEMs and other producers of products that contain x86 CPUs, rather than directly with the CPU

manufacturers,

245, The New York governmental entities generally made their purchases from OEMs

pursuant to contracts entered into by New York State's procurement agency, the Office of

General Services COGS"), with the OEMs (the "Centralized Contracts"). As set forth below, all

purchases ofx86 CPU-containing products made pursuant to the Centralized Contracts (whether

made by New York State itself or by non-State governmental entities) give rise to direct claims

for damages owned by the State (assuming that the OEMs themselves had such direct claims),

because the Centralized Contracts effect an assignment of such claims from the OEMs to the

State.
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246. The Centralized Contracts contain generally applicable terms and conditions,

which were incorporated by reference into individual contract awards that OGS made with the

OEMs. The Centralized Contracts were in effect for the entire period relevant to this action.

247. Part of the Centralized Contract (the "Assignment Clause") provides as follows:

ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIM. Contractor hereby assigns to the State any and all of
its claims for overcharges associated with this contract which may arise under the
antitrust laws ofthe United States, 15 U.S.C. Section J, et seq. and the antitrust
laws of the State of New York, G.B.L. Section 340, et seq.

248. Following issuance of the Centralized Contract, individual contracts subject to its

terms were made between OGS and numerous OEMs. Generally, these contracts remained in

effect during the entire period relevant to this action. Dell, IBM, and HP are among the OEMs

who entered into the Centralized Contract with OGS.

249. The Centralized Contract terms were available not only to the State but also to

non-State Public Entities, which were authorized to make purchases pursuant to the Centralized

Contracts in their dealings with OEMs, and which did so. These non-State Public Entities

include political subdivisions, such as counties, cities, towns, and villages, and public school

districts, as well as public authorities and public benefit corporations.

250. With the Centralized Contract as a framework, procurement procedures during the

relevant period allowed the purchasing entity to deal directly with the OEM contractors.

Generally, the OEM "hosted" its individual contract on a website accessible to the State and to

non-State Public Entities, and there quoted the contractually agreed-upon prices for its products.

The State or non-State Public Entity, as the case might be, desiring a particular product,

transmitted purchase orders to the OEM, or its authorized resellers.
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By virtue of the Assignment Clause, the State stands in the shoes of the OEMs25 I.

and other direct purchasers ofx86 microprocessors for purposes of alleging federal and New

provides, it is the "Contractor" (generally an OElvf that has purchased an x86 microprocessor
5

1 i

21
31

II York state antitrust claims against defendant Intel. As the language of the Assignment Clause

411

6 and made it a component of a computer) that assigns to "the State" the Contractor's antitrust

7

8

claims "for overcharges associated with" the contract (the "Assigned Claims"). The State,

accordingly, owns the Assigned Claims and is entitled to assert them. The scope of the claims

9
that the OEM assigned is determined by the extent of the purchases ofx86 microprocessor-

10

11
containing products made under the Centralized Contract by both the State and the non-State

Public Entities.
12

13 II VI. CONCLUSION

14 !I 252. Intel's illegal conduct has corroded competitive conditions in an economically

15 vital market. It has also deprived New York consumers, businesses, and governmental entities of

16
innovative technology and compelled them to pay prices above competitive levels.

17

18

19

253. Businesses and public entities (including universities) in New York and elsewhere

were compelled to purchase Intel-based products, particularly multi-processor servers used for

20

21

22

complex computing tasks, often paid hefty monopoly overcharges. Dell, for example, observed

with alarm in September of2004 that its use ofIntel products subjected it to "cost disadvantage

of$300 to $10,000 in the 4P [four-processor server] space ... and $50 to $300 in the 2P [dual

23

24
processor server] space ...."

25
254. More difficult to quantify but equally pernicious was the effect ofIntel's conduct

26 on incentives to innovate. In well-functioning high technology markets, firms prize the

27
77
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opportunity to be first to market with innovative products. Fear ofIntel retaliation reversed

these healthy incentives; OEM executives were hesitant, if not completely unwilling to be the

first to launch products which competed with Intel.

255. Hundreds of emails from numerous experienced and knowledgeable executives at

multiple OEMs give evidence of the climate offear which Intel has spread throughout the

industry. Intel's core message ~ that OEMs which promote competition in industry segments it

considers vital will face retaliation - has distorted the competitive process. Appropriate relief

should issue which stops Intel's illegal acts, prevents their recurrence, and restores to the

marketplace the competition Intel has destroyed.

VII. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

CLAIM ONE
(Violation of § 2 of the Sherman Act, IS U.S.C. § 2)

256. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 255 above.

257. Intel possesses monopoly power in the market for x86 CPUs. In the period from

approximately 2001 through the present, through the anticompetitive conduct described herein,

Intel has willfully maintained, and unless restrained by the Court may continue to willfully

maintain, that power by anticompetitive and unreasonably exclusionary conduct in violation of

Section 20fthe Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2.

258. As a result of Intel's unlawful acts, the State ofNew York, and the public entities

it represents in this action, have been injured in their business and property, and New York, on

its own behalf and as owner of the Assigned Claims, is entitled to recover direct damages on

their behalf, trebled as provided by law.
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CLAIM TWO
(Violation ofthe Donnellv Act, N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 340 et seq.)

259. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 258 above.

260. Intel possesses monopoly power in the market for x86 CPUs. From

approximately 2001 to the present, by means of contracts, agreements, arrangements, and

combinations Intel has maintained a monopoly in that market and, for the purpose of maintaining

its monopoly, has unlawfully interfered with competition and the free exercise of the conduct of

business, trade or commerce in that market in New York State, in violation of the Donnelly Act,

N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 340 et seq.

261. Under §340(1), (5) and (6) of the New York General Business Law, Plaintiff State

ofNew York, as owner of direct and/or indirect claims that were assigned by various OEMs, is

entitled to recover treble damages, based on the injury suffered directly or indirectly by the

assignor OEMs, as a result of Intel's illegal conduct.

262. Under §340(I), (5) and (6) of the New York General Business Law, Plaintiff State

ofNew York, is entitled to recover treble damages, based on the injury suffered directly or

indirectly by the State of New York, its agencies, departments and local entities, independent of

the Assigned Claims, as a result ofIntel's illegal conduct.

263. Under §340(1), (5) and (6) of the New York General Business Law, Plaintiff

State ofNew York is entitled to recover treble damages on behalf of all New York consumers

who suffered directly or indirectly as a result of Intel's illegal conduct. Plaintiff State ofNew

York is also entitled to attorneys' fees and costs.

264. Plaintiff State ofNew York is also entitled to recover civil penalties under N. Y.

Gen. Bus. Law § 342-a.
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CLAIM THREE
(Violation of § 63(12) of the New York Execntive Law)

265. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs I through 264 above.

266. From approximately 2001 through the present, Intel has engaged in repeated and

persistent illegal and/or fraudulent acts, in the conduct, carrying on and transaction of its

business, by illegally maintaining its monopoly power through anticornpetitive and/or

exclusionary acts in the x86 CPU market. Intel's acts have caused injury in New York.

267. Intel's conduct violates the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2, and as a consequence,

constitutes a violation of N.Y. Exec. Law § 63(12).

268. On behalf of all natural persons in New York who purchased products containing

x86 CPUs indirectly or directly, Plaintiff State of New York is entitled to recover damages

sustained as a result of those injuries caused by Intel's violations of N.Y. Exec. Law § 63(12).

CLAIM FOUR
(Violation of § 63(12) of the New York Execntive Law)

269. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of paragraphs I through 268 above.

270. From approximately 2001 through the present, Intel has engaged in repeated and

persistent illegal and/or fraudulent acts, in the conduct, carrying on and transaction of its

business, by illegally maintaining its monopoly power through anticompetitive and/or

exclusionary acts in the x86 CPU market. Intel's acts have caused injury in New York.

271. Intel's conduct violates the Donnelly Act, N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 340 et seq., as

well as state antitrust laws throughout the United States, and as a consequence, constitutes a

violation of N.Y. Exec. Law § 63(12).

272. On behalf of all natural persons in New York who purchased products containing
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sustained as a result of those injuries caused by Intel's violations ofN.Y. Exec. Law § 63(12).

273.

triable under law.
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IX. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, the State of New York prays the Court for judgment as follows:

A. Declaring that Intel's conduct is anticompetitive and in violation offederal

and state antitrust laws, as 'Nell as l'Jew York's Executive Law;

B. Enjoining Intel's antieompetitive conduct, so as to prevent its recurrence

in the future, restore competition in the x86 CPU market and replace the competition that was

lost;

C. Awarding damages, in an amount to be proven at trial, sustained by the

State ofNew York and those on whose behalf it sues, trebled as provided by law, against Intel;

D. Awarding restitution, disgorgement or such other equitable relief as may

be appropriate, in an amount to be proven at trial, against Intel;

E. Awarding the State ofNew York civil penalties of$1 million for each

violation of the Donnelly Act in the x86 CPU market, against Intel;

F. Awarding the State of New York the costs of this action, including

reasonable attorneys' fees and expert fees; and

G. Directing such other, further and different relief as may be just, necessary

and/or appropriate.
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Dated: November 3, 2009
New York, New York

Respectfully submitted,
ANDREW M. CUOMO
Attorney General of the State of New York

BY:~~
ERIC CORNGOLD
Executive Deputy Attorney General

For Economic Justice
MICHAEL BERLIN
Deputy Attorney General
For Economic Justice

RICHARD L SCHWARTZ
JEREMY R. KASHA
JAMES YOON
SAAMIZAIN
Assistant Attorneys General

120 Broadway, 26th Floor
New York, New York 10271-0332
Tel: (212) 416-8262
Fax: (212) 416-6015
Richard. Schwartz({i;oag. state.TIv.us
Jeremy. Kasha({iloag. st~te.ny.us

Attorneys/or PlaintijfState a/New York
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JEREMY A. COLBY
ERIE COUNTY ATTORNEY

Mr. Robert M. Graber, Clerk
Erie County Legislature
92 Franklin Street. 4th Floor
Buffalo, New York 14202

Dear Mr. Graber:

COUNTY OF ERIE

CHRIS COLLINS
~ COUNTY EXECUTIVE
UEPARTMENTOFLAW

September 26, 2011

MARTIN A. POLOWY

FIRST ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEY

THOMAS F. KIRKPATRICK, JR.

SECOND ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEY

In compliance with the Resolution passed by the Erie County Legislature on June 25,1987,
regarding notification of lawsuits and claims filed against the County of Erie, enclosed please find a copy
ofthe following:

File Name:

Document Received:
Name of Claimant:

Claimant's attorney:

State ofNew Yorkvs AU Optronics
Corporation; AU Optronics
Corporation America, Inc.; Chi Mei
Corporation; chi Mei Optoelectronics
Corporation, et al.
Summons and Complaint
State ofNew York
120 Broadway, 26th Floor
New York, New York 10271
Honorable Andrew Cuomo
New York State Attorney General
Main Place Tower, Suite 300A
350 Main St.
Buffalo, NY 14202

Should you have any questions, please call.

Very truly yours,

JERE
. !..L:'~

EneC~"c

By: b/LL(L~
THOMAS F. K A CK, JR.
Second Assistant C nty Attorney
thomas.kirkpatrick@erie.gov

TFK/mow
Ene.
cc: JEREMY A. COLBY, Erie County Attorney
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OFNEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
-------------------------------------------------------------x

STATE OF NEW YORK
by and through ANDREW M. CUOMO,
Attorney General

Plaintiff,

v.

AU Optronics Corporation;
AU Optronics Corporation America, Inc.;
Chi Mei Corporation;
Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corporation;
Chi Mei Optoelectronics USA, Inc.;
CMO Japan Co., Ltd.;
Hitachi, Ltd.;
Hitachi Displays, Ltd.;
Hitachi Electronic Devices (USA), Inc.;
LG Display Co., Ltd.;
LG Display America, Inc.;

. Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.;
Samsung Electronics America, Inc.;
Samsung Semiconductor, Inc.;
Sharp Corporation;
Sharp Electronics Corporation;
Toshiba Corporation;
Toshiba Matsushita Display Technology Co., Ltd.;:
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.
Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc.

Defendants.

-------------------------------------------------------------x

COMPLAINT

Index No.-----

l. The State of New York ("State" or "New York"), brings this action to recover

substantial damages inflicted on the State and other New York public entities by a price fixing

conspiracy engineered by the major manufacturers of thin film transistor ("TFT") liquid crystal

display panels ("TFT-LCD panels"), the main components of millions of computer monitors and

laptop screens sold in this State and throughout the world.
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

2. During the last 15 years, computer, television and cell phone screens have been

transformed by the widespread use of LCD technology - a method of sandwiching pixel-

generating transistors between sheets of high-technology glass. The use ofIFT-LCD panels has

made these screens thinner, clearer and brighter. For approximately a decade, TFT-LCD panel

prices have been set not by competition but by an illegal, international cartel begun in Japan,

Korea and Taiwan, and which, through Defendants, sold millions ofTFT-LCD panels at prices

fixed by the cartel into the New York marketplace.

3. From at least the beginning of 1996 to the end of2006 (the "relevant period"),

Defendants and their co-conspirators fixed the prices and limited the supply ofTFT-LCD panels

and products containing TFT-LCD panels ("TFT-LCD products") world-wide.

4. Their methods were simple and direct. They met regularly, in groups and one-on-

one, and reached detailed and explicit agreements - many of which were documented - to set

prices and price increases and to restrict output. They enforced those agreements among

themselves, singling out companies that deviated from the illegal agreements and bringing them

back into line. They carefully maintained the secrecy of these meetings and coordinated their

public statements about pricing, supply, and demand to ensure that their customers, the public

and the press would not discover their illegal conduct. They knew their price fixing conspiracy

was illegal and actively sought to conceal its existence.

5. Many of the cartel members, and their executives, have already pled guilty to

federal criminal antitrust violations and paid over $890 million dollars in fines. They include

Chi Mei Optoelectronics, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd., Epson Imaging Devices, Hitachi

Displays, Ltd., LO Display Co., Ltd. and its subsidiary, LO Display America, Inc. and Sharp

2
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Corporation. AU Optronics Corporation and its subsidiary, AU Optronics Corporation America,

Inc. have been indicted for the same violations.

6. Defendants' conspiracy severely affected New York State. Because Defendants'

cartel held the dominant share of the TFT-LCD panel market - nearly 90% during the last year

of the conspiracy - the vast majority ofTFT-LCD products were sold at high prices that were

illegally fixed by the conspiracy. These panels were sold to the State's vendors (e.g., Dell, IBM)

and then incorporated into products such as computer monitors and notebook computers

purchased by the State at artificially inflated prices.

7. New York public entities, including the State itself, local governmental entities

such as counties, cities, towns and villages, public schools, the State University ofNew York and

other state colleges, state hospitals, and public institutions such as the New York Department of

Correctional Services, the New York State Department of Transportation, the Metropolitan

Transit Authority, fire and police departments, and many other entities throughout the State of

New York purchased hundreds of millions of dollars ofTFT-LCD products with TFT-LCD

panels, the high costs of which were born by New York State taxpayers. The State purchasers on

whose behalf this action is brought- and the taxpayers whose dollars financed those purchases -

have suffered substantial damages stemming. from Defendants' unlawful conspiracy.

8. Accordingly, New York brings this action to recover, under its antitrust laws,

treble damages, civil penalties, costs and fees, as well as injunctive and other equitable relief for

the harm inflicted on New York public entities by Defendants' unlawful price fixing conspiracy

JURISDICTION & VENUE

9. This action arises under N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 340-342-c (the "Donnelly Act")

and New York Executive Law ("N.Y. Exec. Law") § 63(12).
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10. Jurisdiction is proper in New York pursuant to N.Y. CPLR § 302 and, as to some

Defendants, pursuant to N.Y. CPLR § 301.

(a) Each Defendant knowingly and intentionally sold price-fixed TFT-LCD products

into New York State. Many of the price-fixed TF1·-LCD panels were intended for

incorporation into finished products specifically destined for sale and use in the United

States, including New York. Defendants' illegal conduct was designed to produce, and

did produce, a substantial injurious effect in New York State in the form of artificially

inflated prices for TFT-LCD products from which each Defendant derived substantial

revenue. Accordingly, each Defendant committed per se illegal acts without the State of

New York that caused injury to persons or property within the State, each Defendant

expected or should have reasonably expected such tortious acts to have consequences

within the State, and each Defendant derived substantial revenue from interstate or

international commerce. The causes of action alleged in this Complaint arise from such

acts. Accordingly, jurisdiction exists under N.Y. CPLR § 302(a)(3 )(ii).

(b) In addition, each Defendant committed per se illegal acts without the State of

New York, causing injury to persons or property within the State, and each Defendant

regularly does or solicits business, or engages in other persistent course of conduct,or

derives substantial revenue from goods used or consumed, or services rendered, in the

State. For example, Defendants AU Optronics, Chi Mei, Hitachi, LG Display, Samsung,

and Sharp had direct dealings with International Business Machines Corporation CIBM")

and entered into agreements to supply TFT-LCD panels to IBM during the relevant

period. IBM is a vendor of the State of New York and is headquartered in Armonk, New
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York. The causes of action alleged in this Complaint arise from Defendants' iilegal price

fixing conspiracy. Accordingly, jurisdiction exists under N. Y. CPLR § 302(a)(3)(i).

(c) Defendants AU Optronics, Chi Mei, Hitachi, LG Display, and Sarnsung, among

others, also directly transacted business and/or contracted to supply goods to purchasers

within the State of New York. The causes of action alleged in this Complaint arise from

such acts. Accordingly, jurisdiction also exists under N. Y. CPLR § 302(a)(I).

(d) Defendant Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc. was registered as a

foreign corporation doing business in New York during the relevant period. Accordingly,

jurisdiction as to this Defendant also exists under N.Y. CPLR § 301.

II. Venue is proper in the County ofNew York pursuant to N.Y. CPLR § 503 and/or

§ 509.

PARTIES

Plaintiff, State of New York

12. Plaintiff, State ofNew York, brings this action as the primary enforcer of the

Donnelly Act, N. Y. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 340-342-c, and in its proprietary capacity (which

includes governmental and some quasi-governmental entities) as a purchaser ofTFT-LCD

products through contracts negotiated by the New York State Office of General Services

("OGS") with original equipment manufacturers ("OEMs") including Dell, Hewlett Packard,

IBM, and others. As set forth in more detail in Paragraphs 1J3 through 120 below, these

agreements contain assignment clauses assigning certain direct claims to the State of New York.

Defendants·- Taiwan

13. Defendant AU Optronics Corporation CAUO") maintains a corporate

headquarters at No.1, Li-Hsin Rd. 2, Hsinchu Science Park, Hsinchu 30078, Taiwan. AUO is
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the result of a merger between Acer Display Technology Inc. CAcer") and Unipac

Optoelectronics ("Unipac") in 2001. Prior to 2001, Acer and Unipac separately manufactured

TFT-LCD panels. AUO merged with Quanta Display, a manufacturer ofTFT-LCD panels, in

2006. During the relevant period, AUO manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT

LCD panels in New York and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in

New York.

14. Defendant AU Optronics Corporation America, Inc. CAUOA") maintains a

corporate headquarters at 9720 Cypresswood Drive, Suite 241, Houston, Texas, is a wholly

owned subsidiary of AUO, and is incorporated in the State of California. During the relevant

period, AUOA sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by AUO.

15. On June 10,2010, a federal grand jury returned a superseding indictment against

AUO, AUOA and six AUO executives for participating in Defendants' conspiracy, the primary

purpose of which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. The indictment charges that AUO

participated in the conspiracy from September 14, 2001, through on or about December 1, 2006,

and that its American subsidiary, AUOA, participated in the conspiracy from at least as early as

the Spring of 2003 and continuing at least until December 1, 2006.

16. Defendants AUO and AUOA are referred to collectively herein as "AU

Optronics."

17. Defendant Chi Mei Corporation CCMC") maintains a corporate headquarters at

No. 59-1, San Chia, Jen Te, Tainan County, 71702, Taiwan. CMC is the parent company of

Defendant Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corporation. During the relevant period, CMC
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manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT

LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

18. Defendant Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corporation ("CMO") is a wholly owned

subsidiary of CMC. CMO maintains a corporate headquarters at No.3, Sec. 1, Huanshi Rd.,

Southern Taiwan Science Park, Sinshih Township, Tainan County 74147, Taiwan. During the

relevant period, CMO manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New

York and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

19. Defendant CMO Japan Co., Ltd. ("CMO Japan") is a subsidiary of Chi Mei

Corporation, and maintains a corporate headquarters at Nansei-Yaesu Bldg. 4F, 2-2-10 Yaesu,

Chuo, ku, Tokyo 104-0028, Japan. CMO Japan was formerly known as International Display

Technology ("lD Tech"). During the relevant period, CMO Japan manufactured, marketed, sold

and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into

TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

20. Defendant Chi Mei Optoelectronics USA, Inc. ("CMO-USA") is a wholly owned

and controlled subsidiary of Chi Mei Corporation. It maintains a corporate headquarters at 101

Metro Drive Suite 510, San Jose, California, 95110 and is incorporated in the State of Delaware.

During the relevant period, CMO-USA sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels

and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by CMO

Japan.

21. On or about January 6, 2010, Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corporation pleaded guilty

and agreed to pay a $220 million criminal fine for its participation in Defendants' conspiracy, the

primary purpose of which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels, for the time period on or

about beginning September 14,2001, through on or about December 1,2006. On February 8,
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2010, the United States District Court for the Northern District of California entered judgment of

the guilty plea and a fine against Chi Mei for $220 million.

22. On or about June 2, 2010, Jau-Yang Ho, former President of Chi Mei

Optoelectronics Corporation, agreed to plead guilty for his participation in Defendants'

conspiracy to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. Mr. Ho joined and participated in Defendants'

conspiracy on or about September 14,2001, through on or about December 1,2006. Under his

plea agreement, Mr. Ho agreed to a recommended sentence of fourteen months imprisonment

and a $50,000 criminal fine.

23 On or about May 6,2010, Chu-Hsiang Yang, former Director of Sales of Chi Mei

Optoelectronics Corporation, agreed to plead guilty for his participation in Defendants'

conspiracy to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. Mr. Yang joined and participated in

Defendants' conspiracy on or about September 14,2001, through on or about December 1,2006.

Under his plea agreement, Mr. Yang agreed to a recommended sentence of nine months

imprisonment and a $25,000 criminal fine.

24. On or about July 28, 2010, Wen-Hung Huang, a former Director of Sales of Chi

Mei Optoelectronics Corporation, agreed to plead guilty for his participation in Defendants'

conspiracy to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. Mr. Huang joined and participated in

Defendants' conspiracy on or about September 14,2001, through on or about December 1,2006.

Under his plea agreement, Mr. Huang agreed to a recommended sentence nine months

imprisonment and a $25,000 criminal fine.

25. On or about August 4, 2010, Chen-Lung Kuo, a former Vice President of Sales of

Chi Mei Optoelectronics agreed to plead guilty for his participation in Defendants' conspiracy to

fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. Mr. Kuo joined and participated in Defendants' conspiracy as
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early as April 2004, through on or about December 1,2006. Under his plea agreement, Mr. Kuo

agreed to a recommended sentence of nine months imprisonment and a $35,000 fine.

26. Defendants Chi Mei Corporation, Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corporation, Chi Mei

Optoelectronics USA, Inc., and CMO Japan Co., Ltd., are referred to collectively herein as "Chi

Mei"

Defendants - Japan

27. Defendant Hitachi, Ltd. maintains a corporate headquarters at 6-6, Marunouchi 1-

chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8280, Japan. During the relevant period, Hitachi, Ltd.

manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT

LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

28. Defendant Hitachi Displays, Ltd. maintains a corporate headquarters at 3300,

Hayano, Mobara-shi, Chiba-ken 297-8622, Japan. Prior to 2002, Hitachi Displays, Ltd. was a

division of Hitachi, Ltd. During the relevant period, Hitachi Displays, Ltd. manufactured,

marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

29. Defendant Hitachi Electronic Devices (USA), Inc. is incorporated in Delaware

and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd. It maintains a corporate headquarters at 208

Fairforest Way, Greenville, South Carolina. During the relevant period, Hitachi Electronics

Devices (USA), Inc. sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD

panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by Hitachi Displays, Ltd.

and Hitachi, Ltd.

30. On or about March 5, 2009, Hitachi Displays, Ltd. pleaded guilty and agreed to

pay a $31 million criminal fine for its participation in Defendants' conspiracy, the primary
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purpose of which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels sold to Dell for use in notebook

computers, for the time period beginning on or about April I, 2001, through on or about March

31,2004. On May 22,.2009, the United States District Court for the Northern District of

California accepted the guilty plea and imposed a sentence with a fine of $3 l million against

Hitachi Displays, Ltd.

31. Defendants Hitachi, Ltd., Hitachi Displays, Ltd., and Hitachi Electronic Devices

(USA), Inc., are referred to herein as "Hitachi."

32. Defendant Sharp Corporation maintains a corporate headquarters at 22-22

Nagaike-cho, Abeno-ku, Osaka 545-8522, Japan. During the relevant period, Sharp Corporation

manufactured, marketed, sold andlor distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York, and/or TFT

LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

33. Defendant Sharp Electronics Corporation is incorporated in Florida and is a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Sharp Corporation. It maintains a corporate headquarters at Sharp

Plaza, Mahwah, New Jersey, 07430. During the relevant period, Sharp Electronics Corporation

marketed, sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products by Sharp Corporation.

34. On or about November 11,2008, Sharp Corporation pleaded guilty and agreed to

pay a $120 million criminal fine for its participation in Defendants' conspiracy to fix the prices

ofTFT-LCD panels sold to Dell for use in computer monitors and laptops, Apple for use in

iPods, and Motorola for use in Razr mobile telephones for the time periods beginning on or

about April 1, 200 I through December 1, 2006, September 1, 2005 through December I, 2006,

and the Fall of2005 through the middle of2006 respectively. On December 16,2008, the
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United States District Court for the Northern District of California accepted the guilty plea and

imposed a sentence with a fine of S120 million against Sharp.

35. Defendants Sharp Corporation and Sharp Electronics Corporation arc referred to

collectively as "Sharp."

36. Defendant Toshiba Corporation maintains a corporate headquarters at I-I

Shibaura I-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8001, Japan. Toshiba manufactured TFT-LCD panels

during the relevant period through its joint venture with IBM Display Technologies, Inc. until

2001. Toshiba also manufactured TFT-LCD panels through its joint venture, IPS Alpha

Technology. During the relevant period, Toshiba Corporation manufactured, marketed, sold

and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York, and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into

TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

37. Defendant Toshiba Matsushita Display Technology Co., Ltd. ("Toshiba

Matsushita") maintains a corporate headquarters at Rivagae Shinagawa, 1-8, Kenan 4-chome,

Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-0075, Japan. Toshiba Matsushita is ajoint venture between Matsushita

Corporation and Toshiba, and has manufactured TFT-LCD panels since 2002 for notebook

computers and televisions. During the relevant period, Toshiba Matsushita manufactured,

marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

38. Defendant Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. ("TAIS") is incorporated

in California and is a wholly owned and controlled subsidiary of Toshiba Corporation. It

maintains a corporate headquarters at 9740 Irvine Boulevard, Irvine, California. During the

relevant period, TAIS marketed, sold or distributed TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products manufactured by Toshiba Corporation.
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39. Defendant Toshiba America Electronics Components, Inc. ("TAEC") is

incorporated in California and is a wholly owned and controlled subsidiary of Toshiba

Corporation. It maintains a corporate headquarters at 19900 MacArthur Boulevard, Suite 400,

Irvine, California. During the relevant period, TAEC marketed, sold or distributed in New York

TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products manufactured

by Toshiba Corporation.

40. Defendants Toshiba Corporation, Toshiba Matsushita, TAIS and TAEC are

referred to collectively herein "Toshiba."

Defendants - Korea

41. Defendant LG Display Co., Ltd. maintains a corporate headquarters at 20 Yoido-

dong, Youngdungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-721, Republic of Korea. LG Display Co., Ltd. was formerly

known as LG Philips TFT-LCD Co., Ltd., a joint venture between LG Electronics and Philips

Electronics. During the relevant period, LG Display Co., Ltd. manufactured, marketed, sold

andlor distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into

TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

42. Defendant LGDisplay America, Inc. is a California corporation that maintains a

corporate headquarters at 150 East Brokaw Road, San Jose, California. LG Display America,

Inc. was formerly known as LG Philips TFT-LCD America, Inc. During the relevant period, LG

Display America, Inc. sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels andlor TFT-LCD

panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by LG Display Co., Ltd.

43. On or about November 12,2008, LGDisplay Co., Ltd. and LG Display America,

Inc. pleaded guilty and agreed to pay a $400 million criminal fine for their participation in

Defendants' conspiracy, the primary purpose of which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels,
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for the time period beginning on or about September 21, 2001, through On or about June], 2006.

On December 15,2008, the United States District Court for the Northern District of California

accepted the guilty plea and entered judgment against LG Display Co., Ltd. and LG Display

America, Inc. to pay a fine of $400 million.

44. Chang Suk Chung, Vice President of Monitor Sales at LG Philips, and Bock

Kwon who held various positions at LG Philips including President of the Taiwan Office, Vice

President of Notebook Sales, Head of Sales Planning, Executive Vice President and Chief

Marketing and Sales Officer, each pleaded guilty for their participation in Defendants'

conspiracy, the primary purpose of which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. Both Mr.

Chung and Mr. Kwon' s pleas cover the time period beginning on or about September 21, 200],

through on or about June l, 2006. Mr. Chung agreed to a recommended sentence of seven

months imprisonment and a $25,000 fine. On February 17,2009, the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California accepted the guilty plea of Mr. Chung and imposed

the agreed upon sentence and fine. Mr. Kwon agreed to a recommended sentence of

imprisonment for twelve months and one day and payment of a $30,000 fine. On June 24, 2009,

the United States District Court for the Northern District of California accepted the guilty plea of

Mr. Kwon and imposed the agreed upon sentence and fine.

45. Defendants LG Display Co., Ltd. and LG Display America, Inc. are referred to

collectively as "LG Display"

46. Defendant Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. ("SEC") maintains executive offices at

Samsung Electronics BUilding, 1320-10, Seocho 2-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea. During the

relevant period, SEC manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New

York and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.
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47. Defendant Samsung Electronics America, Inc. ("SEA") is incorporated in New

Jersey and is a wholly owned and controlled subsidiary of SEC. It maintains offices at 105

Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, New Jersey, 07660. During the relevant period, SEA

marketed, sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by SEC.

48. Defendant Samsung Semiconductor, Inc. ("SSI") is incorporated in California and

is a wholly owned and controlled subsidiary of SEC. SSI is headquartered at 3655 North First

Street, San Jose, California, 95134 and has sales offices throughout the United States, including

at 300 Westage Business Center, Fishkill, New York 12524-2260. During the relevant period,

SSI marketed, sold and/or distributed in New York TFT-LCD panels and/or TFT-LCD panels

incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by SEC.

49. Defendants SEC, SEA,.and SSI are referred to collectively as "Samsung."

Co-Conspirators

50. Chunghwa Picture Tubes Ltd. ("Chunghwa") maintains a corporate headquarters

at 1127 Heping Road, Bade City, Taoyuan, Taiwan. Chunghwa manufactures desktop monitors

and televisions under the brand name Tatung. During the relevant period, Chunghwa

manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York and/or TFT

LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

51. On or about November 10, 2008, Chunghwa pleaded guilty and agreed to pay a

$65 million criminal fine for its participation in Defendants' conspiracy, the primary purpose of

which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels, for the time period beginning on or about

September 14,2001, to on or about December 1,2006. On January 14,2009, the United States
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District Court for the Northern District of California imposed the agreed upon sentence with a

fine against Chunghwa for $65 million.

52. Chieng-Hon "Frank" Lin, Chairman and CEO ofChunghwa, Chih-Chun '·C.c."

Liu, Vice President of TFT-LCD sales at Chunghwa, and Hsueh-Lung "Brian" Lee who held

various sales positions including Vice President of TFT-LCD Sales at Chunghwa, each pleaded

guilty for their participation in Defendants' conspiracy, the primary purpose of which was to fix

the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. Mr. Lin's plea covers the time period beginning on or about June

11,2003, through on or about December 1, 2006. Mr. Liu and Mr. Lee's pleas each cover the

time period beginning on Or about September 14,2001, through on or about July 8, 2005. The

United States District Court for the Northern District of California accepted the guilty pleas of

Mssrs. Lin, Liu and Lee, and on February 27,2009, entered judgments against Mssrs. Lin, Liu

and Lee.

53. Epson Imaging Devices Corporation ("Epson Japan") maintains a corporate

headquarters at 3-101, Minami-Yoshikata, Tottori-Shi, Tottori, 680-8577, Japan. The company

was originally formed as ajoint venture between Seiko Epson Corporation and Sanyo Electric

Co., Ltd. but is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of Seiko Epson Corporation, Through

December 21, 2006, Epson Japan was known as Sanyo Epson Imaging Devices Corporation.

During the relevant period, Epson Japan manufactured, marketed, sold and/or distributed TFT

LCD panels in New York and/or TF1'-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products sold in

New York.

54. Epson Electronics America, Inc. ("Epson America") is a wholly-owned and

controlled subsidiary of Seiko Epson Corporation. Its principal place of business is at 2580

Orchard Parkway, San Jose, California and it is incorporated in the State of California, During
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the relevant period, Epson America marketed, sold andlor distributed in New York TFT-LCD

panels and/or TFT-LCD panels incorporated into TFT-LCD products that were manufactured by

Epson Japan,

55, On or about August 25, 2009, Epson Japan pleaded guilty and agreed to pay a S26

million criminal fine for its participation in Defendants' conspiracy, the primary purpose of

which was to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels sold to Motorola for use in Razr mobile phones,

for the time period beginning on or about the Fall of2005, through on or about the middle of

2006, On October 16,2009, the United States District Court for the Northern District of

California imposed the agreed upon sentence with a fine against Epson for S26 million,

56, Epson Japan and Epson America are referred to collectively herein as "Epson."

57. HannStar Display Corporation CHannStar") maintains a corporate headquarters at

No. 480 Rueiguang Road, 12lh Floor, Neihu Chiu, Taipei 114, Taiwan. HannStar sells desktop

monitors under the brand name Hanns.G and televisions under the brand name HANNspree. LG

Display owns part of HannStar. During the relevant period, HannStar manufactured, marketed,

soldandlor distributed TFT-LCD panels in New York andlor TFT-LCD panels incorporated into

TFT-LCD products sold in New York.

58. In addition, various persons and entities, whose identities are unknown to Plaintiff

at this time, participated as co-conspirators in the violations alleged herein and performed acts

and made statements in furtherance thereof.

59. Throughout the relevant period, Defendants did not distinguish among their

parent corporations and subsidiaries within a particular corporate family when referring to the

members of the conspiracy. The conspiracy was carried out by subsidiaries and divisions within

a corporate family, and individual participants and employees of Defendants entered into, and
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benefited from, an ongoing agreement on behalf of all Defendants to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD

panels during the relevant period.

60. Defendants and their co-conspirators controlled a vast majority of the market for

,
TFT-LCD products both globally and in the United States. They shipped millions of price-fixed

TFT-LCD products into the United States, including New York, throughout the relevant period.

As a result, they derived substantial revenue from the U.S. market, including the New York

market. The object of Defendants' conspiracy was to sell TFT-LCD products into the U.S.

market, including New York, at artificially inflated prices. In fact, Defendants Chi Mei

Optoelectronics Corporation, Hitachi Displays, Ltd., LG Display Co., Ltd., LG Display America,

Inc., and Sharp Corporation, and their co-conspirators, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd., Epson

Imaging Devices Corporation, and HannStar Display Corporation, admitted in their plea

agreements that they "participated in a conspiracy" ... "the primary purpose of which was to fix

the prices of TFT-LCD sold in the United States and elsewhere."

FACTS

A. Relevant Market and Industry Background

61. TFT-LCD panels are made by sandwiching a liquid crystal compound between

two pieces of glass called "substrates" which display an image when electricity is passed through

the crystal. The resulting screen contains hundreds of thousands of electrically charged dots (i.e.

pixels) which form an image. The panel is then combined with a backlight unit, a driver, and

other equipment to create a module that is integrated into a TFT-LCD product, such as a desktop

monitor, a notebook computer, television, or handheld device such as a cellular telephone or

iPod.
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62. There are no viable substitutes for TFT-LCD panels because other screen

technologies are inferior in terms of both performance and consumer demand. TFT-LCD panels

are superior to older technology using cathode ray tubes ("CRT") because TFT-LCD panels arc

smaller, lighter and consume less power. This makes them useful not only for televisions, but

also for desktop monitors, notebook computers, and mobile devices. Aside from TFT-LCDs, the

other major liquid crystal display technology is passive matrix LCD ("PM-LCD"). However,

because PM-LCDs have a slower response time than TFT-LCDs, the use of PM-LCDs has been

declining since the late 1990.1. See Hirohisa Kawamoto, April 2002, The History of Liquid

Crystal Displays, Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 90(4), Thus, PM-LCD panels, once used in

notebook computers, are no longer the favored technology.

63. The structure of the TFT-LCD panel market has made it susceptible to collusion

among competing Tlc'T-LCD panel manufacturers. Currently, and during the relevant period, the

industry has been characterized by (a) product homogeneity, (b) ease of information sharing, (c)

high barriers to entry, and (d) high concentration, i.e., market power held by relatively few

manufacturers that produce the majority ofTFT-LCD panels.

64. Because TFT-LCD panels are manufactured to standard sizes and for particular

end uses, TFT-LCD panel manufacturers could and did easily observe and compare each other's

products, costs and pricing. Most of the glass for LCD panels is sourced from the same supplier,

Coming, Inc. (headquartered in Coming, New York), and TFT-LCD panel manufacturers use the

same standard sizes for their products. During the relevant period, this product homogeneity

enabled Defendants and their co-conspirators to monitor and analyze the supply and pricing of

each other's TFT-LCD panels and take necessary actions to ensure adherence to the conspiracy.
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65" In addition, Defendants and their co-conspirators had ample opportunity to and

did exchange competitively sensitive information" During the relevant period, Defendants and

their co-conspirators often engaged in joint business arrangements such as joint ventures, cross

licensing, and cross-purchasing agreements which helped effectuate their unlawful goals"

Significantly, Defendants and their co-conspirators sold TFT-LCD panels among themselves"

These business relationships provided ongoing opportunities to exchange price and output

information that should not be exchanged among competitors and provided both a forum and

attempted cover for Defendants' and co-conspirators' collusion"

66. Moreover, Defendants and their co-conspirators were often members of the same

trade associations. These associations provided another venue for joint action to fix and stabilize

prices and/or limit the supply ofTFT-LCD panels"

67. Communications among Defendants and their co-conspirators also took the form

of group and bilateral meetings, telephone calls, e-mails, and instant messages. Defendants took

advantage of these opportunities to discuss and agree upon their pricing and supply ofTFT-LCD

panels and to monitor each other's compliance with their unlawful agreements.

68. The TFT-LCD panel business is both costly and difficult to enter. Manufacturing

TFT-LCD panels requires access to patented technology and substantial capital investment. New

fabrication plants, or "fabs," cost billions of dollars to build and must have sufficient scale to

produce panels on a cost efficient basis. In addition, fabs must be continually upgraded to meet

advances in manufacturing technology, as well as to meet customer specifications.

Manufacturers must also engage in continual research and development and must be prepared to

expend resources on obtaining licenses, patents and other intellectual property protections for

their processes, inventions and products. As a result of these entry barriers, less than a dozen
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firms worldwide manufactured TFT-LCD panels to any significant scale during the relevant

period, and these collecti vely dominant firms became - rather than genuine competitors 

members of the illegal cartel. There were a few smaller firms in this industry during the relevant

period, but they did not have the manufacturing scale or cost efficiencies to compete with

Defendants and their co-conspirators or to supply large OEMs such as Dell, Hewlett Packard,

IBM, and Apple.

69. Throughout the relevant period, Defendants and their co-conspirators collectively

controlled a significant share of the market for TFT-LCD panels, both globally and throughout

the United States. The top six TFT-LCD panel manufacturers (Samsung, LG Display, Chi Mei,

AU Optronics, Sharp, and Chunghwa) - all members of the conspiracy - sold the vast majority

ofTFT-LCD panels worldwide during thc relevant period, and by the end of the conspiracy, had

close to 90% of the market. Accordingly, Defendants' conspiracy to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD

panels substantially affected trade and commerce in the sale of the vast majority ofTFT-LCD

products into the United States, as well as the vast majority ofTFT-LCD products sold in New

York.

70. Under these market conditions, Defendants and their co-conspirators had ample

opportunity to collude and conspire, and, as set forth below, they did collude and conspire in

order to achieve unlawfully higher prices for TFT-LCD panels during the relevant period.

B. Defendants' Conspiracy to Fix TFT-LCD Panel Prices

71. Beginning at least on January 1, 1996, and continuing at least until December 31,

2006, Defendants and their co-conspirators entered into an ongoing actual, express agreement to

artificially inflate the price, and limit the production of, TFT-LCD panels. The conspiracy was
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carried out through various forms of communication, inclnding bilateral discussions and group

meetings.

72. In the early years representatives of Hitachi, Sharp, and Toshiba met and agreed

to limit the amount ofTFT-LCD panels each company would produce. During these early years.

these Defendants preferred to communicate bilaterally to carry out their conspiracy. Over time,

group meetings became more prevalent as more manufacturers joined the conspiracy. Once

TFT-LCD panel production in Korea began to increase, the conspirators expanded their meetings

and bilateral contacts to include their Korean competitors, including Defendants LG Display and

Samsung. Later, companies in Taiwan began manufacturing TFT-LCD panels, and Japanese

manufacturers began to partner with Defendants located in Taiwan by licensing TFT-LCD

technology to them and collaborating with them on manufacture and supply. Japanese firms lent

their engineers to Taiwanese firms, and the Taiwanese firms, which were able to produce TFT

LCD panels at lower cost, began manufacturing TFT-LCD panels for Japanese companies. At

that time, Defendants and their co-conspirators produced the majority ofTFT-LCD panels for

TFT-LCD products sold into the United States and New York.

I. Crystal Meetings

73. By 2001, Korean TFT-LCD panel manufacturers had convinced their counterparts

in Taiwan to join the conspiracy to fix the prices ofTFT-LCD panels. For example, high level

executives of Samsung met with their counterparts at Chunghwa, then a relatively new entrant to

the industry, in February of2001 and again in April of2001. The purpose of these meetings was

to exchange information and to agree to coordinate their respective pricing ofTFT-LCD panels

for the world-wide and U.S. markets. At the February 2001 meeting, when discussing "market

prices," Samsung Director Cheng-Chien Lee "hope[d] that the Taiwanese TFT-LCD makers can
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coordinate with one another to take concerted actions. SEC [i.e., Samsung] is willing to make

necessary accommodations to help maintain an orderly market."

74. From 2001 through at least 2006, Defendants continued to effectuate the

conspiracy by participating in regularly scheduled and highly organized group meetings and

bilateral communications in which they explicitly exchanged proprietary pricing, output and

capacity information and agreed to fix and/or stabilize the prices ofTFT-LCD panels and/or limit

their supply. These actions affected global sales ofTFT-LCD products, including sales in and to

the United States and New York. The group meetings of Defendants and their co-conspirators

ranged from meetings among CEOs ofthe Defendants and their co-conspirators to meetings

among marketing employees of the same companies. Defendants and their co-conspirators

referred to these meetings as "Crystal Meetings."

75. Defendants held three types of Crystal Meetings: (I) "top-level" or "CEO"

meetings (hereinafter referred to as "CEO Crystal Meetings") that included the CEOs and other

top level executives of the Defendants and their co-conspirators, (2) management level meetings

referred to by Defendants as "commercial" or "operation" meetings (hereinafter referred to as

"Commercial Crystal Meetings"), and (3) "working level" meetings among marketing employees

of the eo-conspirators that were held initially to exchange proprietary output and pricing

information, and later to help implement the agreements entered into by Defendants during the

CEO and Commercial Crystal Meetings.

76. CEO and Commercial Crystal Meetings were well organized and followed a set

pattern, with written agendas prepared in advance. At a typical meeting, representatives of

Defendants and their co-conspirators would exchange information on shipment levels, demand,

capacity utilization and prices, and then come to an agreement on pricing, and at times, on
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production and shipment levels. The meeting participants discussed prices at both specific and

general levels, including targeted prices, floor prices, and target price ranges. This information

was exchanged in a manner which enabled each meeting participant to agree on the future prices

for each size ofTFT-LCD panel and for each end use. i.e., computer monitor, notebook

computer, and television.

77. During both the CEO and Commercial Crystal Meetings, Defendants and their co-

conspirators agreed to set floor prices and price ranges for higher grade TFT-LCD panels for the

month or months following the meeting. At some meetings, they also agreed to set prices on

lower grade panels and prices for specific customers. At some meetings, participants agreed to

production levels. These supposed competitors also coordinated the level, timing and

announcement ofprice increases and agreed to coordinate their statements to the public about

anticipated supply and demand.

78. CEO Crystal Meetings initially occurred on a monthly and then a quarterly basis

and followed the same general pattern. Each of these meetings had a rotating designated

"chairman" who would use a projector or whiteboard to display figures relating to the supply,

demand, production, and prices ofTFT-LCD panels for the group to review. Those attending

would take turns sharing information on prices, output, and supply until a consensus was reached

on prices and production levels ofTFT-LCD panels to be adhered to for the corning month(s) or

quarter. Enforcement of the price fixing agreements was carried out at the Crystal Meetings by

singling out the companies that had not followed the pricing agreement and bringing group

pressure to bear on such firms to follow the fixed prices going forward.

79. As the conspiracy became more routinized, Defendants felt it was unnecessary for

the CEOs to meet on as frequent a basis. At a December 11,2001 meeting it was determined
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that the CEO meeting "no longer be held on a monthly basis. It will only be scheduled if any

specific issues occur. As a basic principle, it will be held every quarter. (Green Meeting is

okay)." The term "Green Meeting" was commonly used to refer to a meeting or discussion held

while golfing.

80. Both the structure and content of Commercial Crystal Meetings were largely the

same as in the CEO Crystal Meetings. Representatives of Defendants and their co-conspirators

discussed prices, output, capacity and general market conditions and then reached a consensus on

future pricing and/or output levels. These meetings took place monthly and sometimes quarterly.

8 I. Significantly, Crystal Meeting participants took steps to keep their unlawful price-

fixing activities hidden from their customers, the public, the press, and most of their own

employees. CEO and Commercial Crystal Meetings were held in secret, often at hotels.

Meeting participants arrived and left the hotel separately to prevent detection by customers.

Only a limited number of executives and employees of Defendants and their co-conspirators

were made aware of, and attended, the Crystal Meetings. Defendants and their co-conspirators

kept their meetings secret because they knew their actions were illegal and would cause harm to

their customers.

82. Working level Crystal Meetings were an extension of bilateral, in-person

meetings between marketing employees that took place as early as 2000. By at least early 2001,

representatives of Defendants and their co-conspirators began to meet in groups of at least three

or four on a monthly basis. Working level Crystal Meetings were less formal than CEO or

Commercial Crystal Meetings but fully implemented the agreement of the conspiracy. A typical

working level meeting was held in a coffee shop or restaurant, and attendees typically had a

meal, talked socially, and exchanged proprietary shipment and pricing information. This
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information was then passed on by the participants to their respective companies, and some

attendees recorded this information in meeting reports and minutes. From 2001 to 2006,

working level Crystal Meetings helped implement the price fixing agreements reached at the

CEO and Commercial Crystal Meetings.

83. Crystal Meetings occurred on a regular basis, typically monthly, through 2004

and on a periodic basis from 2005 through 2006. After 2004, as the conspirators became more

practiced, they occurred on a less frequent basis and bilateral communications and working level

meetings predominated.

84. During the 2001 to 2006 time period, regular attendees and participants at Crystal

Meetings included AU Optronics, Chi Mei, Chunghwa, HannStar, LG Display, Samsung, and

Sharp. Attendees of the Crystal Meetings also had bilateral discussions with other Defendants

and co-conspirators who had not attended the Crystal Meetings, such as Hitachi and Sanyo

Epson, in order to exchange information and set prices.

85. Following each CEO and Commercial Crystal Meeting, reports of the meetings

were prepared by some attendees (typically by employees who attended the meetings with higher

level executives) and circulated to the executives of their respective companies who were

involved in the conspiracy. These reports clearly and unequivocally set forth the scope and

intent of the illegal price fixing agreements of the Defendants and their co-conspirators. For

example, on September 14,2001, the CEOs of four major Taiwanese TFT-LCD panel makers,

Chi Mei, AU Optronics, HanrtStar and Chunghwa, held a meeting to exchange production and

pricing information and to agree to certain pricing levels for the months of October and

November of 200 I. The following executives attended the meeting: Hsing-Chien Tuan,

President, and Shou-Jen Wang from AU Optronics; Chao- Yang Ho, President, Hsing-Tsung
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Wang and Wen-Hung Huang from Chi Mei; C.Y. Lin, President and C.c. Liu, Vice President,

and Hsueh-Lung Lee of Chunghwa; and Lu-Pao Hsu and Ting-Hwei Chou from HannStar.

86. The objective of the September 14, 200 1 meeting was set forth in a written

summary: "Through this exchange session, makers are hoping that an orderly pricing can be

maintained for the short term, and production capacity and demand balance can be achieved for

the mid to long term, thus prices can be stabilized in order to ensure profitability in the TFT

industry." According to this summary, an attendee from each TFT-LCD manufacturer took turns

communicating the status of the firm's production, capacity utilization, sales, and pricing. As a

result ofthis discussion, "it was decided to maintain prices in October first (except for those

already promised which would not be within this limit), and in November, to try to raise the

prices." Floor prices (i.e., the lowest prices) were agreed to for specific sizes ofTFT-LCD

panels. For example, the prices to be charged in November were: "15" XGA [TFT-LCD panel]:

$200: 14" XGA: $170; 17" SXGA: $335; 18" SXGA: undecided." The "[pjrinciple for pricing"

was that "the list prices are net selling prices (net price). Each maker may adjust according to

respective situation, but the prices cannot be lower than these prices." The next meeting for

'Top management" was set for October 19,2001, and the agenda for that meeting included

"Discussion of price, supply and demand for next year. .. [and] discuss whether to invite Korean

makers and Quanta Display, Inc. to join this meeting."

87. Similar meeting reports exist for Crystal Meetings from 2001 through 2004.

Thereafter, from 2005 through 2006, Defendants were able to carry out their conspiracy through

intermittent Crystal Meetings as well as through bilateral communications. The following are

illustrative examples of the specific agreements to fix prices reached during the course of Crystal

Meetings held during the relevant period:
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• On September 21, 2001, representatives of AU Optronics, Chunghwa, Chi
Mei, HannStar, LG Display and Samsung attended a Commercial Crystal
Meeting in which the participants discussed prospective supply and
demand for TFT-LCD panels for the fourth quarter of2001 and first
quarter of2002. At this meeting it "was resolved to increase the price to:
15" XGA (Monitor)- October: +$10, November: +$10; 14.1" XGA
(NBPC) - October: +$5-10, November: +$10."

e On October 19,2001, representatives from AU Optronics, Chunghwa, Chi
Mei, HannStar, and LG Display attended a Commercial Crystal Meeting
in which the participants agreed to charge $170-180 for 14" panels, and
quote $206-215 for 15" panels. The attendees agreed that they would
obtain the participation of their Japanese competitors in the conspiracy by
informing them of the results of their meetings rather than trying to
persuade them to attend the meetings.

• At a December 11,2001 CEO Crystal Meeting, AU Optronics, Chi Mei,
Chunghwa, HannStar, LG Display and Samsung "agreed not to have any
rebate starting from January next year."

• On May 15,2002, employees of AU Optronics, HannStar, Chi Mei, LG
Display, Samsung, and Chunghwa attended a Commercial Crystal
Meeting in which they agreed to set TFT-LCD panel prices for June 2002.
According to a summary of this meeting, "[ajfter discussions, the principle
for pricing in June [is as follows]: the price of 15"/17" for monitor use
will slightly rise $5 (except for Samsung whose headquarters decided on
no price increase.) The price of 18" remains unchanged in order to.narrow
its price difference with 17". The range for NBPC price increase for
different makers will be around $5-$15"

• Employees of AU Optronics, Chi Mei, HannStar, LG Display, Samsung,
and Chunghwa attended a June S, 2002 Commercial Crystal Meeting in
which TFT-LCD panel pricing for July 2002 was set. Under the heading,
"Pricing for July," a summary of the meeting states, "To prevent prices
from dropping, causing a chain reaction, at least the current June selling
price must be maintained. In addition, wait for the arrival ofthe peak
season and then handle prices accordingly."

• At a June 11,2003, Commercial Crystal Meeting, attendees agreed to
maintain the June and July pricing of 17" screens at then current levels.
Attendees of this meeting agreed to fix the pricing of 17" screens even if
the fixed price resulted in lower volumes of orders by customers.

• At a July 4, 2002, CEO Meeting attended by top executives of AU
Optronics, Chi Mei, HannStar, and Chunghwa, President Lin of
Chunghwa stated to the attendees, "Absolutely do not consent to any
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disguised forms of price lowering requests from OEM customers." At this
meeting, the attendees' "[c]ornmon understanding in general is that [the]
June price would be kept through July."

• On August,S, 2003, executives of AU Optronics, Chi Mei, HannStar, LG
Display, Samsung and Chunghwa participated in a Commercial Crystal
Meeting in which the attendees exchanged production and demand
information, and set forth a "Capacity, Utilization & Expansion Plan"
from January 2003 through September 2003, with specific capacity and
production levels. The attendees also agreed to a "price trend" for monitor
and television TFT-LCD panels through September of2003.

• In a November 17,2003 Crystal Meeting, employees of HannStar, Chi
Mei, Samsung, and AU Optronics exchanged pricing for December 2003:
"CMO will increase by $5; SEC [Samsung] by $10/pc; LPL [LG Display]
= monitor price will kept the same and NB [notebook] use will increase by
$15; AUO=MI7" will be kept the same, the highest price for MIS" is
limited at $210 and NB-use will increase by $5-10."

• In a July 7, 2005 meeting attended by representatives from AU Optronics,
Chi Mei, Chunghwa, HannStar, LG Display, and Samsung, the
participants exchanged current and expected sales information, production
plans and pricing, and reached consensus on pricing for 15", 17" and 19"
TFT-LCD panels for flat panel monitors and 12", 14", 15", and 15.4" for
notebook computers.

88. Written reports of Crystal Meetings also evidence the exchange and fixing of

future pricing with regard to specific customers. For example, at a March 8, 2002 Commercial

Crystal Meeting attended by representatives of AU Optronics, Chunghwa, Chi Mei, HannStar,

LG Display and Samsung, LG Display and Samsung agreed on specific prices to be charged to

Dell and Compaq. According to the minutes ofthis meeting, Samsung reported the prices it

planned to charge notebook makers Dell and Compaq, who were "already notified of [a] price

increase in April." The representative from Samsung stated that "Dell's prices are: 12.1"/$190,

14.1" X/$244, 14.1" S+/$266, 15" X/$289, 15" S+$317; Compaq prices are: 12.1"/$192, 14.1"

X/$245, 14.1" S+/$275, IS" X/$290, 15" S+/$315" LG Display stated that it "[w]ill announce

April prices to major vendors such as Dell/Compaq after making an agreement with Samsung.
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The principle is for 14.l ", LGP would be $1~2 higher than Sam sung in 14.1" and 1S" LGP

would be $l-210wer than Samsung."

89. Additional examples of Defendants' explicit agreements regarding the pricing for

specific customers include:

• In a May IS, 2002 Commercial Crystal Meeting that included AU
Optronics, Chi Mei, LG Display, Samsung, Chunghwa, HannStar, and
Samsung, Samsung stated that it will propose to Dell and the Hewlett
Packard "the price increase of TFT used in NBPC [notebook personal
computers]. The price of 14.1" will rise approximately $5 while the price
of IS" XGA/SXGA+ will rise $15."

• In an October 30, 200 I Commercial Crystal Meeting, the participants
agreed on the allocation of Hewlett Packard's demand to Samsung.
According to a summary of the meeting, for "[t'[he case ofCompallHP: In
November, AU/HS/CPT all quoted more than $185 to Compa!."

• In a January 6, 2006 meeting, attended by representatives of Samsung, LG
Display, AU Optronics, Chi Mei and others, the meeting report noted that
"AMLCD/LPL's [LG Display's] price to HP for January had yet to be
discussed. Will first make the delivery using price of December, and then
will adjust the amount back to make up for the price differences at the end
of the month."

• A February 10, 2006 meeting was specifically held to discuss the pricing
to Hewlett Packard. In attendance was an AU Optronics sales
representative in charge of the Hewlett Packard account and his
counterparts at Chi Mei and Chunghwa. The "current quotations" of
Chunghwa, AU Optronics, Chi Mei and LG Display were set out in a chart
by size of panel, and the attendees discussed Hewlett Packard's
purchasing volumes and delivery levels.

90. What is more, Defendants and their co-conspirators enforced their agreements to

fix prices during the Crystal Meetings by singling out firms that tried to cheat on the conspiracy

and pressuring them to comply with the agreed prices in the future. For example, at an October

5, 200 I Commercial Crystal Meeting attended by executives from AU Optronics, Chunghwa,

Chi Mei, HannStar and LG Display, a meeting report reveals that AU Optronics and HannStar

did not intend to fully implement an agreed upon price increase until October 15, 2001. Both
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AU Optronics and HannStar listed the status of their price increase as "partially effective on

October 15" while the price increases of Chi Mci, LG Display, Samsung, and Chunghwa were

effective on October I, 2001. The report states that "[wJe have contacted these two makers

informing them 'partially effective on Oct[sicJ 15' is extremely inappropriate; improvement has

been generally implemented."

9 L At another meeting, AU Optronics and HannStar were questioned about their

pricing for October 2001. According to a meeting report from a Commercial Meeting held on

October 30, 2001, "Sarnsung questioned AU/Hannstar whether its 14.1" XGA quotation in

October was lower than $170 in the Compaq case, causing Samsung to receive no orders when

quoting the price of$185. Hannstar/AU clarified their price status and vowed to have kept the

old sales price of at least over $180. Samsung said as long as the price was kept over $180, it

would be willing to give away a part of its market share. In Taiwan's 14.1" market, AU's

production capacity is the biggest. Anything it does will affect the price here. AU was asked to

definitely maintain price."

92. In a November 15, 200 I, CEO Crystal Meeting, attendees were admonished to

follow the target prices agreed to by the group for November 200 I. The report of the meeting

states:

"Onl y Samsung and CPT have completely followed the originally-set target sales
price. To avoid vicious price competition again, several suggestions were made
as follows: I) From now on, new orders must follow the target price. 2) Usc the
Hot Line to contact other makers in the industry, to avoid being tricked by
customers into cutting price. 3) Even though each maker has strategic clients,
internal clients or exceptional clients resulting from commitments already made,
each maker must try to gradually reduce such exceptional situations. 4) For the
same client makers can control price by controlling the supply quantities. 5)
Appropriately remind monitor makers not to snatch orders with low price and
never support such conduct."
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93. Defendants and their co-conspirators also were increasingly aware that their

conduct was subject to, and violated, U.S. antitrust laws. By July of2006, Defendants and their

co-conspirators determined that they should no longer have group meetings due to concerns

about being caught violating the antitrust laws. Defendants and their co-conspirators

discontinued the Crystal Meetings, but instead, participated in monthly "round robin" style

bilateral meetings that were held in coffee shops and restaurants. The meetings were scheduled

and coordinated so that on the same day,representatives of Samsung, LG Display, AU

Optronics, Chi Mei, HannStar and Chunghwa met with each other one-on-one until all

competitors had met with each other. These bilateral meetings took place until at least

November or December of2006.

2. Bilateral Communications

94. In addition to the Crystal Meetings described above, Defendants and their co-

conspirators carried out their price fixing conspiracy through bilateral communications. These

communications began in 1996 and continued throughout the relevant period and took the form

of in-person meetings, telephone calls, e-rnails, and instant messages.

95. Bilateral communications allowed Defendants to easily relay sensitive business

information regarding future pricing, shipments, and output and took place throughout the

relevant period. For example, on December 17, 1998, a manager at Matsushita (which later

merged with Toshiba) met with a manager ofChunghwa to exchange proprietary information

regarding Matsushita's plans for production and pricing. According to a summary of the

meeting, "Matsushita indicated that there was still a gap in quality with the mainstream market

brand, so was not able follow price increases."
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96. In another example, on or about November 30, 1998, a manager for Samsung,

Reuben Chang, spoke with a representative from Sharp. Sharp confirmed it would raise the price

ofTFT-LCD panels after seeing a 25% price increase for the Japanese TFT-LCD manufacturers

as reported in theNikkei Industrial Daily (now the Nikkei Business Daily), an industry

newspaper. Mr. Chang also spoke with a representative from Hitachi around the same time

period. Hitachi communicated information to Samsung relating to pricing and model designs for

its TFT-LCD panels. Hitachi agreed it would increase prices on TFT-LCD panels starting the

week of November 30, 1998. Mr. Chang conveyed both agreements directly to at least one high

level executive of Samsung in Korea. Samsung implemented these agreements by raising prices

throughout 1999.

97. On December 1, 1998, Mr. Chang confirmed the above bilateral communications

between Samsung and Sharp by reporting to various co-workers at Samsung that he had spoken

with a Sharp representative who confirmed that Sharp would begin raising prices that week.

According to Mr. Chang, the Sharp representative confirmed seeing the Japanese TFT makers'

25% price increase in the Nikkei Industrial Daily. Mr. Chang also reported that he had spoken

with a representative of Hitachi, and that Hitachi also planned to increase prices starting the

week of November 30, 1998 and had stopped all new designs of12.1" and 13.3" screens.

98. Samsung and Chunghwa also met to fix prices. For example, on April 17, 2001,

Samsung President Jun- Yu Lee "proposed" to Chunghwa executives that Samsung and

Chunghwa "[d]uring the earlier stage, maintain the price of IS" TFT at $250 and then gradually

increase the price to $280 (CPT target)/$300 (SEC target)." According to a report of the

meeting, "[Tjhe parties agreed to try to implement the proposal."
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99. During the 200 1 through 2006 time period when the Crystal Meetings took place,

attendees of the Crystal Meetings agreed to engage in bilateral communications with those

Defendants who did not attend the meetings. For example, the pricing of Samsung was reviewed

with Hitachi in a bilateral meeting between Hitachi and Chunghwa in May of2001. During that

meeting, a senior engineer of Hitachi also provided Hitachi's shipment information for the month

of April 200 1.

100. HannStar notified Hitachi of pricing arrangements and production limitations

reached at the Crystal Meetings and also reported Hitachi's prices to attendees of the meetings.

For example, in an April 10,2002 Commercial Crystal Meeting, HannStar reported to the

attendees that "Hitachi will increase NBPC [notebook PCl-related models by $15 in May, while

monitor models will increase $5."

101. Defendants and their co-conspirators communicated bilaterally to carry out their

price fixing conspiracy throughout the relevant period. These communications were the primary

form of exchanging information and agreeing on pricing from 1996 through 200 1, they

supplemented the Crystal Meetings from 200 I through 2006, and once Defendants and their co

conspirators decided to endthe Crystal Meetings in approximately July of2006, these bilateral

communications again became the primary form of exchanging information and fixing prices

through at least the end of 2006.

3. Concealment ofthe Conspiracy

102. Throughout the relevant period, Defendants and their co-conspirators repeatedly

sought to conceal and did conceal the existence of the conspiracy alleged in this Complaint. For

example, it was "suggested" at the outset of a September 14, 200 I Crystal Meeting that the

meeting be kept confidential "from outsiders (news media) and from internal colleagues."
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According to a report of this meeting, participants were instructed to "not reveal this meeting to

outsiders, not even to colleagues; keep a low profile. To cultivate an atmosphere for price up, if

journalists shall conduct interviews, reveal that the production capacity is at full load."

103. Indeed, Defendants and their co-conspirators manipulated media announcements

to disguise the conspiracy and its effects. For example, at an October 19, 2001 Commercial

Crystal Meeting, they agreed to suppress information concerning a planned capacity increase.

Instead, they agreed to message a demand increase for TFT-LCD panels, conveying the

misleading impression to the public that price increases were the result of increased demand .

. 104. A similar agreement to coordinate their messages to the public was made at an

October 5,2001 Commercial Crystal.Meeting in which AU Optronics, Chunghwa, Chi Mei,

HannStar and LG Display agreed that "[e]ach maker will eventually increase its production

capacity more or less in the future, in order to avoid giving customers and the media a wrong

impression that oversupply will continue, the common understanding amongst all is to announce

more frequently to customers and the media that global TFT demands far exceed production

mcrease

105. Defendants concealed the conspiracy because they knew their conduct was illegal.

For example, during a December I I, 2001 CEO Crystal Meeting that included high level

executives of AU Optronics, Chungwa, Chi Mei, HannStar, LG Display, and Sarnsung, the

participants were reminded to "take heed of the antitrust law." Similarly, a representative ofLG

Display noted in a July 21,2004 cartel meeting that DRAM suppliers had been sued for violating

the antitrust laws two years previously, and he reminded the other participants to be careful and

refrain from written communications evidencing the conspiracy.
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106. Defendants and their co-conspirators affirmatively concealed the existence of the

conspiracy by, among other things, secretly discussing and meeting with other Defendants and

co-conspirators to set pricing and output ofTFT-LCD panels, agreeing to conceal the conspiracy,

agreeing to set forth l1UInerOU$ false and prctextual reasons for the inflated prices of TFT-LCD

products such as rapid demand growth, confining the existence and information about the

conspiracy to a small number of key officers and employees of the Defendants and their co-

conspirators, and engaging in a successful, illegal price-fixing conspiracy that by its nature was

inherently self-concealing.

107. Defendants engaged in active, intentional and fraudulent concealment of their

unlawful conspiracy. The State of New York did not discover the existence of the claims alleged

in this Complaint until after the first of the TFT-LCD manufacturers' guilty pleas to federal

antitrust charges.

C. Supra-Competitive Prices Charged for TFT-LCD Panels were Passed On to New
York State Purchasers of Products Containing TFT-LCD Panels

108. During the relevant period, New York State entities bought hundreds of millions

of dollars worth ofTFT-LCD products. TFT-LCD panels comprise a large percentage of the

retail price ofTFT-LCD products, such as computer monitors.

109. TFT-LCD panels have no independent use, and the demand for TFT-LCD panels

is solely dependent upon the demand for TFT-LCD products. TFT-LCD panels never lose their

independent characteristics and are readily separable and identifiable as a distinct component of

any TFT-LCD product. A TFT-LCD panel can be replaced without adversely affecting the TFT-

LCD product.

I JO. TFT-LCD panels are manufactured for use in desktop computer monitors,

notebook computers, televisions, and handheld devices. During the relevant period, commercial
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purchasers ofTFT-LCD panels, such as OEMs like Dell, IBM, Hewlett Packard, and Apple, sold

TFT-LCD products either directly to end users, including Plaintiff, or through intermediary

distributors and retailers.

111, New York purchased numerous TFT-LCD products (computer monitors,

notebook computers, and other products) from Dell, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Apple, Lenovo,

Toshiba America Information Systems, Fujitsu America, Inc., Seneca Data, Great Lakes and

numerous other vendors during the relevant period. New York's purchases ofTFT-LCD

products from these vendors contained TFT-LCD panels that were priced at inflated levels fixed

by the unlawful conspiracy. These artificially high prices were passed on to Plaintiff and can be

traced through the relatively short distribution chain. TFT-LCD panels account for the bulk of

the total retail price oftelevisions and computer monitors and a smaller percentage of the retail

cost of notebook computers.

112. Accordingly, the price fixing agreements effectuated by Defendants and their co

conspirators during the relevant period had reasonably foreseeable and direct effects on the New

York public entities represented by Plaintiff in this action.

ASSIGNMENT OF DIRECT CLAIMS TO THE STATE OF NEW YORK

113. During the relevant period, both New York State and non-State public entities-·

such as towns, cities, villages and counties, the State University of New York and other state

colleges. state hospitals, public institutions such as the New York Department of Correctional

Services, the New York State Department of Transportation, the Metropolitan Transit Authority,

fire and police departments, and many other public entities throughout the State - made

substantial purchases ofTFT-LCD products.
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114. The State and many non-State public entities made their purchases from OEMs

pursuant to contracts entered into by New York State's procurement agency, the Office of

General Services ("OGS"), with the OEMs (the "Centralized Contracts"). As set forth below, all

purchases ofTFT-LCD panel-containing products made pursuant to the Centralized Contracts

give rise to direct claims for damages that the OEMs assigned to the State, whether those

purchases were made by the State or by non-State public entities.

115. The Centralized Contracts contain generally applicable terms and conditions,

which were incorporated by reference into individual contract awards that OGS made with the

OEMs. The Centralized Contracts were in effect for the entire period relevant to this action.

116. The Centralized Contract provides in pertinent part (the "Assignment Clause") as

follows:

ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIM. Contractor hereby assigns to the State any
and all of its claims for overcharges associated with this contract which
may arise under the antitrust laws of the United States, 15 U.S.C. Section
I, et seq. and the antitrust laws of the State of New York, G.B.L. Section
340, et seq.

117. Following the issuance of the Centralized Contract, individual contracts subject to

its terms were made between OGS and numerous OEMs that manufacture TFT-LCD products.

Dell, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Apple, Lenovo, Toshiba America Information Systems, Fujitsu

America, Inc., Seneca Data and Great Lakes are among those OEMs that entered into the

Centralized Contract with OGS.

118. The Centralized Contract terms were available not only to the State but also to

non-State public entities, which were authorized to make purchases pursuant to the Centralized

Contracts in their dealings with OEMs, and which did so. These non-State public entities
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include political subdivisions, such as counties, cities, towns, and villages, and school districts,

hospitals, and universities as well as public authorities and public benefit corporations.

J19. With the Centralized Contract as a framework, procurement procedures during the

relevant period allowed the purchasing entity to deal directly with the OEivf contractors.

Generally, the OEM "hosted" its individual contract on a website accessible to the State and to

non-State public entities, and there quoted the contractually agreed-upon prices for its products.

The State or non-State public entity, as the case may be, desiring a particular product, transmitted

purchase orders to the OEM, or its authorized resellers.

120. Pursuant to the Assignment Clause, the State stands in the shoes of the OEMs and

other direct purchasers of price-fixed TFT-LCD products and panels for purposes of alleging

antitrust claims against Defendants. As the language of the Assignment Clause provides, it is the

"Contractor" (generally an OEM that has purchased a TFT-LCD panel and made it a component

of a computer monitor or other product containing TFT-LCD panels) that assigns to "the State"

the Contractor's antitrust claims against the TFT-LCD panel manufacturer "for overcharges

associated with" the contract (the "Assigned Claims"). The State, accordingly, owns the

Assigned Claims and is entitled to assert them. The scope of the claims that the OEM assigned

is determined by the extent of the purchases ofTFT-LCD products made under the Centralized

Contract by both the State and the non-State public entities.

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

First Claim (as Direct Purchaser):
Violation of the Donnelly Act, N.Y. Gen. Bus. L. § 340 et seq.

121. The State of New York realleges and incorporates by reference, as though fully

set forth herein, each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.
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122. From at least January 1, 1996, through at least Decemher 31,2006, Defendants

and their co-conspirators engaged in a contract, agreement, arrangement and combination in an

unreasonable restraint of business, trade and commerce in violation of the Donnelly Act, N.Y.

Gen. Bus. Lavv' § 340 et seq.

123. The contract, combination, agreement and arrangement consisted of, among other

things, an agreement and conspiracy by the Defendants to secretly fix, coordinate, stabilize and

raise their TFT-LCD panel prices, including controlling and/or limiting the production and

supply ofTFT-LCD panels through explicit agreements and through the exchange ofTFT-LCD

panels prices and output levels, during the relevant period.

124. This unlawful cartel had the following effects, among others:

a. price competition in the sale ofTFT-LCD panels was suppressed and/or

eliminated;

b. prices for TFT-LCD panels sold by Defendants and their co-conspirators

were fixed, raised, maintained and stabilized at artificially high, non

competitive levels; and

c. purchasers ofTFT-LCD panels and TFT-LCD products were deprived of

the benefits of free and open competition, and paid artificially high, supra

competitive prices for TFT-LCD panels and TFT-LCD products.

125. The conduct set forth above is a per se violation of the Donnelly Act.

126. As a result of this conspiracy, the customers of Defendants and their co

conspirators, that is, OEMs and other direct purchasers, were injured in their business and

property. They paid higher prices for TFT-LCD panels than they 'otherwise would have paid in a

competitive market.
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127. Under § 340(1) and (5) of the New York General Business Law, the State. as an

owner of Assigned Claims, is entitled to recover treble damages. based on the injury suffered

directly by them or by OEMs and other direct purchasers as a result of Defendants' illegal

conduct. The State is also entitled to attorneys' fees and to enjoin Defendants from engaging in

similar illegal conduct in the future, as well as such other equitable relief as may be appropriate.

128. Further, the State, in its sovereign capacity, is entitled to recover civil penalties

under N.Y. Gen. Bus. L. §§ 341 and 342-a in the amount of $1,000,000 from each Defendant for

each actual or attempted contract, agreement, arrangement or combination in violation of §

340(1) and (5) of the New York General Business Law.

Second Claim (as Indirect Purchaser):
Violation of the Donnelly Act, N.Y. Gen. Bus. L. § 340 et seq.

129. The State of New York realleges and incorporates by reference, as though fully

set forth herein, each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.

130. From at least January 1, 1996, through at least December 31, 2006, Defendants

and their co-conspirators engaged in a contract, agreement, arrangement and combination in an

unreasonable restraint of business, trade and commerce in violation of the Donnelly Act, N.Y.

Gen. Bus. Law § 340 et seq.

131. The contract, combination, agreement and arrangement consisted of, among other

things, an agreement and conspiracy by the Defendants to secretly fix, coordinate, stabilize and

raise their TFT-LCD panel prices, including controlling and/or limiting the production and

supply ofTFT-LCD panels through explicit agreements and through the exchange ofTFT-LCD

panels prices and production and inventory levels, during the relevant period.

132. This unlawful cartel had the following effects, among others:
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a. price competition in the sale ofTFT-LCD panels was suppressed and/or

eliminated;

b. prices for TFT-LCD panels sold by Defendants and their co-conspirators

were fixed, raised, maintained and stabilized at artificially high, non-

competitive levels; and

c. purchasers ofTFT-LCD panels and TFT-LCD products were deprived of

the benefits of free and open competition, and paid artificially high, supra-

competitive prices for TFT-LCD panels and TFT-LCD products.

133. The conduct set forth above is a per se violation of the Donnelly Act.

134. As a result of the conspiracy, the State and non-State public entities, which

purchased TFT-LCD panels indirectly from Defendants and their co-conspirators, were injured

in their business and property. They paid higher prices for TFT-LCD products than they

otherwise would have paid in a competitive market.

135. Under § 340(1) and (6) of the New York General Business Law, the State, on its

own behalf and on behalf ofnon-State public entities, is entitled to recover treble damages as a

result of Defendants' illegal conduct. The State is also entitled to attorneys' fees and to enjoin

Defendants from engaging in similar illegal conduct in the future, as well as such other equitable

relief as may be appropriate.

136. Further, the State, in its sovereign capacity, is entitled to recover civil penalties

under N.Y. Gen. Bus. L. §§ 341 and 342-a in the amount of $1,000,000 from each Defendant for

each actual or attempted contract, agreement, arrangement or combination in violation of §

340(1) and (5) of the New York General Business Law.

Third Claim:
N.Y. EXEC. LAW § 63(12)
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137. The State of New York incorporates by reference and realleges, as though fully

set forth herein, each and every allegation set forth in the preceding paragraphs of this

Complaint.

138. From approximately January I, 1996 through approximately December 31, 2006,

Defendants engaged in repeated and persistent fraudulent and illegal acts, in the conduct of their

businesses, by illegally conspiring to fix, coordinate, and raise their TFT-LCD panel prices.

139. Defendants' conduct violated the Donnelly Act, N.Y. Gen. Bus. L. § 340 et seq

140. The State ofNew York is entitled to recover damages, as well as restitution,

sustained as a result of injury caused by Defendants' violations ofN.Y. Exec. L. § 63(12). The

State further is entitled to enjoin Defendants from engaging in similar illegal conduct in the

future, as well as to such other equitable relief as may be appropriate.

RELIEF REQUESTED

Accordingly, New York requests judgment as follows:

a. Adjudging and decreeing that Defendants have engaged in conduct in violation of

the Donnelly Act, N. Y. Gen. Bus. L. § 340 et seq. and N.Y. Exec. L. § 63(J 2):

b. Awarding damages against Defendants, jointly and severally, to the State of New

York on behalfof itself and other New York public entities, in an amount equal to

three times the damages sustained, for purchases ofTFT-LCD panels and/or TFT

LCD products, from Defendants' unlawful conduct in violation ofNew York law;

c. Awarding disgorgement, restitution, and such other equitable relief as may be

appropriate against Defendants, jointly and severally, for violations of New York

law;
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d. Awarding the State of New York civil penalties against each Defendant

individually, pursuant to N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 341 and 342-a, in the amount of

$ I,000,000 per violation;

e. Enjoining and restraining the Defendants, their affiliates, assignees, subsidiaries,

successors and transferees, and their officers, directors, partners, agents,

representatives and employees, and all other persons acting or claiming to act on

their behalf or in concert with them, from engaging in any conduct, contract,

combination or conspiracy, and from adopting or following any practice, plan,

program or device having a purpose or effect similar to the anti-competitive

actions set forth above;

f. Awarding the State ofNew York the costs of this action, including reasonable

attorneys' fees and expert fees; and

g. Granting such other and further relief as may be just and proper.
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Dated: New York, New York
August 6, 20 I0

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Attorney General of the State of New York

Maria T. Vullo, Executive Deputy Attorney
General for Economic Justice

Michael Berlin, Deputy Attorney General
for Economic Justice

/.. I.. . .
/// / ~ / c /

!/UJ-J( ) .J C.-{:/./../~~/i
I

By: Richard L. Schwartz /
Acting Bureau Chief, Antitrust Bureau
Attorney for Plaintiff
120 Broadway, zs" Floor
New York, New York 10271
(212) 416-8282 (voice)
(212) 416-6015 (fax)
Richard.Schwartz.0!ag.nv.gov

Of Counsel:
John A. Ioannou, Assistant Attorney General
Geralyn 1 Trujillo, Assistant Attorney General
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JEREMY A. COLBY
ERIE COUNTY ATTOR....·\fEY

Mr. Robert M. Graber, Clerk
Erie County Legislature
92 Franklin Street. 4th Floor
Buffalo.. New York 14202

Dear Mr. Graber:

COUNTY OF ERIE

CHRIS COLLINS
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

DEPARTMENT OF LAw

September 26, 2011

MARTIN A, POLOWY

FIRST ASSISTANT COUNTY ATTORNEY

THO:MASF. KIRKPATRICK, JR.

SECOND ASSJSTAN; COUNTY ATTOR}~EY

In compliance with the Resolution passed by the Erie County Legislature on June 25, 1987,
regarding notification oflawsuits and claims filed against the County ofErie, enclosed please find a copy
of the following:

File Name:

Document Received:
Name of Claimant:

Claimant's attorney:

Wilkins, Melzar Ti-Shawn vs Kelly R.
Herkey, Kaitlin Bailey and Jeffery
Banas, Employees ofthe Erie County
Central Police Services Forensic
Laboratory
Summons and Complaint
Melzar Ti-Shawn Wilkins
IO-B-3529
Five Points Correctional Facility
State Route 96, Box 119
Romulus. New York 14541
Pro Se

Should you have any questions, please calL

Very truly yours,

JEREMYA~

ErieC~~y

By: ! W-----
THOMAS F. K A RICK, JR.
Second Assistant Co . Attorney
thomas.kirkpatrick@erie.gov

TFK/mow
Ene.

cc: JEREMY A. COLBY, Erie County Attorney

95 FRANKi..JN STREET, ROOM 1634, BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14202- PHOi'.'E: (716) 858-2200- WWW.ERIE.GOV
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:~eL e i\;,:~ n

AO 440 (Rev. 12/09) Summons inaCivilAction

(.1 I \.;;- \ \ \

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

Western District of New York

MELZAR TI-SHAWN W!LKINS, 10_B-3529

Plaintiff

v.

KAITLIN BAILEY

Defendant

)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 11CV61 04

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION

To: (Defendant '$ name and address)

KAITLIN BAILEY, Forensic Serologist
Erie County Police Services Forensic Laboratory
45 Elm Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

A lawsuit has been filed against you.

~~-',

c::.'

r-o
_r-=:

f:~)

:./)

r, -I

Within 21 days after service of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 ~~s i(Yq~\
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R. CiY'/)
P. 12 (a)(2) or (3) - you must serve on the plaintiff an answer to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The answer or motion must be served on the plaintiff or plaintiffs attorney,
whose name and address are: Melzar Ti-Shawn Wilkins

10-B-3529
FIVE POINTS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
Box 119
Romulus, NY 14541

If you fail to respond, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint.
You also must file your answer or motion with the court.

Signature ofClerk or Deputy Clerk

Date AUG 2 3 2011
r,rI~

1~)

,As, 'y
11i!,; ',1

lr, ""f!; flr, """"'0 ·h '~i' ~7i' .,}ifi¥ .~"''''''''
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Case 6:11-cv-06104-CJS Document 7 Filed 08/03/11 Page 1 of 2

-ps-o-
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

MELZAR TI-SHAVlJN WILKINS, 10-8-3529,

-v-

Plaintiff,
DECISION and ORDER
11-CV-6104CJS

Defendants.

KELLY R. HERKEY, KAITLIN BAILEY and
JEFFERY BANAS, Employees of the Erie County
Central Police Services Forensic Laboratory,

~SlAlcoU16rRI. "
, ~'() l"ILEn (;1'2;-,
(.~ ~

~
...., \ !JG 3- ?nll ::0

~~""" ~' ~"Il::<.v. N 1:1\111:11,01.9. ~ /
. IV OIC:-TRIG1" 0Y

Plaintiff, proceeding pro se, was directed to amend his complaint to allow the Court

to determine whether the actions complained of fell within the statute of limitations for 42

U.S.C. 1983. Plaintiff has file an amended complaint (Docket # 6). Plaintiff's amended

complaint has been screened by the Court with respect to the 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915(e) and

1915A criteria.'

The Clerk of the Court is directed to file plaintiff's papers, and to cause the United

States Marshal to serve copies of the Summons, Amended Complaint, and this Order upon

the named defendants without plaintiff's payment therefor, unpaid fees to be recoverable

if this action terminates by monetary award in plaintiff's favor.

'The Court assumes. plaintiff haVing left any allegations and defendants from the August, 2007 arrest
out ofthis amended complaint, that any arraignment and acquittal forthose charges fell outside of the 3 year
statute of limitations.
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Case 6:11-cv-06104-CJS Document 6 Filed 07/21/11 Page 1 of 5

m,ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
h~STERN DISTRICT OF l~ YORK

AN A¥illlIDED CO¥~LAINT Uh~ER TEE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT
OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983

~:-~
~-d~/ / ~

j,,- -F,
/4.': /1'< \ \/- -' "", , ,£!\ "'" / i[;; ,. "t. / 'A.")!

'*~;~ i '~I\ j,'f.</ {,\ ~/ --<~/
"'~'}~J

-'

¥illLZF~, TI-SflA.n~ WILKINS (lO-B-3529)

PRO-SE PLAINTIFF,

vs-

KELLY R. HERKY, KAITLIN BAILEY, AND JEFFREY
BANAS, ID~LOYEES OF The Erie County Central

POLICE SERVICES Forensic Laboratory,

Defendants .•.

JURISDICTION

"(t- i)! i /ill ,/{/J // t . ;' b' { t.> j \.. I t ,,~,

;URY TRIAL ()
REQUESTED

This is an amended complaint civil action seeking relief and /

or damages to defend and protect the rights guaranteed by the Con-

stitution of the united States. This action is brought pursuant to

42 U.S.C. '1983, this Court has jurisdiction over the action pur-

suant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1343(3) and (4), and 2201.

PARTIES OF THIS ACTION .~~~§1ffic·7"".
/.v'V ," "'l"'D -4·C:O·~"..' ,~.'f . r-v c "" () ",

j~""~- .... /.)\
1. The plaintiff Melzar Ti-Shawn Wilkif'sl~lO-B-3529) is aW'~dult

i ( JUL \', I 2011 1)
that currently resides at Pive Points corre\tJ"?{lt:~l Facilit~j;j~~'t~i:e

~, .i1JJj!fL'{L J. ~OEL~€~~"qy~
Route 96, Box 119, Romulus, New York 14541. "<:'81t:i$i"l'DTw,"~'\O~

,~--~,-;:..-:"'~-:'......~

2. Defendants Kelly R. Rerlty, Kaitlin Bailey and Jeffrey Banas

were at all times herein mentioned employeed at: The Erie County

Central Ploice Services Forensic Laboratory, 45 Elm Street, Buffalo,

New York 14202.

3. At all times relevant to the allegations herein mentioned, infra,

the defendants acted under the color of law, regulations,. customs, and

policies to deprive Plaintiff of his Constitutional rights as outlined

below.
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, Case 6:11-cv-061 04-CJS Document 6 Filed 07/21/11 Page 3 of 5

and/or a derivative of cocaine. The defendant's actions and/or inactions

were intentional and excuted in a manner to cause the malicious and

selective prosecution of the plaintiff in the above-referenced criminal

matter.

SECOND CLAIM

8. The defendant, KF.ITLIN BAILEY, while acting within her own~pacity

as a forensic serologist in the above-referenced criminal matter,

gave fabricated conclusions

reporting that "baking soda

on sUbstaf~~;that were tested by falsely
Anee.

was a controlled substance, poured from

the box into a plastic baggie admitted into evidence. That a scale

never analyzed was admitted into evidence and she failed to retest

results of a former employee that had been dismissed for not following

procedure. In fact she signed her initials to something that she

never analyzed into evidence, that a scale had tested positive for

cocaine when in fact "it was not cocaine". She presented false testimony

before a Jury in my State criminal trial proceedings in an effort

to cause and facilitate the selective and malicious prosecution

of the plaintiff in the above-referenced

THIRD CLAIM

criminajJatter.
" ,': '\ ,
lC"jl;'\W'\ n'\4tre!~)ti;f",.J'. .

9. The defendant, Jeffrey Banas, while acting within his/or her

own capacity as a forensic serologist in the above-mentioned criminal

case, did produce a deceptive and incriminating evidentiary report

exclusively connecting the plaintiff to the unlawful possession

of a controlled substance. Never provided the initial results of

Lab testing. falsely iniated a report that was a misdemeanor complaint

and knew that a Felony Complaint lodged would go to trial. The said

defendant produced this said report and provided same into the Erie
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Case 6:11-cv-06104-CJS Document 6 Filed 07/21/11 Page 5 of 5

14. Plaintiff seeks Punitive Damages in the amount of $1,000,000.00

(One-¥lillion Dollars).

15. Plaintiff seeks $100,000.00 (One - Hundred Thousand Dollars)

for Mental and Erootional hnguish caused by the pre-trial incarceration,

time spent from his family, the financial stress caused by him dep1eteing

his family resources in order to fund his defense in the criminal

matter, and paranoi.a and fears plaintiff continues to have resulting

from his experience from this situation.

16. Plaintiff seeks the above-mentioned damages from each defend-

ant, therefore the total of the damages are as follows: $3,491,000.00

(Three )lillion Four Hundred and Ninety One TnDusand Dollars)~

Respectfully submitted,

~
~

M~ar'Ti-Sha~~WlllQns
Plaintiff, PrO-5e
Five Points C.F.
State Rte. 96
F .. O.. Box 119
Romulus, New York 14.54.1

svoxn~to~'forme on the1£ '1; p ruM', }O~l
1/// --7~>/

7'N~MANM. KAU

/
. Nbtary PUblic,Stot. of New Y",,:

No.01HA6241732
Qualified in Monroe County

Commission Expires May23, 2015
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